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ln the paat. •Nial ,-.an there baa baeD an 1nereuinl a'lf&l'llneaa ot 
the internlationllbipa betwaen pbyaioal, MDt.ll1 and aaotional. health ot 
acbool cb1.JdND• S... in"Natieaton ba ... c1•1•d that lllllladjuatlleDt 111.7 
be due to pbyeieal abnoraaliU.a alld ~ .. '!),- Mnt.ll conf'lict.e which ,, 
:! 
t.elld to renlt. in delinquent behaYior. 'l'baH ob•rvationa are p:re•nted 
1n greater detail 1n the toll.owift& chapter and are &t.l'onll7 suggaet1 ... of 
the need for 1\u'Uier irmtlltlga'tion into Uultaneoua phylliologieal and 
p87cbolog1eal dniationa in cbildren who are thought. to be delinquent. or 
ii beha'tior deYiatea. 
il 
'! 
i 
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I 
Stateunt ot the Probl..-
'lhe parpo• of thia lrmtstigat.ion ia to study tha growth and 
davelOJWellt., aa determined bT the Wetaal lirtd1 and 1t.e relationllhip to 
paychologiaal bebanor and aoc1al adjuatllent in a group of children who 
are referred to a mental hni- clinic beoauM ot delinquent. or dena te 
bebaYior. Tbia atud7 wUl att.pt to uplore whstbar or not bebaYior 
deYiat.ion ia aocc.panied by abnoftal powt.h and de"f8lo,aent. 
'lbe 1natraent. aaleoted tor tba ~ o~ growth and developaent. of (l) 
bebaYior dtrriatea is t.be iletul Grid. 'lllia method 1e choaan beaaWMI it 
•••-• tba pb;rllioal condi~on of the eb1ld 1n terms of a functionins 
unit. It coneidera the cbUd'a growth and davelop!l8nt. in tel'llla or h1a 
own heredity, ennronmant, ph:irei~, and qa. 'l'he grid providea a 
(1) fio e. \GtHJ. 1n Ot.t.o Glaaaar, Uedioal !llxaiaa1 Year Book l'ublishera, 
Chicago, l9L4, P• ~S69. 
1 
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method of •aaurlrla growth quality by J'eftallns thoee bod1l)" changes 
which dw with site, shape, directiOD1 • and ~ of peyllioal d.,..los-at. 
The uees-ta of ptiJ'Cbological beh&Yior and eocial ~juatment are 
baaed upon clinical evaluations whiol'l take into consideration the l'ft81l3. te 
of parchcraetric testa, intenina by a pttyebiatriet, peycbologist, 
pediatrlcian1 pii)"Chiatric eocial wol"ker and the school recorda. 
Justification 
(1) 
Burt, 1n his EJ:Jcliol'l atudid1 fwncl that thiJ'teen year old boJa 
in refol'll schools WH Marly four inabla ol'lorter in height and nil'lll 
pounds lighter 1n •ight than the children of equal age in the public 
schools. Aaong repeated offenclera, '10 per cent qre in ill heal til and (2) 
'}() per oent of thaee NqUired 1118dical care. Durt1a later etlldiea 
re'ftaled that pbyaical dafecta •re present in 14 per oent of a 11181• 
adjusted group of children u CIOIIIP4l"8d wit.h eeven per oent in the 
norul. group. While there waa no Yiaible evidenoe of 11alnutrltion 8IIIOr1l 
the control group, 30 per cent of tba Jlaladjuated group 11ere considered 
u.lnour1.ahfld. 
(3) 
Sla'YIIOft baa stated tbatt 
"DalinquenGJ' 111ay result !..- phyltical inadequacies, evidenC*I 
by auch aipa aa poor J)hya1oal dewlOJDent of IBUaoulature, akaletal 
deforaitiea, defecti'N •nao17 condttiona and abnol'llal body 
oheai~t&Te Tbe• oonditiona affect tba dave1os-nt of pereonalitlr 
characteriltioa through phyeloal walmaaa, or throuch bringiftC about 
a feallnl of inadequacy.• 
(i) o;rn liit, 'lba TOIU!I Del1!19u!nt1 Do Applatono-Century CCliiJl&llY, New 
York, 1929, P• 2m:;" 
(2) c,ru ~rt, 'lber.'ard Chile!• n. Appleton-Century C.pany, New 
York, 1937, P• 1~ • 
(3) s. B. Sla'YIIOft, "An Elalentarist.ic Approach to the UrJ:Ieratanding and 
Treatlllent of Delinquancl1't• Nervous Chlld, (Kay, 1947), 6s!U3-433. 
~~~~~~~ 
(1) 
Garrison bas indicated that 11an7 delinquents are poorly 
no'lll'ished and that unbealth:y and handicapped states are closely related 
to conditions that operate to produce such types of conduct} the data 
baTe not been presented in this publication. 
~!! --- ~ ---~---
The problem or pnmmtion, diagnoris and UDderstanding of delinquency : 
is one of primary social :llllport.anoe. The inherent difficulties are due 
in part, to a lack of unanimity in defining delinquency- a tenn which 
tor 801118 ma:r include all forms of unusual child behavior and for others 
refer, exclusiYely, to any confliet with the law. It would be quite 
important tor the prevention, diagnoris and understanding of delinquency 
if it were posaible to deteet early pbysieal or psycho-soeial deviations 
in children before their behavior be-• treuble- to a particular 
envil'OIIIIIent. Early prediction on the basis ot psychological and eocial 
(2,3) 
data obtained on delinquent. is currently being evaluated. 
The purpose of this st.ud:y is to inquire into whether or not there 18 
a simultaneous deviation of physical and psychological factors in children 
who are thought to be behavior deviates. 'Ibis would lll&ke school personnel 
aware of the illportanoe ot following the pb:yrical growth and developnent 
of each child and detecting those cases where there is a trend in growth 
failure. This selected group could then be studied more carefully so 
that behavior deviation may be :innet.igated earlier and treatment 
instituted, preferably, before the commission of antisocial acts. 
In children, normal growth is the result of the normal interplay or 
\l.) K. c. Garrison, '!be Pgcholoq £! Adolescence, Prentice Hall, Inc., 
Mew York, 1946, P• 2;J:' 
(2) w. c. KTI!raceus, 111-D Proneness Scale and Checklist, World Book 
Company, New York, 19W. -
(3) Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, ~~ Juvenile Delinquenex. 
The CCIIDIIIonweal th Fund, New York, 19!)0, P• ii=iiili' 
' 
I: 
II 
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all biochemical functions and, therefore, can be made to serve as a good 
'1 II 
physiological index. 'Ibe isolation or a eipificant biochemical factor 11 
(1) i 
has been attempted in an experimental ~rtudy restricted to one nutrisnt I! 
II 
and perfomed on an age group not under conllideration in this study. The I' 
eubjecte of the etudy were of a college age group and were kept on a 
reetricted diet of thiamine h1drochloride for a period of six to eight 
weeks, after which there 'lnlS evidence of physical ae well ae personality 
alterations. Once dietary eupplements or thiamine hydrochloride were 
provided, there was a CC~~~~Plete re'Yeraal of physical and mental statue. 
This study is renorted in more detail in the following chapter. 
(2) 
The Oluecks 1 in their extensive study of 500 delinquents and 
controls have reported height and weight measurements. In the younger 
age group, the delinquents are shorter and li'Oigh leBs than the non-
delinquentaJ this difference was not. obseJ"Nd in the older age group. The 
authors haft stated thatt "thie variation in the tempo of grcnrt.h1 with a 
growth-spurt occurring as the delinquents reach adolescence, may refiect 
a deep-rooted difference between thwl and the control group." Furthermore, 
they thought that, "it may be that this lag in de'Yelopment indicates 
some physiologic or endocrine process that account& for erraticism in 
maturation. • 
Theae studies indicate that there may be an unSPecified degree of 
deviations in crowth and development. '!he Wetsel Grid is designed to 
evaluate deviations in individual growth and develo'pment and reflects the 
1 general physiological statue or the subject. It is, therefore, used in 
(1) R. Do fuliams and H. L. Yaecn1 R. 'II. Wilder, B. F. Snith1 "Induced 
Thi8111ine (Vi t8111in B, ) Deficiency and the Thi8lll1ne Requireraent of Man," 
Archives!! Internal Medicine, ('llay, 1940), 66s785-792. 
II ( 2) Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, Unraveling Juvenile Delinquencz1 
, The Commcmwealth Fund, New York, 1950, P• J.ll5. 
~c~1c~~~~~c~-~~~-~-~-o~. 
I' 
1,1 
;i 
this study as an objective criterion for the a1sesanent of physical 
status and physical progress rather than the height• and weights reported 
in previous studies. 
A group of 31 male children, ranging froa 9 to 15 year• of age, was' 
1tudied frat the New llalapshire Mental Hygiene Clinic. The 111bjecta1 
representing a variety of the clinic's ..... , were referred by the parents, 
family physician, school personnel, probation officers, State Department 
of Welfare and social agencies, because of stealing, running away, 
truaney and "behavior probl.ella• in the home, school and COIIII!Iuni ty. 
The Tariables which were investigated 'ftrel 
(a) physical status and physical progress 
(b) mental dynalllics a!'ld social adjustment. 
PhYSical status ~ Phy!lical progrels.- All availeble previous 
heights and weights, up to the present tillle, were plotted on the Wet!lal 
Grid. ETaluation de~ed upon the oourn of dnelOflllent over a period of 
time and ill presented in tel'llll of physique, direction, and apeed of 
development. Caaplete medical examinations were performed on each case by " 
a pediatrician llho volunteered his eervices for this study. Additional 
infomation was obtained from the family physician and school health 
records. 
Mental dvnamics !!!!! social adjustment.- Tbe psychological and 
social adjustment of each cue 'l!!le evaluated by the clinic staff using 
the Presently available techniques for personality assesament. Information 
about each case was obtained by interviewing the child and the narents, 
ulllally the 1110ther was the most frequent informant. School records and 
interviews with echool nersonnel prorlded additional infonnation. In 
5 
i 
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acme instances hallie visits were made by the peychiatric social worker. 
'!be peycbometrie teats which haft been applied to the subjecte of 
this investigation are the l'lecheler-Bellevue Intelligence Seale1 Reviaecl 
Stanford-Binet Scale Fol'lll L, Rorschach ,_et and S.ondi Teat. '!'be t•st• 
, ware Felected, adminilltered, and intef'!'reted by the staff or the •rew 
. 
Bampehire !/ental llygiene Clinic. 
After all i.nf'ormation was obtained on each !IUb.iect, tha case was 
re'fiewad by a pec!iatric1an1 Pll'l'Chintriat, psycbologiart, and a rsychi.atric 
social worker. ~ clinical evaluatiOft incorporated the judgment of' 
obsenera of' dU'ferent training, experience and background. 
'llle clinical appraillal of p8Jcholopcal status has been and is 
i contimdna to be the 1'ri'laa.r7 and most valuable method or aeseeanent. The 
owrall illlpresaion of a penonality can be aoet etfeetinly perf'omed by 
the examiner's observation of subtle expreal!ions and feelings which would 
escape any lcnown da'fica or lllllasureMnt. By 'firtue of its nature, 
clinical anpraiaal does not lend itHlt to statistical ap··raiaale 
Cue stud% method.- All possible information obtained on eaeh 
IIUbjeet is presented ae a ca .. etudy and includes info1'1!!at1on derived 
r-.::-------
fran pb~'eical and psychiatric elW!instione, family history, school 
adjustment, and reiiUlta o.t pflYChometric teeta in order to show the child's 
total developunt. ':be child is then evaluated, giving due we:!.ght to all 
factors. 
Analysis g! J1.fJ1 hiatorle!.- All cue histories were then analysed 
in order to dete!'llline which aepect or the subject's ~sical status and 
::>h;;sical progreae1 according to the Wetsel Grid, •re more or less 
I 
II 
related to his psyehological beha'fior and social ad.1ustment. 
are pressnted in tabular tol'Bio 
The date 
. r~~·c·-c_ .·.~~~· 
II 
-- ---- ----:-.:::;_-__ --_::--- __ 
' 
Defini tiona of '1'uu U..S 
B!h!'Vior slniatet.- Throughout tbia etudy, thie teN aball be uMd 
to deeil'late child:ND, "who haw certdn r.action pattel'!lll that are in (1) 
1 conflict with p;arent, teacher, trl.end11 Ol' 8001ety itaelt,• In 
broad teru, this includea thoM indi'Vi""a' a, "who depal"t atrikincl7 rrc. . (2) ,, 
the un1wrsall7 acoeptAid and npeoted aonduot of ohild:ra, • 'lllie 
departure -• ~fficiently trouble.-. to a plll'tioula!' errt1.1'0111118nt1 be it 
a.n indi'ridual or apnoy wated with the authority tor the cbild'e .. u.,... 
CaM atpdl •tbod.•- 'ftlia taN r.fera tc a ••thod ot lllllking a.n, 
•intenaiw study of the indi..Uual by CGabiDing .. 81U'elle!lte and intaniewa, 
(3) (4) . 
and interpreting the findinge,• '!be criteria •t forth by Dollal'd 1 
haft been ut.1lised aa a cu1de in pr.aent.s.ng the oaee histories in thil 
study. 
Orowtlt,- 'ftlia teN r.fere to, •a tunduentlll !--TOperty of li'Ving 
-··-
thine• and ia acc.pliahed eeeentially by cellular IIIUl tiplicatian, w1 th (5) 
inCN&88 in rlllllber and/or ai• of tiuae l11l1te.• 
Deftlopent.- 'lbia teN refe:l'll to, "that proceea which leada to 
organiution of indi'Vidual celll to f01'11 apecialiaed functional tieauea 
. (6) 
and which t.oJt a]~ OCCU:I'II OOilCIU1"1'8ntly w1 th grwth, 11 
\1) L e; dii'i'llon, 'lbe Pmholoq 2! AdoleaceDCB, Pr.ntice-Hall, Inc., 
New Tort, 1946, p. 19fk' 
( 2) Ibid.. p. 19S. 
-(3) H. R. Stela and H. E, Jones, 11 'lbe J•micr High Sclhool Age,• Un1T81'a1!f 
m:E. SOhoo1 JOU!'!!&l., (Janu&rJ, 1937), 1Sr6J-67. 1 
(4) Jobft DoUud, Cri~ !!£ !Sf. leU!. HietoJ't• Peter &!lith Publiahera, 
New Tort, 1949, P• n-~ 
c-___ ---=-:-::--~- -- ---- - - -- ---------- - -- ------ ------ ---!,- ---;--_.:c:-----: -· . 
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'!be puz'pO .. of tbb inwetigation 1e to lltudy tbe growth and dft'eloP"' 
Nnt and ita nlat101l8bip to peycbolociaal bebaY1or and eoo18l adjuetment 
in a group of 31 ohildnD who an nternd to the New u.pebin Mental 
Hr~tiene Cl:lnio beoeu .. of delinquent or dmate bebanor. 
't'tle Wetsel Or1d. ba8 been .. lected to aa .. ae the child 1 e gJ'OWtb and 
dft'elop~~ent. It il the onl'1 type of iniU..nt a't'ailable, at the pre-t 
t1lle, wb1Cih all~ tor a• .. •...rt. of the ind1Y1dual child's gi'O'Irtb and 
dtmll.o!;aent in tuM of hie own bereditl)', enYii'CIIIIMint, body bUild, and 
.... 
llediaal e:aainat101l8 wa:re perf'Ol'III8Cl a each subject and add1ti01l8l. 
intonation waa obtained trc. Hbool bealth noorde and the flllllil'1 
pbye1c1an. 
'1'be pB)"chologioal and eoo18l adjuetaent of each oa .. wae baaed upon 
a ol:lnioal 8't'llluat1on which inclu4ed1 intem.ewe with the child and the 
parente, pqoa-tric teste, and IIOboo1 :reporte. '1'be clill1oal e't'Bluat1011 
inoorporated the judpeftt of each eDJiiner who had oontact w1 th the ohild. 
All the infor'lllation obtained 011 each liUbjcot ie preeented ae a oaee 
history ebowing the child '• total dewlopMIIt. The oaee hietorlee wn 
then anal:yeed in oNr to deterra1118 wtrl.Gh upect or tbe child1e phyeioal 
statue and phylioal progre88 wn related to hie pB)"Chologioal behaYior 
and social adjuetlleftt. 
CHAP'l'IB II 
REVIll 01 LI'I'E:'iA 'I'URE 
SuJW7 of PhJ'IdOIIl ¥1 W. Ral&tiomd!dpa 
'ftd.a :lnftatipt.toa S.a ocmeenlld ws.t.ll tile atad7 ot @1'0IIth and dtmll.op-
._t and ita relat1onahip to pa)'dloloc1oallleba'fior and eooial adjua1ment 
tn a I"*P ot behaftolo ctm&tee. A N'fift of the literature of related 
abldiea is ben pna.~W. 
Radlbda of health --"nations tn 310 Hboola in New York C1V wen 
analJsed 81111 the lno1denoe of pbyaioal deteete ware tHulatad. Ott tho 
' (1) 
llu1a of tM8e ft.ndtnc•t "•ll• baa stated tbat• "ulmat.ri tion aDd 
denW defllote (pOOl' del'ltttion and dsttSed '-til) .,.. more prnalent 
11101g d!IU.....,te than ..ana 11hoee Cld.lAbw wbo wn tboueht to be well 
eont.rol IJ'OUPJ 61 of the delinquents ...,.. 1D diatinct17 poor health u 
ccapand wi tb )0 of the non-delinquents. 'l1le autbon haTe concluded that• 
li 
i 1G =====+--~==---==--.c~~--~~- ~==o~-·-J~ ~ 
intereferenee with nol'lllal. healthy dnelopunt.• -~ 
Children -itted by court to inlltitutiona for rehabilitation, ·- I 
to impro\'8 in general health and gain in height and weight a few weeks {l) 
after adaiseion." On this baaia, Tburatone auggeeta that delinquency 
and malnutrition appear together. The nutritional state waa not evaluated 
previous to committment. It is, therefore, difficult to attribute 
significance to these opinions which are baaed on subsequent events. {2) 
A few case histories recently reported by Goldberg are thoughtl 
"to show that physical illneaa may be a oauaal factor producing delinquenCJf' 
Neither the child, the fmllil:y, nor the school authorities were aware of any 
existing pathology in these cases. In 80118 cases the 1118dical condhion !I 
I 
(iapaired vision, and/or hearing, and ehrcmie upper respiratory infections) il 
I 
I II 
'I 
I' 
were of long duration and had been aggraveted ae tiile went on. '.lbe case 
histories lack any medical data to allow objecti\'8 evaluation of the 
conclusions drawn. 
(3) (4) (!)) 
Other investigators, notably, Jones, Poal, and Shock, 
made sta~nte baaed on clinical observations UK! bli.v!f implied that 
various physical and mental relationships may be related. 'Ihese authors 
are of the opinion that an;y physical abnormalit,r resulting in poor health 
may adversely affect normal mental fUnction and result in deviations in 
(1) R. w. 'lbUretone, Concern!ns Ju'ftuile Delinquency, Columbia Univerait,r 
Preas, New York, 1942, P• 26. 
(2) H. L. Goldberg, Child Offenders, Grune and Stratton, New York, 1948, 
P• 147•169. 
(3) H. E. Jones, "Relationebipa in Physical and llental De'ftlopment1 11 
Review!?! Educational Reeeareh. (February, 1939), 9191-1021 134-137. 
(u) L. E. Poul, "The Effect of Improv sent in Nutrition on the Mental 
Capacity of Young Children," Child Developaent, (June, 1938), 91123-126. 
(!)) H. v. Shoclc, •Physiological Factors in lle'9eloJ:ment," Review of 
Educational Reeearoht (October, 1947), 171362-.370. -
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beba't'ior. It was noted that poor aueoular coordination, poor p01ture41 
di~ealld teetb1 fatigue and undft'denl.opaeDt aa:y constitute a IIU!tioientl;v 
MriOUI bandioap to 1nterefere w1 th dlrftlopaent. ot norul beha't'ior 
pattema 1n children. Furthel"'IIre, it 'ftll.a poatulated that the eoonallio 
and aocial ~t ot lldelinquent• children reiiUlte 1n lll&lnutrition 
and poor growth. There· is no data preeented on the extent or physical 
de't'iationa 1n the delinQUellt group u -pared with a control group, nor il 
tbere &!11 indication on the expected ineldence or deViation• in a nol'll81 
popalation. 
1beM lltudiea do not mak1l allowanoe tar the tact that "delinquent" 
beha't'ior alao ocoure 1n childl'en where 1111oh IOGial and economic handicaps 
. {1) 
could not be cited u contl'ibutlna to their lll&lnutrition. (2) {)) (k) . 
Will1811111, Keye, and BroMic to.aw rer.«ted pereonalit,.-
alterationl tollowin& dietai'J' reetriction of tbiam1ne bJdroeblorideo 
Clinical oblll'Yationa, blood ct..ical detel'llinat1ona, thfl Ronchaoh Teat, 
the llinneaota Uultipbaaio Penonality Inwntoi'J' and catell1a Miniature 
Situat1ona Penonality Teat were ullld u oriteria ot biochemical and 
personality alterations. The IIUbjeottl, prior to the exper:lmental ~riod, 
111"18d u their cnm oontrola. Clillical maniteatat1one obeened werea 
(1) W. c. \ViGil., Penonal c-nication. 
{2) R., D. WUliaa and H. L, llaaorl, B. F. Slith, R. lie Wilder, •Obllrt .. 
tiona on Iftduee<l 'l'himne (Vit.ln B,) Dlfto11DC1 1n 11an,• Archiwa 2!, 
Inte!'!!ll Meiicipt. (May, 19kt), 69t1!1-72S. 
(3) A. s. Keys and Ao u. HeniCibel, H. L. 'hl;rlw, o. T. !liclcelaon, 
Jo B. lrosek, "~ntal. Studies on llan with a Reatricted Intaa of 
Vitam ~·· Alllerican Journa12! Pbn1o1011) (June, 194S), lhlus-h2. 
;I 
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2, fatipe 
'.• change in IIOOd and atteot 4 deterioration or pnofonaDOI in school 
s. lon or intueat and Snability to con01ntrata, 
Dietu:r auppleaenta of tbiaine ~ol'ide reeu.l ted in COIII'plete 
reetoration of physical and .ental statue to the control lnelt Low (lJ 
1 caloric intake pi'Oducad identical renlta in another study, All theae 
, inwlltigatima wen perfol'lllld on at.udeate of college age and the signifi• 
canoe tor other agea, while qgeatiftt ia not established. It might, 
howlrlar1 be h7Potheaiud that witb the increased aetabolic demands of 
growth auoh da"fiatiOIUI aight be accentuated, (2) 
Wetsel baa indicated that, in a oontaoolled group of children 
00111Dc tra eooncaioell.7 pri"lileged baea, "growth arreat" dt.cl occur and 
was acc<:epanied ~ bahmw which eoald be daHI'ibed as varying betftaft 
Wprobl .. tic and dalinquentJ • wh1la t.MN waa no eOOI'IC*ic reatl'iotion to 
food intake, dietai'J idioayncruiea bd to elimination of essential nutl'i• 
enta, 'l'ha and renl te were then illdiltiniUittbable fl'Clll t.boae seen wbell 
restrictions are 118da bJ aconc.io neoaaaity, The data or thia atu.d:y 
appear to be ~tiant bllt haft not 111t bean publlabad. ()) 
SheldCIIl in the atudy of bodiq oonatitvtion, pointe out that 
pbyaique and t.Aper•a'rlt ·are two aapacta of the .,_ thirlg wh1cll aake up 
the total penoMlity, Attar fiw .,.ara of work on both IIIOrphologioal 
and t.pe:naantal atudiaa of 200 young -• he atataas •Corralationa ot 
the order or about r .ao between the two laftla or peraonality (1110rpho-
logical and tapanuaental) ind:l.oatea that tapel'8lent may be much 1110re 
(i) B, e, 5Ciiteie and J, B. Brosak, "Eftecta ot Caloric Intake on 
Beba"fior,• P!!l!l!o-tic !ftdicin!• (Januar:y "' l'ebrua'y, 1948), 10c3l•SO, 
(2) PaJ'IIOftal C Wiication, 
()) w, H, Sheldoll, The Variej;1.•• !! '!'!!p!ruent. Harper and Brother!, 
New York, 19421 l'• tr. 
olo•l:.Y rel&Wd to p~cal conat.itutlon tbeft baa unall:r been euppond." (1) 
n. Glueoka' haft preeented liNn helabte and weighte tor 
different age gl'Wpe or both the delinquent. and the controle. '!be beilht 
and •ilht difteN~U~~ta betwen the llll&nll of the total Hrlee llhowa tbat 
d 
delinqwmta are o.lh inohea taller and •igh 2. 88 pOUnd a aore than the II 
nortoodeltnquenta. '!'be Glueoka' point out that theH total 1118&n ditferenCMta I 
are not ~m~at and an analyaia of the ~ 1ewl 11ea1111remtmta reveal• that 
the JOUIIIBJ' age pooup or delinquent. are ebol'tar and •ilh leaa than the 
oontrol grou.p. 'tlley oonclude that the Yal'iat1on in rata of growth aiiiOIIC 
the 70UJIP1' age group ....,. refieot. a daep-J'oOted ditferanCMt betw.n thea 
and the oontrol llli'OUP• • 
It 1IOIIlci ... ti'01I the foftCOinl tbat there· ...,. be aome relatiouhiP 
bet.Hn phyaical abnonalit:r aDd behaftor dmation, boweYer1 none ot 
tbe• in'ftatigationa cited Cll'l rrowla& cll1ldren eetablieb tb1e relationebip 
on the baeia ot naluating indiftdual pattama or growth and de'felo,:amnt. 
'!be dieeunion here presented will not deal with these broad concepts but 
II 
rather with the apeoifia characterlet.iell of crowtb and developl8!lt which 1 
.. 11 
li'rin« thilll• aonaerned only with their chance in eiee and n•'ber.• In 
the broadeet eenee, crowtb uy be tboqbt. or ae an incna• in phJtliaal 
factora, i.e. 1 uee and l8rJith1 therefore, n ... 
Growth •bodilt• the. concept or differentiation 'llhiah ha8 to do with 
the Ol'l!anisation of indi"fidul cella 8Jid c.ll compluee. Differentiation 
deale Tlith inCl'U.M in OGIIIplexl\7 of indindual cella or cell caapl••• 
and their gro11J)inc into definite orgau., .latins together, [U"OIJtb and 
differentiation reeult in the de'ftlopHIIt of an organ!•• De'ftlopaent 
tbwl incorporate• tho• aoncepte of growth and differentiation wMch deal 
with ineNatle in eiu and organisation or indi"fidual cella and cell (2) 
'l'bie conu-a until an ~t !om is adl!eve e."ld 15 r.!eMrlbrld u, •an ()) 
ol'laniced 'beteropne:l. v. • 
It hae been OOII'ftn:l.ent to speak or arowth and de'ftlopaent. together 
einae jointly they denote all tho• ~cal, pbye:l.cal, and Pll7chologioal 
(1) N. e. if8tU'l in Otto Olee•r1 lledt•l PhYei!f• y..,. Book Publiehere, 
Chiaago, 19bh, p. ~. 
( 2) H. c. Stuart and. s. S, StewniiOil in Ito E, NeliiOilt Textbook 2t. 
PI!Jiatrica, lfo B. Saunderll CcapaaJ, l'lrllldelpld.a, l9SO, P• lJk 
()) J. J, NeedhM, quoted by s. s. Brod7t Growt.b. 
Reinhold Publieblnc Carporat:l.n, Mew York, 
I 
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processes which are respOnsible for the clonl7 interrelated changes in 
fol'lls and functions of all body tissues. Growth is more easily evaluated 
since physical measurements {height, weight, cheat, waist, limbs) on 
which ita aases .. nt depends are readil7 obtained. Developnent is a IIIUch 
more complex concept, as has been indicated, and structural as well as 
f'llnctional factors enter into ite -aaurement. 
Growth and developRent generall7 proceed at a COIIIparable rate, though 
one may temporarily lag. Growth varies at different periods of human 
developmentJ however, the aubnquent remarks are specificall,- concerned 
with the period of tiae in children of school age. During this tillle 
normal growth cont11111es pro,'l'esaivel7 at a steady rate. While it is not 
tree of minor fluctuations, there ars no erratic, haphazard "spurts" as 
has often been erroneously asSIIIHd. The incnan in silse and dimensions 
occur in a manner which ill predictabls tor an individual on the basis of 
accaaulated statistics tor a given age period, and this change in sise (1) 
can be described mathematically as it relates to the total individual. 
Once this normal rata, characteristic for each individual, has been 
initiated, it will continue until maturity is reached. When major 
deviations or fluctuations oceur, then generally denote pathological 
variations. Such mathematical eval~tions take into account variabilities 
that can be classified into "hered.,..consti tutional" factors on one hand (2) 
and environmental factors on the other. Heredo-constitutional factors 
may be briefly listed as tollowaa 
{a) sex 
(b) raoe 
(1) R. e. ii_tJel in Otto Olasnr, lledica1 Pbnics, Yearbook Publiahers, 
Chicago, 1944, p. 517-518. 
(2) H. c. Stuart and s. s. Stevenson in w. E. Nelson, Textbook ~ 
PediatriC!• w. B. Saunders Ccapeny, Philadelphia, 1950, P• 460'51. 
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(c) national origin 
(d) endocrine factors 
(e) congenital defects. (l) 
Emrircmlllental factors are or equal Saportance and Stuart cla:l.ma, 
on tbe bash of anthropological meaaul'elll8nt., tbet race and national 
origin are not strictly hereditarily conditioned factars but are greatJ.."T 
modulated. by such environmental condi tiona aea 
(l) Nutritional state of aother during 
intrauterine life of foetus 
(2) Pathological states of 1110tber during 
intrauterine life of foetus 
(3) Socio-econOIIic stati:ts of taaily 
(h) Nutrition 
(S) Geographic location 
(6) ClSaate 
(7) Acti'Yity 
(8) Illness 
(9) Injury. 
Tbia brief tabulation emphasizes the difficulties which will ba 
encountered in setting up normal standards of referenc:e on tbe baeie of 
purely clinical obeervation. A caapari- of an individual to the popu-
lation requires a normal standard which enocmpaeaee children of similar 
bereclo-oonatitutional and en'ri.r01111ental background. It ie also essential 
that a child should ba evaluated in relation to hie own past growth 
performance. 
'lhe basic concept. of growth and deYeloiment han been utilized by 
(2) 
Wetsel in atte.pting to relata mass and the dimensions or size 
(l) Ibid., P• ~. 
-
( 2) N. c. Wetsel, !?J!.• .!:!!•, P• 5Jh..S69 • 
:ib 
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(heigh~, wi~ht, width) to one anothel'. 'nlie led to the deei~r~ of the {l) 
Wetsel Grid 11bich -binee height and wicht meaiiiU'elllente to find 
total body 11111rt'aee ee the factor which, as repreeentatiw of the total body lj 
development, can be plotted against chronological age. 'the application of '1 
I the growth concept had led to the fo:rmulation of a grid system which 
eimu.l taneouel,- accomplishes• 
(1) the classification of an awrage population according 
to ph:ysique 
(2) the classification of noraal growth rates and develop-
-ntal course or an average population 
(3) the normal height, wight, and therefore, body surface 
progress or indi 'liduale w:l. thin a claeeifica tion 
(h) 
(5) 
the normal indi'lidut1 growth rate 
the diecert'llllent or deviations or the individual tram 
hie own predicted normal couree 
(6) the relation of indi'lidual gJ'OWth rate to the general 
population of children. 
Theee ro:rmulatione conetibl.te a decisive advance in a more exact 
aeeeeement of growth and developmen~. 
(i) Ibid., P• ~22. 
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MethOd• ot lilftl.uatin« Growth ancl Deftlop:!lent 
An incJ'eue in height and weight ot an individual ill bued on phylo-
genam, ontogenesia1 ancl enviro~~~ent.. Tbe IJ'OIIth ot an individual ill 
intluenoed by all th1'M taoton 1n Ya!71111 clepeea, and an)' meaaureMnt ot 
growth ot an individual suet take tbia into OC!Daidal'at1on. 'l'hia 111 
esoeedinlly d1tt1oult and in tact. baa been the atlllllbling block 1n 1I&ITJ' 
uthoda ot me~t., many ot which bus naluation or an individual on 
a oos~IIOD '111 th the he1ght., lllt1gllt, and age nol'llla or a ll-nl popul.aooo (l) . 
tion. It ia desinble1 howi'Wi'1 to cr.pan the individual to the 
awnp ot tile ~t.tan and aleo to lll'l81yse 1n 17,reater detail the 
1ntrinUOMWN~Ma~wtb. 
'!be method ot OCIIIParin« an 1ndi 'Y1cNal w1 th the 8.'9e1'llp or a groaa (t) (3) 
popul.at.tan ~P ~ h111 age ia a.rpllfied by the Chicago, low, (b) . 
and l!enar4 Ol'Oiftb Cunea 'lfhieh haw been oonatruoted on tha basta ot 
awrap heieht.a and 1181ghta ot a apeoitio age. The main parpoM of theM 
growth curwa waa to llbcRr awrap ditterenoaa fJoca year to year. The 
ourwa ahOIIIId that g1rl.;s are taller thaD 'boJ8 t:r. ll to l3 ,...re and at 
14 yeare boys aurpah gtrla. TbeM atudi.. .... the aaii\Bipt1on that 
ib 
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growth in height 1s se»-11nked and showed that gain in <irt during 
1
, 
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sdoleeoence is behind gain in height. S:Slaone and 'l'odd have pointed Jl 
out that both the Chicago and Iowa etudiea conclude that any individual 
mt following this establiehed growth CUJ'W may be in poor health. The 
curves are based on awrage heights and weight& or a given age and do not 
al.low for evaluation of the growth eune of an individual. 
Various height/age and weight/ap tables bave been devised. Among 
(2) (3) 
these are the Baldwin-Wood Tablea, the Faber Tables, and the Brush (4) 
Foundation Nol'IUI1 all of which give standard heights and 1fllights of 
the 8 a't'erage• child at a giwn chronological age in a certain geographic 
area. S1m1lar to the •averagea8 deri't'ed for the growth curves, these 
figures are baaed on specific population groups and fail to consider the 
individual child's hereditary predisposition, body build, geographic and 
ecollCIIIic environaent, and other enviro!Delltal factors previously discussed. \ 
Relati't'e eveluation of a child can be made by comparison to the general 
population, but an absolute evaluation is illpoesible on this basis. (5) 
The Baye:r-Oray Charts have been based on awrage heights and 
weights of s,ecific age groupe, and all children falling within two stand-
ard deviatione -of the mean are considend "nomal., a and all those falling 
' 
(1) It. It. s5;0M and To w. 'l'odd, "Growth of Well Children. Analysis of II 
Stature and Weiaht1 'ftlree llontha to Thirteen Yaere,• Growth, (February, 
1
, 
1938), 2193-134. j' 
(2) B. T. Baldwin and T. w. Wood, 14 11. Woodburg, Height-Weilth'b-!11! Tables. i 
American Child Health Association, New York, 1923. 
(3) H. K. Faber, "A Weight !lange Table for Children fro~~ 5-15 Years of Agef 
American Journal !! Diaaaees !! Chi1dt!!h (Karch, 1921)1 38•758-761. 
(4) K. K. S:Slaons, "The Brush Foundation Study of Child Growth and Develop-
ment," Sooiet:rm Research!!! Child I>m1opment. (March, 1941), 9•1•84. 
(5) L. 11. Bayer and H. H. Gray, "Plotting of a Graphic liecord of Growth 
for ChUdren1 " .American Journal of Diaeaaes of Children, (December, 1951), !)oalhOB-1417. - -
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outside are considered "abnorul". This method allon for greater bio-
logical variation but does not make it ~ 1110re accurate for indirtcmal 
e'Yaluation. (1) 
The Fels Composite Chart is baeed on height, weight, and skeletal 
ossification nGI'IIIS giYing a mean and standard deviation for each year. An 
individual's deviation from the mean of the norm is compared with the 
standard deviation of the total population from that mean and converted 
into the •standard scores" l'lbieh are the ratio of Indirldual Difference/ 
Standard Deviation from the mean. 'lbeee scores are plotted against 
chronological age on a "eomposit.e sheet" and are said to give a growth 
cur'ft of the individual when data are avaUable over~ years. 'Ibis 
11111thod is designed for long-term observations. The individual child's 
growth is compared with the average growth of a specific age. After exten-
eive application of this aethod, the imestigators theailel~s concluded 
that this method did not represent clinical appraieal which they tel t was 
superior to their method. 
(2) 
Burgees constructed percentile eUM'Ils from 1-99 per cent based 
on average heights at given agee. B:r plotting the height of an indirldual 
during a given year, theae curves allow an estimation of his percent-ile 
rank. Individual status and progress are assessed in terms of group norms. 
(3) 
Bean presented data relating chronological age to the time of 
eruption of peraanent teeth as an indicator of anat<llllical developnent. 
(1) X:: W, SOntag and E. L. Reynolds, "'!be Fels <lallposite Sheet. 1. A 
Practical Method for Analysing Growth Progress,• Journal !;;! Pediatrics, 
(June, 1921), )8t758-761. 
(2) M. A. Burgess, •'!be Construction of 'l"'ro Height Charts,• Journal 2! 
American Statistical Association, (Sept.ber1 1937), 32s29Q-310. 
(3) R. B. Bean, "'lbe Eruption of the Teeth as a Physiological Standard t[ 
for !.sting Developaent,• P!dyodcal S.in!u'I, (February, 1914), 21•596-
614. I 
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Later, Cattell preaented data in tbe form or a dental-age scale for 
both boys and girla. 'I'beee scales aN baeed on the total number of perma-
nent teeth llh1ch erupt at different ages and standards for the various age 
levels ha"ftt been established, A carpal index for both sues was first (2) 
preaented by Shelton who determined bone age by roentgenology. 
Although dental and carpal development may be co()5dered physiologically 
:lraportant, it is believed by Shelton and Skeels thatl "Tariations of 
plus or minus one year in either index are w1 thin the range or normal and 
do not necessarily indicate poor~·· 
. (4) 
Recen't1.7 Stuart and Meredith have published charts showing 
"preferential paths" of growth of ch1ldren of different body build. 'I'be 
width of these "paths" has been designed to correspond to one standard 
deviation from mellft valuee, MeaiiUl'lllllents 1noludel height, -ight, chest 
circumference, hip width and leg girth, llh1ch are plotted against chrono-
logical age in indiVidual graphe of a COIIIposite chart. Normal curves are 
given and an indiVidual child 1s evaluated in terms of his dewlopment 
relati'ft to average development of each factor at a specific age, If arry 
one or several of these factors change 1n relation to others, the method 
does not allow for evaluation of such changes in terms of the whole. 
In order to gain a clearer concept of the child's growth as a whole, 
\1) P, R, C&ttell, "A Scale for Measuring Dental Age,• School ,2!! Socie'o/1 (Januar,r, 1928), 27152-56. 
(2) E. K, She1ten1 •Roentgenological Studies 1n Normal Osseous Dew1op-
-nt,• JGUJ'Il&l. .2! AmeriCILft Medical Aaaociation, (!larch, 19.31), 96:759-76.3, 
(.3) E, K. Shelton and R, F t Skeels, "Growth and Development, • ClinieaJ. 
S:mposia, (September, l951Jt )118.3-215. 
(4) H, C, Stuart llftd H, V. Meredith, "Use of Body Measuremen1;.s in the 
School Health Progru,• Americllft Journa1 !!L fublic Health, (DeCIIIIIber, 
1946). .3611.365-1.386. 
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1 ent growth nluee of a eiwn chronologioal. age, The reiUlting growth 
cUJ"ftt 11 ballld upon tbe mean qe un1 t obtainecl for varioue 111eaau:ranente 
of ~. Theee 1nelude IIUCb pha .. , of gJ'OII1h a11 height, night, 
oaliticat.icm, dentit10111 etrength and ooordinat1011, ~~~ental ability and 
read1DC• 'lhe Ol'lanilldc ap uy be ueetu11D deteftinina a child •a g:rowth (2) 
left]. but Oleon baa NcopiHd the lSJaitationa or this technique, He 
oo1Dta out tbet the nan £1'0IItb 'hluel u:r not appJ..v to all individWIJ.a 
ainoe there was no conaideratiOD of beNCiit.ary and enT.I.rolllllental ractore. (3) 
The nthod designed by WetHl 1a bued on height and qight 
Maeu...nta Oft!' a period or years. It att.pte to omaider the individ-
ual child '• growth and de'ftlo;aent in te1'111 of hie own heredity, environ-
~~ent, body buUd, and ap, In addition, it relata the individual to the 
a-..rqe or the olaeaification 1Dto whieh be can be integrated on the buia 1! 
II 
of hie own developlental couree. '!'be ee-Ual contribution or thie 11 
method iJI thtt utilisation of knowledge COMei'Diftlt nol'lllal Browtb rata which j 
are compand to total body nome. The child b evaluated in relation to 
Educatore haft apl()Jed the Grid technique 1ft laying new eiiiPhaeia on tbe 
(1) 1. C, Oieon, ClJild !le-Rloent, D, C. Heath and COIIIPIUJ1't Boston, 1949, 
P• 310.)52, 
{2) Ibid., P• 510.~26, 
-
()) N, c. fleta1 in Otto Olal11r1 lfedieJ PbztdC!• Year Book Publitlh.re, 
Chicago, 19bh, P• SlJ-%9, 
(b) V, A, Baal and B, S, Burke, H, C. Stuart, 1111utrit1on Studiee on 
Childreft Living at a-,• .All!arican Jou!'!!!l .!!! Dill&le! 2!. Cbildre!h (October, 194!)), 70t2llr.216, 
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(1) 
:laportance of growth and development in their teacher training curriculUII. 
The increasing '98lue of the Grid in echool euneys hae recentl7 been (2) 
reported and it is currently being used in the schoole in Rochester, 
Netr York, under the direction of Charles c. Colburn. System-wide applica-
tion of the Grid'e role in the Health and Phyeical Fitnese Program prevaile 
throughout the schools of Cleveland and Shaker Heights in Ohio. Others 
who are utilizing thie technique are Virginia Hufetedler, Health Coordi-
nator, and Dr.. c. L. Conklin at the Corpue Christi Public Sc~3• in Texae 1 
and Dr. Francis H, llarx in the echoole in Oneonta, New York, The Grid l1 
hae recent17 ·been accepted ae part of the ftealth Education Program in the I, (4) I 
achoole in Canada, II 
l!rphaae s J.!l 
American 
.1.7'""' P• 23 • 
(2) E, N, SCIIIIIlin, "The Grid Jlethod ot Aaseaaing Children, • Hoosier Health 
Herald, (AprU, 1946), ?'7183-86. 
(3) J, D. Ratcliff, •How Children Grow,• Science lllustrated, (October, 
1947), 2t66-71, 108. 
(4) G, K. Binning, "Peace Be on Thy House," Health{ Canada 1a National 
Health llagasine, Health league of Qanad&1 (KarCh, 948), 216-10. 
" :I ,, 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 01 '!HE STUD! 
Preliminary Use of the Wetsel Grid 
'lbe phyeical dat.a on 20 normal children, ranging in age from 6.5 to 
l4 ye~s, were obtained froa the New llapllhire public schools and plotted 
on the Wetsel Grid. 'lbe normal children were selected from fi.,. different 
schools. Heights and weights were obtained on eight children from each 
school and the eTBn numbered cases made up the final group. '.Ibis is a (l) 
method of randoa selection frequently used in biological studies. 
'lbe growth and developnent of these normal children wes found to be (2) 
identical With the standards set as nOI'IUl by Wetsel who plotted 
adequate controls on 44045 children and the results have been confirmed by (3) (4J (5) 
Scramlin1 Case, and Kropan in other geographic areas. 'lbe 
normal chlldren presented in this study haft been included to show the 
conformity, of this au.ll normal randaal.y obtained group of school chil-
dren, With a auch larger group obsel"'ed by other in'Netigators and 
accepted as normal by them. 
(1) I. B. H11i, Principles 2! :Vedical Statistics, 'lbe Lancet Limited, 
London, 1939, P• 90019. 
(2) N. C. Wetsel, .2£• Cit., "Growth," P• 542. 
(3) E, N. Scramlin, "'lbe Grid Method of .leeeeeing Children, n Hoosier 
Health Herald, (.lprll, 1946), 2'7&83-87. 
(4) L. D. Case, "5allething New in the Field of Guidance," Association !2I! ~ Journal. (January, 1949), 23t8-9, 
DewlOJIIlellt Publications, Illinois, 
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'l1le objective of exaaining the growth and developnent of these normal 
children was to eh- that their developmental caurae, in this area, is 
identical with that of children in the country at large. 
SelectiOil of Cues 
This investigation was conducted through the cooperation of the New 
Hampshire Uental Hygiene Clinic. 'l1le clinic is a day clinic which is 
• 
supported by state and federal funde and is located in Concord, New 
Hampehire. The ptogua of the clinic 1e under the supeM'ision of a direc-
tor. A child psyobiatriet, two psychologilta1 one consulting psychologist, 
three pllychiatrio social workere, and a clerical and Jllaintenance staff 
carry out the work of the clinic. 
'l1le subjecte of this study coneist of 31 male children, ranging !1'CIIII 
9 to lS years of age, all of whom are residentll of the state of New 
!lampehire. Referrals were made by parent11 f811ily physician, school per-
sonnel, probation officer•, State ~t of Welfare, and social 
agencies who felt the child 1e bsh&Yior was of a serious enough nature to 
warrant attention. 
Tbe study was arbitrarily restricted to males since the problea of 
·~orality" in fBIIUile children was preponderant in the clinic population, 
while uong male children the behaYior deYiation nried widely. 
At the onset of the study an unbroken series of 65 current cases, 
referred to the clinic froa September to Deceaber, were chosen. This 
-ed neceesary due to a reorganiution of the clinic staff and the addi-
tion of new personnel. The information anilable on old caeee was 
liai ted since the clinic had been inadequately staffed. There was no 
attempt at random selection of caees and the final number of 31 cases 
ii 
- II -
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. ·1 chosen were those llhel'e it was possible to obtain COllplete physical, 
I psychological, and social data. One of the limitations of the study was 
[ that over half of the originally selected number of cases had to be 
eliminated for several reasons. In some cases pre"fious height and weight 
data were not available. In other instances the previous weights were 
available but there were no records of heights taken at the same time. 
Sane of the cases were eliminated because there wa111 a change of reeidenoe 
of the f•UY before all cOllplete psychological and social data could be 
obtained on the child. Some of the parents refused to cooperate w:l. th the 
cliDic and it wu, therefore, impossible to obtaift any f8111ily history. 
lack of individual cooperation neceul.tated the elimination of those cases 
who refused to take the psychologi'cal tests or keep the regular clinic 
appointments. 
Research Procedure 
PhyBical evaluation.- The Wetzel Grid was used to evaluate physical (l) 
status and physical progress. lt has been recognised by Stuart and 
other pediatricians as a valid and reliable technique for evaluating indi• 
vi.d.ual growth ~)developuent and has been accepted by the Acad8111y of 
Pediatricians. · 
'lbe heights and weights were recorded by the ..... individual in each 
instance. The child was always measured stripped and without shoes. Only 
previous measurements taken by the ..... obaer"Nr were incorporated in this 
lftudy. In cases where there was a transfer of schools, the pre"fious 
\l.J H. e. Stuart in w. E. Nelson, Textbook of Pediatrics, W. B. Saunders 
Company, Philadelphia, 19')01 P• 1&56. -
(2) Editorial, "The American Acada.y of' Pediatrics Study of Child Health 
Semces,n Journal g! American lladical .lucci.:..tion, (Yay, 1940), 131•32. 
2b 
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height and weight measurements were not used. 
School health records pro'lided preVious evaluation or physical status 
and illnesses. Hospital records and flllllil.y doctors• reports were also 
incorporated. Finally, each child had a thorough pl:ryl1ca1 el1'811lination by 
a pediatrician in order to evaluate his present status. 
I: ~Wetsel ~·- It evaluates pl:ryl1cal fitness in tel'llls of pl:ry'eique, 
II develop~~~ent, and basal metabol1B11. The IJ'id 1.8 shown in Figure I, acC(IIIo-
1 
I 
il 
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pany1ng Case I, and a description of it follows. (1) 
The grid which has been deVised by Wetsel 
panels• 
(a~ the grid panel ( b the awrodrolle panel 
(c the -t.Rbo11• panel 
is diVided into three 
(a) ]!! &tl!! panel is situated to tbe right of the vertical weight 
scale with the horizontal height scales bounding it above and below. It 
' I 
!I 
contains the grid proper which consists of an oblique system of nine prin- 11 
cipal channels tor the classification of physique. The channels are 
marked A41 "J• A2, ~· x, B:!.• B2, B:J• 1\ at the top. These channels are 
crossed by parallel isodevelopaental level linea representing body sur-
face whose value 1s read off i'raa the diagonal black scale along the 
inner A4 boundary. 
(b) ]!! auxodrome paMl is placed to the right of the grid panel. It 
prov:l.dee for the plotting of the body lltlr!ace values (levels), obtained 
troll the grid ~11 against chronological sge. li The curve, resulting i'rom ii 
I 
!I 
I 
BUccessive level/age plots, represents "developrtental progress• and hl!la 
been tenaed auxodrome by Wetsel. Fiw auxodromes standardized tor boys 
and girls are drawn in this section of the grid. They indicate at which 
rats 21 15, 671 821 and 98 per cent of the nOl'lllal population progress. 
j: 
I' 
1: 
,, 
,I 
I' 
,I 
I 
l
l (i) il. C. Wetzel, The Treatment of Growth Failure in Children, 
nee, Inc., Clevel.iiif, 1948, P• ~62. ---
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Boya and girls follow a common course for a certain length of time, there-
after, their course deviates. ThiB is indiceted by the dotted line repre-
senting girls and the solid line representing boys. 
The 67 per cent aumdr01ae is the arbitrary standard of reference to 
determine "advanced," "normal," or "retarded" growth of an individual aa 
compared with the general population. 
(c) !!!!_ meteboli811 panel is at the e:xtre.e right and contains acalea 
tor: estimating basal metabolilllll for either boys or girls at each level of 
development. The same scalee are ueed for comnuting maximUJR and average 
daily caloric intake. 
!!!!, 2£. .!:!:l!, m!! nanel.- The data on height and weight are required, 
Height is plotted against weight and a ooint on the grid is located which 
may fall inaide or outside of the chaJillltl sys~. The location of the 
grid relative to the channel svs~ denotea physique or body build. The 
II channel represents children of medillll build, the chamelll toward the 
left of Y: denote the stocky and the obese, and the channele on the right 
" 
ii 
I' 
of Y: denote the progressively slender body build. The child '• own chamel 'i 
ij 
is established by about six years of ageJ and if healthy progress continue• ,I 
this ph,siqus is retained. All children in a given channel have the 
S8lle body build irrespective of their progressive develo:r;ment. A normal 
child will follow the same channel throughout until adultho0d is reached. 
The location of the point with reference to the "levels" indicate the 
child'• gain in body surface which is representative of size. A "normal" 
child progresses at the rate of one isodevelops~ental level per month. A 
rate of progress less t.han ten levels per year is considered "abnormal," 
!!!!, 2£. .!:!:l!, auxodr01ae panel.- The aFe of the individual, at which 
height and weight measurements were obtained, is plotted against the level 
values derived from the grid panel. Successive observations establish the 
=== --=~'------
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i I' child 1a own auxodl'OIIIeo The auxodl'OIIIe of a nol'llllll individual may coincide 
11 with thoaa preeent in the panel or be parallel to tlwa. Vnly under patho-
logical condi tiona is there a deViation !l'OI!I the CCU1'Ie and direction ot 
the grid. auxodl"'O!!es or &IT'! fhlil:y ot CIJI'Wtl which could be drawn parallel (l) 
to the. 
While a child 1I&Y atar\ 011t well ahead ot the !ll'(ll!rth schedule of the 
large traction of the ~ral population (67 per etll'lt), a cha!lf,e in em1r81 
or direction ma.v indicate a retardation or adYBncement in :relation to his 
Since the .-taboll• panel has not been ut1lbed in this study, ita 
uaa will not. be diacuaaad. 
Pathological featurea ot a child '• growth may be ascertained !1'0111 
the following chanctel"iatica of the Wet.ul G1"1d1 
(1) 
(2) 
()) 
Deviation from the channel as mdenced by floross 
channel" nther than •up-channel" couraa, dev:l.fr' 
tion toward the "B 1a• denoting lose of physique» 
deviation toward the •A '•" denoting gain in 
physique or obesity. 
Retardation in expenllion ot body surface. The 
nredicted lewl s.a not reached due e:l. ther to 
inadequate gain in weight, heicht, or both. 
Retlsct:l.on ot the faotora cmuMrated under 2 in 
the auxodl'OIIIB ayata 
(a) ahow:l.ng either undue acceleration 
or retardation -pared with 67 
per cent ot the population 
(b) demmstrating dmation fl'OIII the 
predicted couraa of the individual. 
Dependent. uron which abnol'llllll feature or caabinat:l.on of them is 
present, a diagnostic opinion as to their eauution can be ..entured in 
con.1unction with clinical data. 
'!be auxodrome COUI'1I8 in certain endocl"1ne disorders can g:l. "N the 
I 
1
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I; same impression as growth failure or onoc-1~ obesity, (1) 
accompanied by change in channel couree. 
but it is not 
:I 
I' il 
I 
1: 
These qualitative descriptions, giving an overall presentation of the 
design and workings of the grid, need amplificatiOn from a quantitative 
point of view. 'lletsel has defined several factors llhich can be l11llllerically 
derived from the grid system and gi~ valuable data for quantitative 
canpa.rison between individuals. 
(1) Developnental age is the age at llhich the 67 per cent 
auxodrome intarsects a specified or giwn level; all children on the same 
lewl have the same develo)llllental age, e.g., a nine year old child at 
Le'Vl!ll 90 has a developmental age of 10.6. The child is 1.6 years advanced 
since the 67 per cent curve only reaches this level at age 10.6. 
(2) Developnent.el ratio is the expression or developnental age 
over chronological ages 
De'Vl!llopnental Ratio • 
()) Specific retardation is the difference between the chrono-
,, 
jj logical age at llhich the child attained a given level of developnent and 
1! 
I! 
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the chronological age at llhich he should !)ave attained the same level if 
he followed his own auxodrome. 
(4) Nutritional grade is the pitch of the direction of growth as 
established between any two successive po:S:ata PJ.ot.ted in the channel 
(5) Maturation is determined by noting the greatest uppor curva-
ture of an individual auxodrome. 
(6) ~proms! ie evaluated by considering both the character 
of the channel couree and the corresponding auxodrome. 
(i) N. C. fi8tii1, £2• Cit., P• 79-94. 
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P!YChological ~·- Each child was interviewed and evaluated by a 
child psychiatrist. The type of psychological tests administered were 
dependent upon the clinical findings. (1) 
At present the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale is most 
widely used by the clinic steff. It is their opinion that this test is an 
adequate measure of general intelligence, for it not only gives infomatlon 
onlaterbal and performance ability• but also provides a comparison with 
the f'ull-soale. Unlike other intelligence teats, an analysis of the score& 
(2) ' 
on the subtesta are believed to disclose abnormal psychological ! 
ii patterns, e.g., pointing to loss or efficiency, deterioration due to 
I ~ 
normal decline with advancing age, or illpairment resulting fr0111 mental 
illness. (3) 
The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Form L (4) . and the Goodenough 
Draw-A-Man Teat ware only given to subjects where additional informa-
tion was desired. Their adm5nistration depended upon the results obtained 
1 
on the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. In s011e instances the sohool 
had already reported results or either or both of these testa and conse-
quently, the child was not retested in the clinic. (5) 
The Stanford Achievement Test was only administered when the 
(1) ba'dd WfiChsler, 
Wilkins, Baltimore, 
(2) D. D. Rapaport, ~~!:,.·~~~~9!! Testine:, Year Book 
Publishers, Chicago, ... 7'""" li 
(3) L. M. Terman and 11. A. Merrill, Measuring Intelligence, Houghton 
Miffiin COII!pa.ny, Boston, 19371 P• 10..55. 
(4) F. L. Goodenough and K. M. Mauer, Intelligence! Its Nature and Nurture, 
Thirty-Ninth Yearbook of the National SOcietY for th~tudy of EdUcation, 
Part II, Public School Publishing Company, Illinois, 19401 P• 161-170. 
(5) T. L. Kelley and a. M. Ruch, L. M. Terman, Stanford Achievement Tests, I 
World Book COII!pany, New York, 1940, p. 1-63. 
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question of proper grarle placement was a feature contributing to the 
preeenting behaVior deviation. 
In saae instances several testa were administered if the staff felt 
that valuable additional information could be derived. 
W1 th the recent extension of the staft, all children referred to the (1) 
clinic were given a Rorschach Test. It the response to this test 
(~) 
, was inarlequata or limited, a Ssondi Teat was then supplementally used. 
No attempt was made to show a compariaon of the Rorschach findings with 
(3) 
, other testa. In the 9J)inions of the clinic staff and also Kerr, 
(4) (5) (6) 
Klopfer, Hers, and Schmidle, the RGrschach Test cannot be 
e'Yaluated statistically for it only elucidates constellations which are 
thought-to serve as a basis for the interpretation of the psychodynamics 
of personality. 
Contributory psychological data was obtained by a psychiatric inter--
Tin with the ch.Ud 1s parents. Wherner possible, both parents were seenJ 
in most instances information could only be .obtained frail the mot..her ctue 
to the day time employment of the father. 
The school personnel reported the child 1s performance and adjustment 
(1) I. U: Bars, The Rorschach Method and ita 
HV!ji&ne l'rogZ'IIDlo ""l'liilosophical L!brarY;""IM., 
the Mental p. 652=684. 
(2) s. K. Deri, "The Ss:>ndi Test," "American Journal 21. Orthopsychiatry, 
(July, 1949), 191447-454. 
(3) K. ll, Kerr, "The Rorschach Tea_ t Applied to Children,• British Journal £! Paxcholoq, (January, 1934), 2tJs184-190. 
(4) B. A. Klopfer and H, H. Da'ri.daon, "Rorschach Statistics, Part I. 
Mentally Retarded, Nomal, and Superior Adults,• Rorschach Research .§!-
change, (January, 1937), 21l6h-169. 
(5) ll. R. Hers, £2• ~.1 P• 690. 
(6) F. E. Schmidle, 11'l'fle Rorschach Teat in Ju-venile Delinquency Research," 
American Journal .2! Orthopmhiata, (Januaty, 1947), 171151-160. 
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in the school directly. Quite frequently, the individuAls or agencies 
who made the initial referral provided supplementary data on the child. 
Social data.- One parent was routinely interviewed by a psychiatric 
social worker, usually, the mothflr was the info.rmant. The infonnation 
which was obtained dealt with• 
g 
~& (5 (6 
(7 
family background or parents 
present fllllily history 
adjustment of children 
financial conditione of the family 
family housing 
the family's and the child's home life 
the child 'a personal habits and adjustment. 
In 11011e instances additional information was obtained from ~ccial 
agencies who had previous contact with the fDily. In!o!'lllli.tion from school 
records was incorporated wherever pertinent. 
Treatment of Data 
Q!!!:!. at*•- In order to arrive at a complete picture or the child's 
normal and abnol"'llal psychological mak_p, it is felt that the case study 
(1) 
is the best method or approach. It incorporates information derived 
from physical and ?sychiatric eDJIIinations1 psychometric testing, and the 
social history - which includes the school record, family background and 
any possible encounter with the law. All historical information was 
c0111piled and supplemented by the results or the psychometric testa. The 
child was then evaluated, giv1.ng due weight to all factors. 'l'he final 
label or diagnosis usually remained contingent on the jud~ent of the 
examiner or examiners, since no simple diagnosis is possible due to the 
canplexitv of the pattern. After completion of the •work-up," each case 
was reviewed by a pediatrician, psychiatrist, psychologist, and a social 
(1) oyr!l BUrt, "A Symposium on Personality. I. Aaees11111ent of Personality," 
British Journal 2! Educational Pgchologr, (January, 1945), 151107-121. 
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1! worker in order to incorporate into the final decision the judgment of 
' 
'I observers of different training, experience, and background. 
li The cmiteria which have been used as a gu.ide in presenting a complete li 
!! 
I 
II 
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1 
picture of the individual, m terms of his ciT) social environment, were 
I, those which have been advanced by Dollard. He has summarized thall as 
I! 
II 
" I' 
I' 
,! 
,, 
follows I 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
(J) 
The subject must be Tiewed as a specimen in a 
cultural series. 
The organic motors of action ascrl.bed must. be 
socially relevant. 
The peculiar role of the family group in trans-
mitting the cult~~ must be recognised. 
The specific method of elaboration of organic 
materials into social behaTior must be shown. 
The continuous related character of experience 
from childhood through edulthood must be stressed. 
The social situation JIIUst be carefully and 
continuously specified as a factor. 
The life-history material itself)must be 
organized and conceptualized. \2 
Dollard has stressed thatl "A life history technique must develop 
its own warrants of reliability, these cannot be r,ained by any other type 
of fact, as for example, correspondence with neurological or Physio-
chemical theories." (4) 
It has been pointed out by Kvaraceus thats "His study, Criteria 
for the Lire History, sets an austere standard, which at the same time 
I (1) John Dollard, Criteria for the Life History, Peter Smith Publishers, 
II New York, 1949, p. 1-286. ---
ii (2) ~., P• 13-37. 
I 
I <J> ~ •• p. 1o. 
I c(4an) w. c.NKvar1aorcekus1, 9llSVenUic;~linquenc:y !m!.!:!!! School, norld Book II pany, ew ' ' P• . • 
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34. 
provides writers who wish to ?resent "case history" material in significant 
form with an admirable guide to the subject which can be used as a topical , 
outline." 
bvery effort was made to follow these criteria as closely as lOOBsible 
in the presentation of the case hi5tories in this study, to the extent of 
the available information. 
Summary charts.- All data of each case have been summarized in one 
comprehensive chart under the following headingst 
(1) Physical evaluation 
(a) Physical status } from the Wetzel Grid {b) Physical progress 
(c) Clinical observation 
(2) Mental eta tus 
(a) Subjective observations: clinical a-rpraisal 
(b) Objective observations: psychometric tests 
(J) Sociological data 
(a) r~nvironrnent 
(b) Reported adjustment 
(4) Therapy 
Most of the snecific items under each category are self-explanatory. 
The factors derived from the V~tzel Grid have been def5ned previously. 
The colUIIIl entitled "Net Appraillal. • 8UIIIlllarizes the "over-all results 
describing physical status on the one hand and physical progress on the 
other," taking into consideration the "channel position in t~rms of levels (l) 
of anvancement.• 
(i) N. c. Wetzel, "Assessing the Physical Gonni tion of Children," 
£!Pediatrics, (January, 1943), 22:1'2-110. 
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The •Net Appraisal" is rated as follows! 
(1) Satisfactory 
(2) Questionable 
(3) Uneatisfactory 
(4) Poor 
(1) 
(!)) Very Poor 
Wetsel eta tea thatl "the net appraisal is based on the quality of 
the child's growth which is detel'!llined by successive observations, because 
grcmth is fund&lllentally a matter of motion and not one of status.• This 
quality of growth depends upon both direction and speed of developuent. 
The ratings are qualitative estimates based on1 •speed and direction of 
development which considers the change in channel POsition and failure of 
. (2) 
the child to reach his expected level of development. • 
"Satisfactory," denotes that the child's direction of p,rowth is either 
within his own channel or does not deviate IIOl'e than half a channel per ten 
levels of development. It the child' e rate of growth does not deviate more 
then one to three levels frCllll hie expected position then he is judged to be 
developing satisfactorily, The child's growth and development is rated 
"questi<>nable, • if there is a deviation of four to six levels from his e:»-
pected auxodrClllle, He i8 'Unsatisfactory, n 1f' there ill a lag of seven to 
eleven levelsJ "poor,• if the lag is tltelve to eighteen levels; and •very 
poor, • if the lag is eir.hteen levels or over. The final •net appraisal" 
takes into consideration both the deviag) of levels of development 
any fluctuation in the channel system. 
(l) £2. Cit., P• 208-225. 
(2) Ibid,, P• 223. 
(3) Ibid., P• 329-361, 
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I' II Net appraisals of grid ratings on 21 093 children showed that there 
!I 
:1 was: "95 per cent agreement with indenendent clinical estimates of the 
li . (1) 
II physical condi ti<n by experienced examiners." In another check-up of 
I! 205 children classified as •peer" by pediatricians, the Grid isolated 203 
II 
I' li 
II 
cases, and in still another study of 371 chil12)n diagnosed as "question-
able", the Grid selected 350 of these casee. 
The column entitled "From 67% Schedule" refers to the difference in II 
il years betl'leen the development which the individual actually achieved and 
[: the age at which 67 per cent of the population would have achieved this 
ijl 
I 
develo;mmt. 
I 
II ness but has not been used for the final anessment of individual growth 
This column has been included only for the sake of complete-
li 
·1 and <'evelopnent. 
II 
i 
The heeding •Specific from own Schedule (yr.)n gives the difference 
! i in years between the develonment which the individual should ~ achieved 
,, 
and that which he actually did achieve. '!'he data of this column refer to 
I "specific retardation." 
II 
I ""'• A.• st.ands for "mental age" as obtained from the Stan!ord-Binet II 
:I Intelligence Scale1 data were not available for all children. 
il '!'he •Ecoo.omic Status" of the familv has been listed in four groups. 
I • (3) \4) 
1
1' This is a modification of the grouping by Chepin and Warner. The 
1, total economic situation of the frodly -s appraised to ascert.,.in whether 
'I 
II 
I! 
il 
II 
II 
,I 
II 
I' ~-~it 
il 
!! 
'I 
II 
!I 
!I 
(1) N. C. Wetzel, "Physical Fitness in Terms of Physique, Development and 
Basal Metabolism,• Journal of American Aiedical Association, (February, 
1941), 116:1187-1195. -
(2) ~., P• 1195. 
(3) F'• s. Chapin, The Measurement of Social Status by ~ Use of the 
Social Status Scale,lJniversity o{1linnesota Press, '"ll'innesota, 19n; p.l-14 
(4) w. L. Warner and P • s. Lunt,_,The Social Lite of a Communi t;r, Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 194l;J;. 16015o;-- - -
I 
II 
II 
I I 
or not adequate means for the child 1 s support were avai1 able. The number 
of siblimgs in the famil,, ?JerP. taken into consideration. Thus a family, 
consisting of three members, having en incoae of $51000 per year v•ill have 
more funds 5oviiilable for the support of a child than a family of six with 
an identical incoroe. The groups are defined as follows: 
1 - More than adequate. The family has substantial savings 
to maintain itself for a few ye~ if income terminates. 
2 - Adequate. The family has limited savings which cen be 
~ed by constant income. 
3 - Inadequate. The family has no savings and live on current 
earnings which are irregular and result in deprivation. 
4 - Inadequate and dependent. The family is denendent upon 
agencies for support. 
Analysis ~ .2!!!!. histories.- The caM histories have been analyv.ed 
in order to nresent, more clearly, what factors in phYsical growth and 
develojlllent were more or lees related tc psychological behavi<>r and social 
adjustment. The difficulty of establishing interrelationships is inherent 
in the difficulty of abstracting quantitatiYe detail for comparison in 
these casell, due to the large mass of heterogeneous information. This has 
been attempt.ad by empirical isolation of multiple factors which cover 
specific facets of the data. lihile several aspects of the data cannot be 
subjected to the conventional techniques of statistical analysil' at this (1) 
time; they may, however, serve ae a basil of comparison. Tnie proce-
dure of analyzing data is not new and has previously been used empirically 
for analysis of clinical data and efficiency analysis in industry and 
business. 
(1) P. ii. !Ioree and G. E. Kimball, llethods £!Operations Research, J. 
and Sons, New York, 1951, P• 1-10. 
I :l_b 
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1[ The abstractions made from the masa ·O~ geAeral infonnation fall under , 
;i . -. 
II the following headings, either as apsolute- .~;·fate processes: 
I. Physical factors from Wetzei ·Grid 
A. Physique and its dynamics 
B. Specific physical retardation in 
relation to admiseion to the clinic 
c. Time period elapsed between maxium physical 
deViation prior to admiseion and admiseion 
II. Psychological factors abstracted from both clinical 
and psychometric data 
A. Chief complaint at time of admiuion 
B. Admission diagnosis and relative degree of 
severity of behavior deviation 
c. Therapeutic prognostication 
D. Final opinion and eftluation 
III. Sociological factore from all social data 
A. Chief presenting social problem 
B. Economic conditions 
IV. Interaction of psychological, social, and physical 
response 
v. Effect of change in sociological environment on 
paycholodcal behavior and physical response. 
These factors are evaluated, in the following chapter, in preater 
detail under their respective head:l.ngs. 
:I 
I 
!I 
i' 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESE"'TA TIOM 
Physical Data of Norul Cuea 
The heights end night& of 20 nol'lllal children, selected from the New 
,: 
n 
I 
Hampshire public echools, were plotted on the Wetsel Grid. ii Two cases were I' 
i 
plotted on one grid in order to show neying physique and rate of develop-
ment, in 110111e instances the differences in rate of development were more 
striking than the types of physiq-.;.o. ~c:b case was aseigned a color which 
designates the channel course in the grid panel and the accompanying rate 
of development in the auxodrome panel. 
All 20 normal children, though of varying physique, followed their 
'I own channel once established and did not deviate in any case. Perhaps if 
ii 
11 more frequent meaiiUl'elllents were available, there may have been channel 
li 
II 
li 
,, 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
li 
" :: 
;i-
nuctuations but this is obscured since the data was obtained on a yearly 
basis. Their auxodromes were parallel to the established normal growth 
curves or coincided with them. This corresponds in all details tc the 
standards of normality as established by the Wetsel Grid. 
The converse of the above conclusion may be considered valid, i.e., 
New Hampshire children deviating from the normal Wetzel Grid course 
predictable for them must be considered abnormal. 
The Wetzel Grids for these 20 cases are here presented as Figures lN 
to 20N, 
I~ 
j! 
'I 
il 
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Case Histories, Grids, and Summary Charts 
The case histories containing the salient facts concerning the 31 
children in this study are presented as Cases 1 to 31. Different initials 
1 were used in place of the original names of each case. The title of the 
father's occupation was substituted for a similar one in the same socio--
econ0111ic group in order to mask recognition of the children concerned. 
Each case is acc0111panied by: 
(1) a 11etsel Grid which has been used to evaluate physical status 
and physical progress 
(2) a large chart presenting the age and a summary of: 
(a) physical evaluation 
( 1) fl'OIII the Wetsel Grid 
( 2) rr0111 clinical impressions of doctors 
and nurses in the school and clinic 
(b) mental dynamics 
(3) 
from the Rorschach and/or Szondi Test 
1'rolll Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence 
Scale and/or Stanford-Binet Intelligence 
Scale 
1'1'0111 clinical analyses by psychiatrists, 
psychologists, and psychiatric social 
110rkere 
(c) social adjustment as evaluated by the social worker 
as regards: 
(1~ family (2 school 
(3 societ:r at large (4 law 
(d) therapy - physical, psychiatric, and environmental-
as administered and evaluated by: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
clinic starr 
social agencies 
legal agencies 
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Each e&l'le history is orglill\bed in the following ll'.anner• the informatrioqj 
1 obtained rraa the Wetsel Grid t.e preeented tint and is accompanied 'by ita ;J 
1: i 
1 signif'icance. TheM data frc:a the Wet.-1 Grid are foll011111d by the inf'cmu- • 
I 
1 tion pertaining to all the other raainiDg topica in the outline. 'lbie IIIOde!' 
,. 
of preMntation was choaen for several reuon~~. firstly, it emphasises the '11 
.I 
Wet.-1 Grid data. Secondly, it facilitate• the reading of the history. 
Thirdly, a ~~eparation in the c:aae h111tory of the data on growth and deTel~i 
I. 
1 ment rraa thoH obtained on nsychological and 110cial factors is desirable, ;1 
~~ since the ob~~ervatione in theM blo categoriee extended over different I• 
II. 
I 
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chronological periods and were made in a ditf'erent manner. 
It will be recalled that the date fro~~ the Wetsel Grid were obtained 
I 
by direct meaSill'aerlta prlor to the time ot clinic admission and thereafter. 
•I 
Physical measur~~~~ents OYer a period or yeare are eeaential tor an evaluatim· 
I 
I 
by the Wetsel Grid, which determines a !!!! p:ro<~eae over a prolonged span 
ot time. It one, tberetore1 select& any one pomt on the Wetsel Grid with--
out any roterence to preceding or subeequent ones this is almost without 
By contrast, the clinical history does not usually contain any exact 
measurements prior to clinic admiseion and, therefore, comparable measure-
11111nte of psychological and social factors are primarily balled on information: 
obtained at the time of clinic admiaeion and thereafter. 
'l'heae two types or data, hoq'ftr1 can be moat clearl:r related in tab-
ular tom on the 8'lliii98J'y charta by recordin& the major psychological and 
social eventa, aa approximately as possible, to the time -.·hen physical mea.,_ 
~ta were ~. To facilitate the aort1111 out of the data f'urthar, an 
interpretation and 8U1111118ry of all facta, Wetsel Grid data aa well aa 
psychological and social infomation, bee been included at the end or each 
hiatozy •. 'lhia organisation -kee poeaible the perusal of the data frc:a 
1: 
I 
I! 
I' 
I! 
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several points of view. 
Each of the 31 histories, grids and summary charta are here presented 
and labeled u Caee l to Case 31. 
~ -- -· -·· - -·--
Case 1 
c. w. was referred to the cllnic because of truancy. He is a !!by, 
withdralll'l boy who has few friends and has difficulty in adjusting in school.. 
According to the Wetsel Grid record, c. w. was a linear body build at 
the age of 9.25 years and hie dnelo:-ment coincided with the 15 % auxo-
drome. In the following two years, he lost pn~sique by moving from channel· 
B2 to BJ and accwaulating a deficit of 25 leTels. During this period he 
should have adw.nced 27 le"Yels 1'ral 88 to 115, whereas he succeeded in 
completing only two of these. Subsequent obeeM'Btions showed that at the 
age of thirteen and a half years, he had II.OV'8d fr0111 channel J3:3 to B4 and 
later had reached the boundary of Bs - B6 thus continuing to lose physique 
and becoming progressi'YIIly thinner. There has been· no tendency to make up 
the 25 levels he had lost between the ages of 9.25 and ll.$ years, instead 
the lag in physical develorment was actually increasing as evidenced by the . 
deviation from the 15 % auxodrome. 
'1'hs total effect throughout the 5.2$ years of observation has been a 
shift of four channels in which the greatest departure took place in the 
last year. c. w. should haTe followed the 15 % auxodrome but instead he 
deviated from his original direction by falling continuously behind. In 
5.25 years he had acetiiiUlated a net deficit of 54 lnele, for at the age of· 
14.3 he should have reached lewl 157 but only succeeded in reaching level 
10.3. During the period of observation there was no tendency to return to 
his original channel nor reach his exoected level of developnent at any 
one point. The growth lag has increased to such an extent that he is 
aJmost four years retarded in ph"sical de'YI!lopnent at the present t:!ae. 
c. w. was born in a state hoepital where hie mother was committed for 
55 
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therapy of a unic depresshe psychosis. He is one of fi:n siblings• 
having three older sisters and a younger one. The oldest sister is 111&1"-
, ried and living nay from home. The mother has been periodically c:om-
mit.ted to state institutions and after discharge she returns heme. She is 
well aware of her mental illnees and coneequently retuaes to aeBUIIIe any 
parental responsibility. She is fond of the daughters but reeents the boy 
and has been known to abuse him physically. The father is a quiet retiring'' ,, 
man who feele burdened with the moral and economic reeponsibilities of the 
family. There is considerable marital ditfi.cul ty between the parente, the 
' father resents his wife but would ne'Rir obtain a divorce due to his attach- j' 
ment to the children. 
The family li'RI in a suburban area in a six room house which is 
heavily mortgaged. '!'he home is sparcely furnished but kept fairly clean. 
The two daughters maintain the household and also make a small contribution 
to the family income for they are employed as clerks. The father is 
employed aa a machine operator but the i'amil,v income is inadequate and 
periodic contributions of food and clothing are made by various welfare 
agencies. 
c. w. remained in the hospital for four months after birth and was 
then placed in a foster home. His general developnent wae good and re-
peated examinations revealed no evidence of phyeical and m:mtal retardation. 
In the interim, the mother had been discharged from the hospital and re-
turned to live with the fllllily. A year later she gave birth to a normal 
female child and since she WillS fairly well-adjusted, it seemed reasonable 
to have c. w. returned to the family. The mother resented the boy 1111 
return and after having physically abused him, the neighbors requested 
intervention of the Society for the Prlmtntion of Cruelty to Children who 
in tum placed him in another foster home. After a short time, he was 
-!:-- --_ 
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again returned to the family and has l'elllained with them ever since. 
The family changed residence an.ral tiaes in the following years and 
as a consequence c. w. 'a schooling was not only interrupted but he had 
difficulty in adjusting to t,he changes. During these early yearst he re- 1 
pasted the f:l.ret two gradee of school and because of his age he was placed 
in the third grade. He was not achienng grade three work in spite of the 
Stanford-Binet I.Q. of llO. 'lbe following year he was placed in s special 
class. He was not a beha"''ior problea !lt this tillle1 although his perfonuance: 
was uneven and he shOlllld e"''idence of being capable of achie"''ing a higher 
level. 
He attended school regularly but after two yeare there wae no e"''idence · 
of scholastic improvement. He became progressively restlees, inattentive 
and complained of constant fatigue, faintness, feeling unhappy at home and 
disinterested in his school work. He was a disciplinary problem to the 
teacher and was labeled a "behavior probl11111." It was later determined 
that the special class teacher h&d very little training and experience in 
dealing with pupils in a special clase and was completely unaware of the 
scholastic, social, and emotional needs of her pupils. 
The lack of parental responsibility, maternal rejection, and family 
disinterest in the child were primary factore in contributing to his in-
security and poor emotional develop~~ent. 'lbis was manifested b,y his poor 
adjustment to the echool eituation coupled with the teacher's inability to 
underetand and motivate him so that hie abilities and desires could be 
channeled into desirable activities and responses. 
The following summer c. w. becarte keenly interested in mechanical 
work which was stimulated b,y his uncle whom he had visited for a few 
weeks. He built a ra:dio cabinet and installed the parts which a neighbor 
had supplied. Upon his return to school, a discussion with the teacher 
'i 
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ensued in reference to the possibility of being transferred to the Junior 
liirh· School •shop class," but the transfer '111!.1!1 not made. He associated 
this with hie past lack of success and projected his failure upon the 
1 teacher. In the interim, the school nurse became interested in h:!.m for he 
appeared undernourished and neglected although physical examination re-
ftaled no evidence of ney physical illness. Further investigation revealed 
that there 11!16 inadequate food in the hOI!Ifl and the meals, all to frequentl;,;. 
were meager and irregular. He had no well established sleeping habits and 
' frequently spent part of the night either reading or rebuilding his radio 
set, this accounted for his inattentiwness and fatigue in school. In 
s-pite of the hot lunchel and extra feedings provided by the school, there 
llllB no significant evidence of improvement in his nutritional state. There 
llllS no intereot on the part of the teacher so finally, the school nurse 
discussed the case with the principal llbo immediately recognized the child .. , 
problems, as a consequence a transfer to the shop claes wns arranged. It 
'IIIli at this time that c. w. remained at bane for two weeks, not because of 
,, any illness but of fear of failure in the new situation. 
Neither the parents nor the sisters were allllre of his absence from 
school for he spent the da;ys in the basement repairing an old bicycle 
which a neighbor had discarded. When the truant officer failed to locate 
! him, a summons was issued to have the obild and parents appear in Juvenile 
Court. C. w. llllS unallllre of the :Implications which hils absence from 
school had created for he had considerable respect for the law and, there-
fore, was quite embarrassed. After he related his lack of' courage to enter !1 
, the new c::.ass because of fear of' failure, the charges were dismissed and 
he was referred to the clinic. 
Psychiatric interviews revealed that he llllS functioning at a low 
average level of general intelligence but that he was potentially capable 
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of a much hilber performance. His school retardation is attributed to his 
emotional state. He suffers from a multiple of anxieties, such asl fear of , 
failure, lack of recognition, and fear of deTeloping a mental condition 
similar to his mother. His feelings toward his mother are expressed in 
terms of resentment and fear of puniabment. 
He is rejected and ridiculed by his 110ther which results in further 
withdr~ and feelings of depression. The mother projects her marital 
difficultiee on the father and in turn resents the father's affection for 
the child. The home situation has been reaponsible for the developnent of 
fears of failure, frustration, and insecurity. This results in p:~or school 
adjustment and difficulties in making any friends. He is frequentl:y ridi-
culed by his classmates who either ignore h:bl or "bully" him and as a 
consequence he resorts to daydreaming in order to escape from reality. He 
feels physically inferior to his clas~~~~&tea because of his poorly developed 
stature and fears the other boys for he feels that he cannot protect hfm-
selt when they attack hiL 
He is a contused child who keeps fighting against his regressions, 
feelings of failure and constant depressions. There is evidence of re-
pressed aggressions and deep anxieties. 
The clinic therapy consisted of providing op,oortuni ty to express his 
feelings of frustration and hostility. It has been impossible to obtain 
any cooperation fran the mother, due to her mental state. The father, 
however, is aware of the child's difficulties and endeavors to provide 
some assistance. This is quite difficult since the father is at work a 
good part of the day. The clinic has been working closely with the school 
in an effort to provide more recognition, reassurance, and encourag-nt. 
During the time of obsarvation, there baa been 11 ttle evidence of improw- : 
ment and in the opinion of the clinic staff, the child is in need of pro-
5& 
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longed therapy. 
At the time of clinic admission, he was 13.5 years of age and during 
the previous four years there was a marked change in physique, fr0111 a 
medium body buUd to a more linear type, and also an accumulation of 3.2 
years in physical development. His physical retardation dates back to the 
period between 9.5 - 10 years of age when he was removed from the foster 
home and returned to the family. This physical retardation has increased 
progressively until the present time. Because of his Sf•• it is doubtful 
that he will owrcome this lag in physical development before maturity is 
reached. His complaints of headaches and fatigue could be attributed to 
progressive malnutrition, as evidenced by the Wetsel Grid and school health .. 
records. In addition, the -oh:rsical complaints may be on a psychosomatic 
basis since he is judged to be emotionally illlllature and maladjusted in the 
home and the school. His physical c0111plaints were more pronounced when he 
was infol"'led of the class transfer, this was solely due to his intense 
anxiety of facing a new situation and deep rooted fears of failure. He 
may have resorted to this as an attention gaining device, however, this was ,, 
not overtly expressed since he resorted to day dreaming. 
Therapeutic aims s.re directed toward providing encouragement and 
personal recognition. ·The school has been very cooperative in working 
toward this end but since thsre is very little cooperation in the home, is 
felt that the prognosis depends largely upon the joint efforts of these 
two groups. 
In this case, severe physical deviation from his own schedule of 
development was accompanied by deviation in psychological behavior and 
social adjustment. 
5S 
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1: R. D. is a fifteen year old boy who was referred to the clinic :1 
I 
because of persistent stealing. He was rirst apprehended for stealing jl 
groceries frOIII a local store and more recently for stealing a woman 1 s han 
II 
bag. Previously, he hsd been involnd in heterosexual misbehavior in the li 
neighborhood, but due to inadequate data the charges were dismissed. 
I
ll 
The firet indication that R. D. showed a lag in physical development 'I 
on the Wetzel Grid was at the age of 1.3.5 years of age. He was deviating I 
six lenls from his own auxodrame, he should have advanced from level llO 
to 126, instead he only advanced to level 120. R. D. was a mediiiDI body 
build and in the following year he mowd fraD channel A2 to A1 and showed 
a lag of 19 levels fraD the 67 % auxodrome which he should have followed. 
At the age of 15 • .3 years, he moved over to charmel K and further away 
fraD his own auzodralle. lle had only reached level 127 and should have 
reached lenl 1521 thus failing by 25 levela. In the next seven months he 
had moved into channel ~ _and then back to channel :U and succeeded in mak-
ing up four of the 25 levels of deviation. His maxiDmm point of physical 
retardation was at the age of 15 • .3 when he was in channel M and deviating 
25 levels from his own auxodrome. Although there is indication toward 
improvement, he is still 1n growth failure and retarded 1.6 years in phya-
ical development. 
R. D. is the youngest of ll siblings, t110 older brothers and one 
older sister are married and living away from home. Five older sisters 
and two younger brothers live with the family in a three ro0111 tar-papered 
shack in the outskirts of town. Both parents are first generation 
i 
Americans and have had only three to five years of formal schooling. Th I e I' i! !i 
~+ 
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!1 father is employed as a laborer but the inCOIIIe is inadequate and is 
II mented by' a state welfare agency, 
supple-:! 
'i 
un- ;i The other members of the family are 
jl employed and reasons for this ha-.e not been established, d 
' 
I 
~I ;; 
a eourplicated picture of hu.~an relation- 'I 
~ i 
ships. The parents are disinterested in the children, quite frequently one 'i 
The family situation presents 
or se-.eral of the children may stay away from hODie for several days and '[ 
there is no concern or curiosity on the part of the parents as to their 
absence or activities. There is a lack of standards and morals in the 
h01118, neighbors report the parents indulf!te in heavy drinking which may be 
continued for several weeks. During this time the children are neglected 
and cOllie to school poorly clcthed and deprived of food, The home is an 
unhappy one, there are constant quarrels becauae of the dissatisfactions 
/ 
which prevail. 'there is no order or direction given to the children and 
yet it seems incredible thet the children attend school regularly, 
R, D, entered school a~ the ape of ei~ He is functioning at a low 
awrage lewl of intelligence and is retarded in school, His performance 
has been inconsistent and as a consequence he was transferred from the 
regular class to a special class, 
PS)lchiatric interviews reveal thet there is a preat deal of anxiety 
associated with his performance thus indicating a functional disturbance 
I which produces emotional problems of a pathological nature. One of the 
! basic physiological drives, namely hunger, forced him to steal food in 
I
I order to satisfy this need, 
apprehended, whereupon, the home circumstances were considered and he was 
This actiVity was continued until he was 
I placed on parole. He found it difficult to comprehend that stealing food 
I wae a social offense for he had 11•t1e concept of what behaVior wae con-
11 eidered "right" and "wrong." Nevertheless, the law represented punishment J•"' ho h~ ::~-,~~·: ~:_:'_''~ i~-SOOr~"'' th~.rt.r, ho 
II 
became acquainted with a boy who had just returned from an industrial 
school and had a court record for burglaey and stealing. After exchanging 
several confidences, his friend was determined to aid him, mainly, in 
satisfying his need for food. He worked out a scheme and encouraged R. D. 
to cooperate with him in stealing a 1101111111 1s purse. '!he stolen purse con-
tained $50 and R. D. was given one dollar while the remaining amount was 
kept by his friend as a compensation for destroying the evidence. This 
was mutually satisfactory and R. D. immediately left to purchase some 
sandwiches. In the interim, the 'lfOIII8n reported her loss to the police and 
just ae R. D. was leaving the store with his purchases, he was apprehended 
by the police. 
He is a confused boy who acts impulsively and is easily infiuenced by 
others who take an interest in him. He is constantJ.y striving to gain 
recognition in an attempt to overcome his insecurities. His recent associ-
ation with his new friend satisfied an emotional need whereby he found 
confidence, encouragement, and sympathy. He has no conception of •r:tght" 
or "wrong" and is constantJ.y groping for the acquisition of some standard. 
The family situation presents a multiple of frustraticns and because of the 1 
lack of recognition fran the parents, he is eager to find support in other 
human relationships. His resenbuents toward the family result in feelings 
of guilt and multiple anxieties which account for the spiU'ts of aggressive 
behavior. There is a great deal of preoccupation with se•~ual matters which; 
results in frequent JOasturbation and attempts at indulging in sex play with 
girls eom.'l.ng from a similsr background. Though he had not been apprehended , 
tor this, the school and neighbor• have raported the frequency of this 
activity. 
It was felt that all his problems stem from the poor home enviro!llllent 
and that there would be an improV1!111ent in behavior if he was ;"laced in a 
55 
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more favorable enviromnent where proper attention and continuous guidance 
1s provided. The parents were unreceptive to this suggestion whereupon a 
court order was issued on grounds of neglect in order to have R. D. placed 1 
in a foundling hom.;. After placement was made, the boy was eager and 
cooperative and felt he had gained a new leaee on life. Follow-up reports 
indicate that he made a good adjustment and shows evidence of alteration 
in behavior and attitudes. 
R. D. was a nomal birth and had measles and whooping cough during 
infancy. Sehool examinations revealed dental caries at an early are which 
ne.cessitated continuous treatment at a dental cl:l.nic. Physical examination. 
reveals no physical abnormalities but he appears short and underdeveloped 
for his age. 
The \iet.sel Grid record indicates that he is of a medium body build 
and is retarded 22 months from his own schedule of developnent at the time 
of clinic adld.Dion. After residing in the foundling home for six months, 
there is indication of a change not only in channel course but also a trend 
in overcaming growth lag. Growth failure in this instance may have been 
&le to simple malnutrition caused by a lack of specific and total essentialj 
nutrients in the diet while he was living at. home and which were certainly 
1 
proVided in the new environment. The Wetzel Grid record showed that there 
was sufficient evidence of growth retardation at the age of 13.5 years 
when he was first apprehended; perhaps sitdlar action at that t:!Jne would 
have prevented fo.1rther acCUIIIUlation of growth failure. 
The physical reenonse in this case is acec:J111P811ied by an improvement 
in psychological behavior and social adjustment. No doubt there will be 
continued improvement, provided he will l't!lll&in in this new environment. 
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Caee 3 
H, W, is 10,4 years old and referred to the clinic because of' hyster-
ical •spells" at home and in school. This condition is increasing and the 
family is unable to cope with him, 
The earliest signs of' lag in physical dewlo;cment appeared at the age 
of' 7,4 yean. At this tble H, W, not only moved f'l'<lm channel M to ~ but 
1
, 
11
1· ~e't~aeill Gredidto,reach his own expect~ level of 57 Gri his own auxodrome on the '!I! 
11 "' ~ This deviation of' two levels would hardly have been signif'i-
1: 
,, cant but subsequent observations showed no tendency to make up these two 
il 
'! levels for instead growth lag was actually increasing. In the next two 
years, at the age of' 9.4 he had only advanced to level 70 and should have 
reached level 81 thus showing a deviation of ll months, The following year 
R. D, only advancgd six levels which is considerably lower thah the aveJ'SIII 
expectancy which calls for one level of' advancement per month, 
In fiv. years he showed a significant alteration in channel course ~ 
moving fran channel M to charmel B3 and had accumulated a net deficit of 16 1 
levels during this tillle, He should have advanced 58 levels fran 46 to 1041 j 
whereas he succeeded in completing only 42 of' these, H, \'i, is still in 
growth failure and at ll,4 years of age he is retarded 1.4 years in phye-
ical development, 
H. W, is the oldest of' three 'bo7&1 all of' llban live with the mother 
in a ten room house in the middle class aection of town, The father 
entered the army when H. W, was four years old and after two years of' sar-
i' vice he was discharged and returned to live with the family, The following i 
!i year he deserted the family, divorce procaedings were initiated and after 
the divorce was granted he ~ediately remarried. He lives in the same 
,, 
- -----~~--- ------ -· 
---- ----- -
community and is known to abuse his present wti'e and children, recently he 
has been charged with mental and physical cruelty. He is employed as a 
laborer and is required by law to provide a nominal sum toward the support. 
or H. W. and his brothers. But since this small amount is inadequat<;!, 
additional income is provided by a welfare agency plu:s rental !rom roomers 
who OCCU?Y the other bedrooms in the houae. 
The mother is a very ne:M'Ous emotional waaan who has many resentments 
toward her divorced huftand and slul has been unable to adjust to tho 
present situation. She re;:.orts that H. w. was a normal birth and that he 
has always been nervous and difficult to manage. This may be due to the 
maladjustment of the parents !or they were always quarreling in the pre~ 
ence of the children and on one occasion, the father severely beat the boy 
together with his mother and then prevented thea fr0111 entering the house 
for se"Veral hours. The mother was al-ys blamed by the husband !or the 
consequent poor behavior of the children especially their lack o! early 
toilet training. H. w. had enureais until he started kindergarten, at that' 
time he develo:Jed chicken pox and measles, whereupon medical advice was 
sought and followed which resulted in no further evidence of enuresis. 
Shortly, thereafter, he began to display temper tantrums in school and 
argued constantly with his younger brothers. A fn months ago he witnessed:· 
an automobile accident in which his ?laymate -• seriously inj\ll'Sd and blecH 
pro!uselyf at the scene of the accident H. w. became hysterical and there 
have been repeated outbursts without any provocation. 
h:Ichiatric interviewe reveal that he is flmctioning at an average 
level of intelligence although his potential level seems higher. He ill a 
tense anxious boy who suffers from a h.vsterical anxiety. All his diffi-
culties stem !rom his poor hom£ adjustment. There is a great need for a 
father identification) he is constantly endeavoring to satisfy this need 
·"'(. ov 
,, 
~-
i but there 11! no cooperation f'I'all the mother. In fact she discourages any 
contact with the father but cannot prevent it, since a court order demands 
periodic visits. The father and son enjoy being together and get along 
well. Ai'ter those 'ti.sit.s, the mother demands a full report and has learned , 
that H. w. witnessed sexual intercourse between the father and his wife 
during his last visit. The mother was so enraged by this re;;.ort that she 
became hysterical. and has refused permission for future contacts. She 
identifies the boy's behavior with that of' the father and projects her re-
sennaents on H. w. and is explotting him for her 01lill dependent needs. 
H. w. is confused about his ;:>arental relationships ~.nd is ambivalent in his 
loyalty to thc:m• he is uncertain about his role in this situation and is 
unable to deal wi.th it. He has become very subnisllive to his mother's 
domineering attitude and has become more dependent than an average boy his 
age. He is over;:>rotected and constantly strives for :i.ndependence and 
security, unable to accOill'olish this hsa led to the develo;:ment of >'lith-
drawal sym;toms. He is so subdued to the extent that there is little spon- i 
taniety in speech and v~n encouraged, he talks indistinctly. 
Psychotherapy was started, both mother and son v.-ere seen ;'eriodically 
in the clinic but after a year there was little evidence of im)roverr.ent. 
The mother is resistent and has cained little insight to the boy's diffi-
culties, she rationalizes her attitude and behavior thus giving little help • 
to the boy. PlaC8111ent of' H. '.1. was discussed and was finnly refused by the' 
mother, illview o! this it 'll'as felt that little progress would be made while,' 
he was under the influence of' the mother. 
~·aically he appears well developed for his ace and there are no 
physical defects noted on physical examination. H. w. has frequent cam-
' plaints of' headaches, nausea, choking sensations which precede these 
"hystericlll s.;:.ells." These are all symntcms of a hysterical. anxiet~· and 
- -- - - -~----,r---
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' are on a psychogenic basis. Further psychosanatic implications are the 
,, recent manifestations of an eye tic which is attributed to his anxiety 
state since there i:o: no eVidence of arJi1 eye pathology, The phyd.cal symp-
taas will undoubteoly contii!Ue as long as there are psychological aberat-
, ions. 
The Wetzel Grid record indicates a progressive trend in alteration of 
ph,sique and a continuation of growth retardation. C'riginally, he was a 
medium body build and has ;:regressively becom.e more slender, He was 16 
months retarded fran his own auxodraae at the time of clinic admission and 
after receiving psychotherapy for a year there was Y:oither any indication 
of improvement in ph·.aical develorment nor in psychological behavior and 
social adjustment. 
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A. F. was over ten years of age when he was referred to the clinic. 
He has frequent temper tantrums, gets into difficulty with other children 
and has recently developed a speech defect. 
At the age of 6.25 years, A. F. was judged to be of a stocky physique 
according to the \1etzel Grid. The next year he shifted from channel A2 to , 
, channel M showing a loss in physique and also a lag in ~,hysical developnent :: 
by deviating three levels fran his expected auxodron:e of development. At 
8. 25 years of age, he remained in the same channel and had only progressed 
three levels of developnent in the past twelu months. In the next two 
years when he was 10.25 years of age, he had an increased loss of physique, • 
became more slender and had reached the border or channel B2• His rate or 
develo}tllent continued to lag and in three years he had accumulated a net 
deficit of 28 levels, during tllis time he should have advanced to level 90 
instead he only reached level 62. His original direction of growth was 
parallel to the 67% auxodrome but fl'all the age of 7.25 to 10.25 years, he 
continued to fall behind his own auxodraue as wall as the 67 % auxodrome. 
His maximum point of physical retardation was reached at the time of clinic, 
adaission when he was 10.25 years of age • showing a retardation of almost 
two and a half years. At the age of 11.25 years, there was sane evidence 
of improvement in physical development for he had moved into channel ~ 
and regained five of the 28 levels of deviation llhich had been accumulated 
up to the time of clinic admission. At the present time he is retarded 
two years in physical development. 
A. F. was an unplanned child and has two older brothers. The children; 
live with the rather in a neglected boarding hotel in the slum district. 
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The parents were divorced two years ago. The mother deBBrted the famil:y 
when A. F. was six months old and the father placed the children in a 
foundling haDe. Neither parent visited the children in the home and after 
the divorce was granted, the father showed a definite interest and desire 
to reclaim the children but was unable to accanplish this until he found 
pennanent employ1!16nt. He is an um!ldlled l,aborer anc! has held odd jobs 
and some time elapsed before his .e~ings were considered sufficient to 
support the children. He felt the children should be reunited and this was 
only possible by establillhing residence in a boarding hotel 'Which was with-
in his income. Before the divorce was granted, re;:>orts were circulated in 
the community disclosing the :tmmoral activities of the mother. She had 
been living with several men in the cCIII!Illnity and had delivered an illegi1i-
imate child which was placed in an orphanage just before she left the 
state. 
\'lhen residence was established ll'ith the father, A. F. found it diffi-
cult to accept and adjust to a change of environment plus a father 11h0111 he 
considered as a total stranger. He had been deprived of parental affec-t;,. 
ion and family life since early infancy and thie change required an 
orientation to a new way of life. He was considered well adjusted in the 
foundling hQJie and vm.s now faced with accepting and ar1,justing to his bro-
thers and his father plus making an adjustment in a new school. 
His school performance in the past was below standard which may be 
attributed to his feelings of insecurity and many anxieties. He was con-
stantly seeking affection and approval. After entering the publj.c school, 
he found the adjustment difficult and was unable to concentrate due to his 
preoccupations which were centered around the father. He was functioning 
at a low average level of intelligence and becauBB of poor perfonnance was 
transferred to a special class. He had difficulty with the teacher who 
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constantly ridiculed his behaTior and felt his age warranted a better per-
formance. He first began to stutter after an incident in the classroom 
when the teacher ridiculed him before the class for reading incorrectly. 
His classmates became a source of irritation for they began to imitate his 
s;:>eech and snickered ewr:· time he spoke. The situation became increasing- .. 
ly difficult both for A. F. and the teacher becsuse by employing ridicule 
and punishment, his stuttering became more severe and is now accompa..11ied 
by temper tantrums and involuntary bodily movements. Other children have 
re;·orted the classroom incidents to their parents who in turn have made 
complaints to the school administration and demanded an investigation. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is a very nervous boy who has 
many anxieties and inseeuri ties arising from the home situation and which 
have been aggravated by his school difficulties. It is felt that his 
school retardation is due to considerable emoticnal blocking. lie is reach-
ing out to establish some rapport with his father and gradually he has been 
able to discuss his difficulties and gain understanding and sympathy from 
the father. There is indication of a positive association with the father 
and the home situation has become relatively stable. There has been no 
improvement in behavior in school. Interviews vd th the teacher revealed 
that she is very antagonistic toward the boy and condenms his behavior 
rather then trying to understand it. A transfer of schools wa£ arranged 
and speech therapy in the school was recO!!IIIIended. Under the combined 
efforts of the clinic ~~d the school, there has been evidence of improve-
ment in speech and performance. He has gained more security and is better 
able to accept relationships with othera. There is every indication to 
believe that improvement will continue. 
A. F. was a normal delivery and had the measles during the preschool 
age. There were no other illnesses rer<lrted and physicsl examination ia 
7b 
negative. The Wetzel Grid record shows that there has been a change in 
;:>hyeique during the last four years a."ld he has become ;)regressively more 
slender. The school rerorts indicate that he had considerable difficulty 
in school between the age of 8.25 and 9.25 years and during this time he 
reached a physical retardation of two years. Since no remedial p~·cho­
logical or oedical s'.;eps were ta!<en, the growth lag increased and ht 
reached his maximum point of physical deviation (29 months) whic11 occurred 
at the time of clinic admission. While under psychiatric therapy for a 
;rear, there has been evidence of imr·rovement in ,'cychological behavior and 
1 
social acljustment togeti:er with a trend in improvement in :ehysical develop-
ment. Therapy will be continue<:: and it is believed that there will be 
further improvement in all three factors (physical, ;.>sychological, and 
social). 
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R. w. was referred to the clinic when be was 13 years old because of 
m&ladjustment in school and at halls. He is unreliable, defiant, and die-
honest. While attending the clinic, there were reports that he stole 
money from neighbors and several teachers in school. 
'lhe first indication of oncoming growth failure, as judged ~' the 
Wetsel Grid, was at the age of 9, 25 years. During the age of 7. 25 and 
, 9.25 years, R. Jl. had moved from channel 11 to channel B2 changing from a 
medium phvsique to a more slender ~'JIB• He had accumulated a deficit of 
nine levels in the course of two years. When be reached the age of 11.25 
years, he had shifted over to channel ~ and because be continued to 
deviate from his own schedule of dewlopment, i.e., parallel to the 2 % 
auxodrome, be had accumulated a def'icit of 17 levels. The following year 
he regained 8 of the 17 levels of lag, if improwment had continued he 
should have reached level 1<::9 instead of level 145 at the age of 13.25 
yeare and level 164 instead of 146 at the age of 13.6 years. Since there 
was no CCIIIplete recovery of growth failure at any one time, the levels of 
deViation continued to accumulate until the final age of 13.6 years. He 
is retarded 18 levels fran his own auxodrome and 1.3 years in pb;ysical 
develO)ll!len t. 
R. 14, was an instrument delivery and had a normal infancy and child-
hood development. He is one of three children, there is an epileptic 
sister who is four years older and a brother who is one year younger than 
R. :u:. The family liw in a five room apartment which is neatly kept but 
poorly furnished due to lack of finances. The father is employed as a 
roofer but his work is sporadic and additional income is earned by the 
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c: --::.__:-_-::- _,_--_--:-=:-::- - -- ~~ --- i ,I mother who is engaged as a janitresa on a part time basis. 
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:: 
ii 
The mother is a very dependent w011an who has anxieties and guilt feel- ii 
I, jl ings because she has always protected and favored the epileptic daughter. 
! ~ 
~I 
II 
:; 
She feels she has neglected R. 11. and now that he has come to the focus of 1 
i; 
i 
I 
I 
attention she "must make things up to him." Her background is one of 
orphanages and foster homes and she is constantly looking for appro~ and 
security. Due to her poor adjustaent she is unable to cope vd.th many 
situations, she has had several "nervous breakdowns" and is currently under 
a physician's care. 
II The father does not assume a prominent role in the farnUy. He is 
described as a calm "eaa,.-going type," ·whO refuses to be bothered vd th the 
!I family activities and responsibilities. There is no discipline in the. 
li 
,1 family, the children disregard the mother's authority for they realize that 
.I 
II 
:
1 
she does not follow through with any disciplinary action. The daughter has 
been an epiler:tie since birth and is believed to be a moron. her illness 
has conditioned the mother's attitude and behavior toward the other chil-
dren. There are constant quarrels between R. v. and hie sister, she pre-
cipi tatea arguments and accuses him of lying and stealing. lie is punished 
for this by being made to do the household chores which were normally her 
duties. This situation only serves to increase resentments and antagonisms 
toward the sister and the mother. 
R. M. started school at the age of six and repeated the first two 
grades. He was ne'ftr a brilliant student and always had poor marks. He 
began to lose interest in school when he w:ea repeating the second grade, 
this attitude p1 rsiated. Hie performance is irregular and poor, he is 
inattenti"'e, pugnacious, and a disturbing ini'luence on the other children. 
He tries to gain attention by abusing the younger children and is there-
fore not accepted by any group. 
1: 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that he i8 of average intelligence and 
his performance is conditioned~' his emotional instability. He is defen-
sive, nonc<GDital, and reluctant to aclmowledge any difficulties, There is : 
open hostility toward his sister and mother and he projects his problema 
upon them, He rationalizes his behavior by blaming the environment :Cor his 
shortccmings. His perBonality is not well integrated and he is constantly 
battling with ambivalent feelings toward his mother, He resents her and 
yet has anxieties and fears associated with a possible rejection of her 
affections. He is moody, sensittn, and easily bothered, He is always 
afraid of being hurt and feels threatened - the magnitude of his fears are 
unusual for a boy his age, 
It was felt that his problems stelll frcm the home situation, where in-
stability prevails and fears develop after having witnessed numerous 
epileptic attacks, Attempts at gaining recognition and attention are sti-
fled so that he was forced to resort to confabulations and later ste sling. 
His multiple frustrations and tensions show a strong need for uninhibited 
aggrusive behavior. The family has been advised to institutionalize the 
epileptic sister in order to provide a more normal environment for the 
younger children. But since the mother refuses to · ~. it is doubtful 
whether any psychotherapy will be benet'icial to the boy, 
The Wetzel Grid record showed oncoming growth .failure at the age of 
9.25 when early manifestations of behavior deviation were first noted in 
school, At the first observation, he was of a medium body build but as his · 
behavior dift'iculties increased, there was a decided alteration in physique. 
He has become more linear and more retarded in his rate of growth and 
. reached his maximum point of ph:rsical retardation two years prior to clinic 
admission at the age of 11.2~ years. At the time of clinic admission, he 
was retarded twelve months from his own auxodrome and growth lag has 
8 • ,.;. 
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'i' continued. 
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,, In this ease the behavior deviation may have had such an effect as to 
bring about serious plrrsiological alterations as reflected in impaired 
physical growth and development. Follow-up revealed that there was no 
improvement in psychological behavior and social adjustment and his 
physical retardation has increased since clinic admission. In view of the 
home situation, it is doubtful whether there will be any alteration in 
behavior and consequent physical development. 
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case 6 
J, M. was referred to the clinic because of persistent stealing, He 
ran away from home and after a two weeks search, he was located at a 
circus and was returned to his parents. 
It was first noted on the Wetzel Grid that J. M. was not developing 
adequately at the age of 8.75 years. In a year he had moved from channel 
A2 to channel ~ and only progressed five levels, instead of keeping to his 
01'111 schedule which calls for one level of advancement per month. At the 
time of clinic admission he was 9. 75 years of age and had shifted to channel 
11_ and had reached level 65 instead of level 74, thus showing a deviation 
of nine levels. Subsequent observations showed no tendency toward improve-
ment, from the age of 7.75 to 11 years, he had advanved only 29 levels 
instead of the expected 37 and, therefore, was retarded ten months in phy&-
ieal development. 
J. U:, is the youngest of three boys. The family is financially COIII-
fortable and live in a large house which is owned b;; the maternal grand-
parents. The home is located in a residential district, ve~' neatly lrept 
and furnished well, The mother was an only child and after she married, 
both she and her husband established permanent residence with her parents 
mainly due to her close attachment to her parents. The children have been 
reared by the grandparents while the mother and father worked and carried 
on an active social life. The father is employed as a foreman in an indue-
trial plant and a year ago he was transferred to another state to supervise 
operations of a new plant which the company had acquired. Because of the 
mother's attachment to her parents she refused to make any permanent changes 
and continued to reside with the parents. Evidently this arrangement was 
Ub 
mutually satisfactory for the father is away fran heme during the week 
and. spends the week-ends with the family at haae. In the ir.terim, the 
grandmother died and since the grandfather· was unable· to manage the heme 
alone J. M. 's mother resigned her job. She is a very active individual 
and soon became bored with household chores ~ereupon she hired a house-
keeper and sought reemployment as a hostess in a restaurant. There are 
rumors that the mother is seen frequenting night clubs in the company of 
other men during the week. Her absence from home leavee the grandfather 
with the responsibility of supervising and discipling the children. The 
" children have all the material things they desire plus a liberal allowance 
but since the parents at'! never heme, they look for outside sources to 
orovide interest and excitement. 
J. M. was closely attached to his grandmother and after her death, he 
developed strong ties with a gang of boys who live' in the slum district of 
town •. He has gained status with the group and readily follows any activity. 
which thev formulate. Stealing was a primary activity which decidedly 
influenced his behavior and fostered this activity. After a quarrel with 
two members of the group, he stole a bicycle and depicted to join a circus 
group in the hope that his abscence from the gang would bring him further 
recognition. 
Psychiatric interviews revelll that he is fu·1ctioning at a dull normal 
level of intelligence. He is retarded in school and has been in a special 
class since the llf!e of seven. Although he has been receiving close atten-
tion in school, there has been little improvement in his performance. He 
is continuously frustrated in his school efforts and is preoccupied with 
the lack of accom::lishment. He endeavors to seek recognition and approval 
by constantly attempting to prove his ability. This has been partially 
satisfied by his skill in planr.ing to steal and gain some status with the 
. ,,.. 
I::JI 
gang. Since the death of the gran<lllothel', he has not found any other 
attachment& in the halle and has sought affection elsewhere. There is no 
cohesion amllrljl! the famil" members and the mother has shown little interest 
in assuming any responsjbility. 
'1be school has been wry cooperatiw with the clinic and has endeawe-ed, 
to channel J. u.•a efforts into worthwhile activities which has led to a 
termination of his relationships with his influential friends. 'ibe mother 
has 'been advissd to resign her job and spend more time w:i th the chilnren. 
'Ibis was followed but with lHtle auccen for she is more interested in 
her own social relationehipe and purauee her former activitiee which keep 
her away fraa hOlliS durit~~t the evening. She has little insight into the 
boy'• difficulties and feels he is mischievous and disobedtent for she is 
l.l!lable to deal with him adequately. She refuses to ass11111e parental reapon-
eibility and after remaining home for a few ... ke she sought employment 
again. 
J. \1, has been uncler psychiatric therapy but there is little 1m: rove-
ment in his behavior. The home a· tuation is reenonaible to a great extent, · 
there is a need for a father identif1cat.ion and a closer relationship with 
the parenta. '!be achool reporte that he has been stealing equipment and 
ssllinc it to obtain IIIOil8Y tor the purpoee of acquiring new friends. It ie 
' felt that readjust.ent will not take :-lacs unleu the rarents alter their 
attitude and activities and take a greater interest in tte boy. 
He was a normal deliver:: and had 11111all-pox during earl" infancy. A 
school examination revealed that he has a pig110n breast which is evidence 
that he had severe ricketa at an early age. The family was always finan-
cially canfortable and were able to provide for an:v physical comfort. They 
al•ays had regular meals at. m- and newr felt deprived. 
The grid record indicates that there was evidence of growth failure 
one year prior to clinic admission when he was 8. 7'5 years o:C age and 
showed a retardation o:C nine months in phyeieal develotlllent. His growth 
retardation dates back to the time when his grandmother died and there was 
a definite change in :Cmily activities. As the severity o:C behavior 
deviation increaaecl, there was also e-rtdence or increased growth retard-
ation. He is still retarded in physical development and there is no indi-
cation o:C improvement in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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R. K. was referred to the clinic becau11e of persistent stealing. He 
is a disciplinary problem in school and is reported to be frequently tardy 
and truant. He is not retarded in school, in fact his performance is very 
good and he finds the work easy but very dull. 
R. K. 111 Wetsel Grid record shows that he was a medium ph:vsique, and 
nuctuated between channel )( and ~ during the entire course of observation.. 
A year prior to clinic admission, at the age of 10.4 years he had reached 
hie maxllllum point of physical retardation which was 2.5 years. Between 
the age of 9.4 and 10.4 years, he advanced only five levels and had accu-
mulated a deficit of 29 levels. During the following year, he reached 
level 73 instead of the exPected level of 99 and only regained three of 
the 29 levels of lag. Light months later, at the age of 11.9 years he 
advanced 28 levels of the exP&cted 31 and was only deviating by three level• 
from his own auxodrome. If adequate growth and development continues, thi$ 
lag could be readily regained. 
R. K. is the youngest of three siblings, there are two older brothers. 
The family is destitute and live in an old tenement in the slum district. 
The mother is a chronic invalid and has been hospitalized periodically for 
several gynecological operations. There is a great deal of hostility and 
antagonil!llll between R. K. and his mother. She blames him for her poor health 
because she had undergone a difficult labor and he was a Caeearean birth. 
She rejects him and is openly negativistic to.ward him. The father is un-
employed and an alcoholic and has deserted the family several times. The 
family is supported by a welfare agency and because of the poverty the 
children are neglected, ill-fed, and inadequately clothed. Neighbors have 
frequently donated :food and clothing but this only provides a temporary 
solution. 
Ps:;chiatric interviews reveal that R. K. has been stealing :food fro:a 
various s"Sores in the neighborhood ever since he started school. He :feele 
very resentful toward the family and his home envirornnent. He has built up 
many defenses because of his deprivation of essential and material things. 
He has multiple physical complaints and always feels fatigued. It is 
interesting to note that he has hearlaches which become more severe when he 
begins to think about stealing but once the act is performed the headaches 
disappear. The headaches may be psychogenic on a rsychosornatic basis, llhie}! 
are precipitated b:r ap;Jrehension and :feelings of P.Uilt about his behavior. 
He has a great deal of insight into his problems but feels stifled 
in his ability to cope with them. His phyeiological needs (hunger) have 
caused him to resort to stealing in order to satisfy this need. He lacke 
self-criticism and feels he must be defensive in his attitude a.~d behavior 
in order to withstand the ridicule a.~ abuse which his claeemates resort 
to and which is a renection of his own family. 
There -s no cooperation on the ')art or the parents, they refused 
clinic contact and would have ;:referred never to see the boy again. Lack-
ing any attachments at home and feeling unwanted, R. K. requested placement 
elsewhere. He was placed in a foundling home where he adjusted well and 
the change in behavior and attitude was quite remarkable. His only fears 
are that he may be returned home after a few weeks. It is felt that the 
;>rognosis is good ;:>roviding he is away fran his home environnent. He will 
remain in the foundling home until a suitable foster home is found. 
Information on his in!an~· and childhood development was not avail-
able. Physical examination is negative. According to the Wetzel Grid, he 
was 26 months retarded in ?hysj cal develorment at the time of clinic 
-- --------- ------ ------_----:_c--~---= ·--
admission. After liVing in a new enYironment for six months, he had re-
gained most of this deficit and has nearly reached his o-wn auxodrome. 
Poor physical development may lw.w been due to malnutrition, because of 
povert;. and deprivation at h01110. This has no doubt brought on phvsical 
s;llllptoms a."''d fatigue and resulted in growth lag. 1'he physical response to 
a new environment was just as remarkable as his iJn;:.rovement in psychological 
behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case 8 
C. K. was eleven years old when he was referred to the clinic. lie is 
a disciplinary problem, has frequent temper tantrums and disturbs the 
classroom activities. He is retarded in school and considered asocial, 
According to the Wetzel Grid, c. K. was a stocky body build, located 
in channel A.3 at the age of seven years. Physical develo;:ment was satis-
factory during the next year. At the age of nine years he had IDO'Yed across 
channel A3 to channel ~ and was retarded eight months in physical develop- , 
ment, but the following year he remained in the same channel and had only 
advanced four levels instead of the expected 19, He had acclliiUlated a 
retardation of 1.4 years in physical develonoont. 
At the t:lme of clinic admission he was ll years old and had regained 
only three of the 1~ levels of lag and was retarded almost a year from his 
own auxodrome which was parallel to the 67 % standard. During the entire 
c~se of four years observation, he had ~d across four channels and 
reached level 33 instead of the expected level of 4~. 
c. K, is the oldest of three children, there is a younger brother and 
a sister. The family is destitute and liw in a tenement which is poorly 
furnished and neglected. The family had enjoyed financial comfort for 
several years, since the father is a carpenter he built their own home 
before the children were born, at that t:lme the father was employed regulal"o 
ly and the ine0111e was ad< quate. Five years ago, the father became ill and 
was unable to work, finally, he was hospitalized and had several operations 
perfor~~~ed on the genito-urinary tract and a diagnosis of carcinoma of the 
bladder with metastasis was confirmed, Due to his prolonged hospitaliz-
ation, all their savings were drained and in order to pay the hospital bi:D.a 
it was necessary to secure loans by mortgaging the home. The father ha8 
progressively become more incapacitated, he •s discharged from the hospital 
and is now rBJX>rted to be near the terminal stage. In the interim, the 
family lost the house and were forced to DKm! to a tenement and depend upon 
a welfare agency as their sole source of income. 
The father is seventy fiTS years old and the mother is twenty years 
younger than he is. Due to the age difference there has always been a 
difference of opinion in the manner of raising the children and disciplin-
ing them. The family enVironment had been a happy one but since the father : 
became ill, there has been a disintegration of t'Ulily ties. The mother ill 
very devoted to the father and has taken ·0n]y little interest in the child-
ren. Quite frequently, C. K. is tardy and truant from school and left to 
his own devices for the mother feels she has enough to worry about and 
feels this is the schoc1 1s responeibUity. 
c. K. is of a dull no:nual intelligence and his performance has been 
poor. lie has repeated the first three grades and is much older than the 
children in his clue which accounts for 801118 of the difficulties in school. 
Intrinsically he is a very shy bey who hu many insecurities and feels un-
wanted at hC111141. He has ne'll;!r really had any companionship or rapport with 
his father and the relationships with the mother have bean unsatisfactory. 
Because of his poor home adju11tment, he he· s been unable to make any friends 
in school and the thought of meeting people are a source of disturbance 
and anxiety to him. He is withdrawn and resorts to daydreaming as a means 
of escaping reality. 
Recently he has been masturbating heaViJ¥ and after being reprimanded 
for this, he hae developed guilt feelings. He ill frustrated in his efforts 
for recognition and accompliShment which leads to very aggressive and 
socially unacceptable behavior. It is felt that his school retardation is 
on an emotional basis and that he is capable of a better performance. 
Placement in a boarding school is beinp; considered. It is hoped that with 
a change o! enViro11111ent plus proper guidance, a more favorable read,1ustment , 
will accrue. 
He was a normal birth and deli very and had very few diseases during 
infancy. Physical examination is negatiw and there is no evidence of any 
physical abnormalities. At the age of ten, he was retarded 15" months 
· from hie own auxodraae when he was first noted to be a behavior problem in 
school but a year later, when he was seen in the clinic he was retarded 11 
months. During the course of observation his total physical development 
was judged to be poor. Physical retardation, in this case, may have been 
due to deprivation o! essential nutrients in the diet due to the poor 
economic status of the family, bDwever, this was not established. No 
folia-up data was available. 
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Cue 9 
A. B. was referred to the clinic beeeuse of poor adjustment in school. 
He ie known ae the "daydreamer• of the class and is unresoona1. ve to any 
type of motivation. 
According to the Wetzel Grid1 A, B. was a medium physique at the age 
1 of 7.1 years and during the course of observation he had shifted from 
channel B1 to B2 and then returned to B:L• The first indication of lag in 
physical developnent was at the age of 8.1 years when he reached level 68 
instead of 75. Subsequent observations showed that this deficit was not 
comuletely made up, he continued to show a deviation from his own schedule 
of development which coincided with the lS % auxodrome. 
In six years, by the time he reached the age of 13.1 years, he had 
acCUIIIUl.ated a net deficit of lh levels, during this period he should have 
advanced 75 levels from 62 to 137, whereas he succeeded in completing only 
61 of these. At. the age of 13.1 years, he wae retarded one year in physi-
cal develo]Dent and when he reached l3.h years there was some indication 
toward improvement. At the present ~. he is still in growth failure and · 
retarded ten months in physical develo,aent. 
The family is economically comfortable and the father has always been 
employed in a aupervieory capaei ty in an industrial plant. A. B. hae a twin ' 
' brother who ie considered well-adjusted and more successful in school. The 
parenta are alwaya comparing the behavior and accomplishments of the two 
boys and consequently there is considerable resentment and sibling rivalry 
present. There are some marital difficultiee which arise from the differ-
ence in the religious beliefs of the carents. The father iB Protestant 
and the mother is Catholic and the children are affiliated with t.he Catholic 
i02 
religion. A. B. has become disturbed about the lack of unity in religious 
affiliations, he is very fond of the father and because of his attachment 
to him he has expreued a desire to join the Protestant group. 'Ibis caused 
considerable emotional outburst. from t.he mother who would not pemit any 
change. The mother feels this is personally directed against her and she 
shows antagonism and resentment toward the boy. She seeks reassurance and 
constantly demands overt manifestations of the boy's affection for her. 
A. B. has become very disturbed about this behavior and expresses his am-
bivalence, guilt, and fear of rejection and consequent punishment. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is fUnctioning at the border 
line level of general intelligence. He is very nervous and has strong 
inferiority feelings and is constantly struggling with his environment. He 
has very little insight and has difficulty in cOillllunicating his feelings, 
this may be partially due to his poor intellectual endowment. Most of his 
insecurities arise from the home situation, i.e., the behavior of the 
parents toward the two boys, sibling rivalry and the religious differences 
of the parents. The relationship with the mother is a strained one and 
he constantly seeks approval and assurance frc.m the father. Since the 
father attempts to show no partiality with the children, A. B. feels 1'0-
jected and attempts to withdraw from the disturbances in his environment by , 
resorting to daydre11111ing eo that he can avoid thinking about his problema. 
He strives to gain recognition frc.m his clasi!IIULtea but is very awkward in 
his relationships so that they tend to ignore him. He foela unwanted in 
school and because of his poor performance, there is resentment toward the 
teacher on whom he projects his difficulties and rationalizes bis behavior. 
He attempts to antagonize the teacher by distracting and anno;1ing the other 
children. 
The mother becomes very emotional in her discussions about the boy. 
.iOS 
She has little insight into hiE problema and finds it difficult to r<alise 
that her attitude contributes to his maladjustment. She is defensive in 
her attitude and is unwilling to alter her behavior toward the bt!y .• 
Follow-up renorts reveal that there is no illlprovement in the boy's 
behavior in school and in the home. It is doubtful that there will be 
any success with further psychotherapy. 
A. B. was a nonnal del1'9ery and no mental retardation was noted dur-
ing infancy. He had 11easles just prior to entering school and recovery 
11'115 normal. Dur1ng a school examination, it was noted that he has a slight· 
internal right strabismus which has been treated by corrective lens. 
Physical examination is negati'Ve, he appears underdeveloped and has 
complained of fatigue, hearing and vision are normal. The Wetzel Grid 
record indicates that he is of a linear physique and hed reached his maxi-
mum point of twelve months in physical retardation at the age of 13.1 
years, this occurred after clinic admission. His physical complaints may 
be due to h1s poor growth coupled with an emotional disturbance and may 
point to a psychogenic origin. Du.ring the course of clinic observation, 
there was some indication of improvement in \)hysical development but no 
impr0'9ement in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case 10 
il 
II 
:, w. B. was over eleven years old when he was referred· to the clinic 
I' 
,j because of persistent stealing. Recently, he has stolen money from a pa-
l! 
I! tron in a local theatre and on several occasions he was detected searching 
ii : 
11 the principal's deek drawers. He is rer,orted to be constantly on the look- •· 
II 
'I out for "easy money" in order to buy favors and prestige 111 th other boys 
I 
1 in the neighborhood, 
' 
At the age of 7.8 years, W, B.'s course of development on the Wetzel 
1
! Grid was judged to be satisfactory. The earliest signs of lag in physical 
'I 
l1 developnent appeared at the ap,e of 8,8 year11. At that time he failed by 
II two units to reach his expected lewl of 61 and there was a shift in channel 
!1 course from channel ~ to the border of chaMel 11, The next year he had · 
moved into the center of channel M and advanced 11 levels instead of 14 in 
an effort to make up the previous deficit. By the tillle he was 10.8 years of 
age, he had accumulated a deficit of deven levels and he was located in 
channel II, The following year be should have advanced 18 levels from 76 to 
! 94, whereas he succeeded in cO'Ilnleting only sewn of these, thus accunmlatJ- 1 
I' ing a net deficit of 11 lewle and showing that he was a year retarded in 
11 physical develo):J!Ient. Between the age of 11.8 and 12.8 years, he was still ' 
'i 
i progressing along channel II and he made up two of the 11 levels of deviation 
' I 
I but he was still retarded nine levels fraa his own auxodrome, He had 
I• ., 
!1 advanced 13 levels from 83 to 96 and he should haw advanced 22 levels in 
!i I! order to overcome the previous acCUIIIIll.ation of growth lag, If more attentJ-
:I II ion had been focused on him at the age of 8,8 years when there was an 
i.' li early indication of oncaaing growth failure then the consequent growth lag 
li might not have resulted. 
,, 
,. 
F 
w. B. is one of three siblings, there is a younger brother and an old- ' 
er sister. The children have all been reared in a foundling home due to 
the mother's inability to support them after the parents were divorced. 
The mother remarried when w. B. was almost ten years old and then all the 
children returned to live with her. The family is presently enjoying eco-
nomic comfort. The children have all the material things they desire, in-
cluding a liberal allowance and be cause of this the parents find it diffi-
cult to understand why w. B. resorts to stealing. 
Little is known about the stepfather's background and currently he 
as8\11Des a very reticent role in the family affairs. The mother is unstable~ 
very emotional, and has had a poor reputation in the cOllllllunity. Previous 
to her second marriage, she appeared in court on morals charges. 
She reports that w. B.'s behavior at home is "impossible" and feels he 
always tries to antagonize her. There are constant quarrels with the mother 
and any punishment only increases his defiant attitude. The family live in 
a poor neighborhood where drinking, gambling, and other Vices are prevalent •. 
Recently, his older sister was involved in a rape case which aroused little 
concern on the part of the parents, in fact the mother was proud in the 
knowledge that her daughter was found attractive and appealing. In view 
of the f~v background and the mother's attitude toward social behavior, 
it is no surprise that the children encounter difficulties when judged by 
individuals who hold different standards. 
w. B. is a disciplinary problem in school and is always quarreling and · 
abusing other children. He is very resentful of his sister whom he claims 
fosters arguments with other children and instigates mar.y fights, In 
revenge, he has beaten her and attempted to choke her so that she is now 
afraid of remaining in the same room alone wi tb hlla. w. B. has considerable . 
anxiety and antagonism surrounding the h0188 and expresses his hostility 
freely. He is unusually alert, sociable, and ''outgoing'' for a boy of his 
age, He verbalizes his feelings well and establishes rapport With adults 
immediately. He is a very detached adolescent who has not made any close 
associations with his parents and always attempts tp prove his ability of 
self-sufficiency, His manner and attitude is more like that of an older 
boy with an ungovernable temper. He has many frustrations and is full of 
aggressions and when forced to eX?lain his misbehavior, he resorts to ra-
tionalizations and confabulations, 
Psychiatric interviews indicate that he is better than average intel-
ligence though very constricted in his thinking, ~e lives in a world of 
fantasy where solutions to problems may be completed with wishes rather 
than in conformity with reality, He has a great deal of trouble with the 
father figure which signifies that. the father is either unacceptable or 
absent from his environment. There are some alarming indications of tend-
encies to sterotype thinking and presenation. Due to his early background 
of a broken home, living in a foundling h~, and then forced to accept 
normal family relationships, he has been unable to cope with this situation. 
The mother has little insight and interest in the boy and has not been very 
helpful in making the family relationships more pleasant. 
Psychotherapy was started and after a year there was no indication of 
improvement in behavior. It was felt that there may be some improvement if 
he were placed in a different environment since the mother has become more 
hostile toward him and continues to manifest her rejections, Placement in 
a foster h001e will be constdered, 
W, B. was a normal birth and had few childhood diseases, He ia judged 
I! il to be short for his age although physical ex.amJnation reveals no abnormal-
11 
il ities. The Wetzel Grid record indicatee that he is of a medium physique I and was a year retarded in ?hysical develo~t at the time of clinic 
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admission. There li'&S eVidence of earlv growth failure at the age of 9.8 
years when he returned to live with the family and he wae already retarded. 
six months in physical developnent when the first manifestation of stealing 
was noted in school. Since the family 11'&8 economically comfortable, it is 
difficult to attribute growth failure to deprivation of essential nutrients,!: 
I !! 
however, the severity of behavior deviation coupled with his poor physical 
develo:-ment is notflwo.,-thy. There has been some im)rovement in physical 
develo,ment while he was under ;osychiatric therapy. He is still retarded 
nine months and there has been no significant im;>rove.ment in ;csychclogieal i 
behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case 11 
B. c. is an eleven year old boy who was referred to the clinic by a 
pediatrician because of irresponsible behavior and poor adjustment in the 
horne. 
B. c. showed early signs of retarded "hysical development when he was 
6.8 years old, The Wetzel Grid showed that he was a medium body build, 
located in channel M and deviating by eight levels from his own auxodrome. 
In the next three years, between the ages of 6.8 and 9.9 years, there was a 
shift in channel course from channel M to E2 and fUrther deviation from hie 
own schedule of development which was the 15 % auxodrome. During this peri-
od he had progressed only .32 levels ft'OIII 52 to 8h and should have completed 
44 levels, thus showing a retardation of one year in physical develoj:111ent. 
Three months prior to clinic admission, at the age of 10.1 years, there was 
an indication that lag in ph·rsical developnent had decreased from a devia-
tion of 12 levels to 8 levels but there was a shift to channel a3 showing 
a change toward a more linear phvsique. By the time he reached 11 years of 
age, this deviation increased to 16 levels and channel position was bet10een 
B2 and B;• He had fallen further behind in physical development between 
the apes of 9.9 and 11 years when he should have advanced 24 levels fran 
84 to 108, instead he succeeded in completing only 8 of these. He is 
presently retarded l.u years in physical development. 
B. C. is the product of a broken home, his mother rlied when he was two 
years old and then he went to live with his maternal aunt and uncle, The 
uncle is a painter and has a physical disability so that he is only able to 
perform limited work, They live in a tenement and the family income is in-
adequate. B. C, has an older brother who has lived with the father and the 
paternal grandparents ever since the death of the mother. ~hey reside in 
. ·i~ .~ 
. • A 
•. ~l.<t 
J· another city and B. c. visits them every week-end. 
:i The father :l,s the legal 
guardian of the children. 
B. c. attends school regularly though his perfonnance is poor and he 
is retarded. He does well in reading and spends time in the library read-
ing books far beyond his age level and seems to retain much of the informa-
tion about the material he ha~ read. The teacher reports that he has not 
behaved normally during the last year, he never walks but always runs as 
though he were beinp, pursued. He throws stones at other children and on one'• 
occasion he injured another child by throwing a rock at his face which neo-i 
' 
j essitated surgical treatment. The children avoid him and are afraid of his 
' 
li 
li 
II 
li 
li 
li 
unpredictable behavior, furthel'll10re1 other parents have become concerned and 
feel he is a threat to tbe other children. 
Psychiatric interview& reveal that he ie functioning close to the level': 
' 
of intelligence of a moron and that his interest in books is not consistent 1, 
with his intelligence. He is a very disturbed boy who is very restless and i• 
displays multiple tics. He speaks in a flat, low, emotional tone and his 
speech is rambling and at times incoherent. He relates fantastic stories 
of "crasy" dreams and is constantly preoccupied with them to the extent that 
he begins to believe they are part of reality. He worries about his home 
and com~~tes with his brother for his father's affection and attention. It :. 
was felt that he was not feebleminded but very close to a psychosis. He 
apparently has not been able to gain any security, this is attributed to tbe:, 
j; home situation and poor integration of relationships. He has becCIIIe more 
I ~ 
ji 
r 
I' 
I, 
!' 
ag;Jtated and is unable to control hia emotions, constantly feeling threat- ;, 
ened by his environment. llecause of his psychotic manifestations, hospital"'' 
ization is being considered so that he could receive constant intensive 
therapy, otherwise, it is felt that he may develop a schizophrenic type 
of mental illness. 
He was a premature baby and weighed four and a half pounds at birth 
and remained in the hospital during the first year. After his mother died 
he went to live with his aunt and uncle who had proVided for medical care, 
periodic medical examinations revealed no physical or mental abnormalities. 
The manifestation of multiple tics has only been observed recently and a 
thorough neurological examination revealed no pathology. It was believed 
that this was on a psychosomatic basis and due to his behaVior deviation. 
At the ar,e of 9.9 years when the first manifestation of behavior de-
viation was first noted in school, B. c. was one year retarded in physical 
development. This retardation increased to 16 months at the time of clinic 
admission when behavior deviation was .1udged to be severe. Perhaps he 
. ..:.1.5 
would have been amenable to psychotherapy in the clinic had he been referred,. 
earlier. Realization of early growth failure on the Wetzel Grid could ha'ft 
been an indication for earlier referral before behavior deviation was 
judged eo severe as to require ho~~pitalization. No follow-up data was 
available. 
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case 12 
R. C. was referred to the clinic 'bv the family ph;rsician who judged 
him to be a hypochondriac. He has developed allergies which are not borne 
out by laboratory teste and are believed to be on a psychosomatic basis. 
The first indication of deviation in physical development on the 
' 
.Wetzel Grid appeared when R. c. was 7.25 years old. He had moved from chan-1 
nel "l, to channel ~ and 111\11 deviating three levels from his own schedule of,i 
rlevelopnent which was parallel to the 2 % auxodrome. Observations made at 
8.25 years showed that this deviation was not significant for he had return-
ed to his o1m channel and had overCOIIIe the p.rowth lag. After two years, 
when he. was 10.25 years old, he had shifted fran channel '\ to the border 
of B1 - B2 and should have developed 24 levels from 93 to 117, instead he 
only completed 13 of these and showed a retardation of almost a year in 
physical development. This was his maximum paint of physical retardation 
and occurred at the til!ltl of clinic adllliseion. When he reached the age of 
11,25 years, he made up three of the 11 levels of lag and had returned to 
channel v. He is still retarded eight months in physical develor!llent. This 
lag must be overcome and he should return to channel A1 before his physical 
development can be judged to be satisfactory. 
R. c. has a sister who is two years his senior and both live with the 
parentiS in a large house on an est,ate. The parente both hold law degrees 
and are active in their respective professions. The family is wealthy and 
the home is managed by a staff of servants. 
There are considerable marital difficulties among the parents, the 
father is twenty years older than the mother. He has never wanted to marry 
or settle down and assume any family responsibilities. He has reluctantly 
consented to rain a family, though he has gf'O'Im quite fond of the children, •· 
,, he still prefers to go away on tripe alone and regain his freedom by escap-
ing the farnily reaponsibili ties. Several evenings a week are spent at 
bachelor parties, playing poker and drinking heavily. He is a jovial man 
with an eaey-going manner and only becomes annoyed when be is nap;ged by his 
wife at which time he threatens to desert her. He feels she is quite emo-
tional and prefers to leave her alone by ignoring her antics. 
The mother is an insecure, anxious, and very domineering woman who 
ia alway& dissatiafied and dict~tes to the family in an attempt to make the 
husband and children feel dependent upon hero She is unhappy in her marriag~ 
' and has guilt feelinrs toward the children. Some of the marital difficul-
ties are attributed to the differences in religious beliefs of the parents. 
The father is a devout Catholic and after several quarrels, it was decided 
to rear the children in the Catholic faith. The mother is Hebrew, although 
she is not affiliated with any religious group, she resents the religious 
affiliations of the children. The mother is independently wealthy and was 
an orlly child .who was overprotected by her mother. Her childhood adjustment ' 
was poor and she relates that she bad allergies during her youth. This was 
aggravated periodically, especially when there is any disagreement with the 
husband or the boy. She is indifferent toward the oldest child but is very 
possessive and abnormally attached to the boy. 
During infancy, R. c. was a feeding problem and was described as a 
"sickly" child until the age of four. Just prior to entering school, he 
had hie tonsils removed and the mother was eo upnt when he appeared un-
comfortable for a few days, that shortly thereafter she developed severe 
allergies. Medical consultation established this reaction to be on a 
psychogenic basis due to her abnormal attachment to the boy. R. c. has bad 
no further illness up to the present time. 
.... :1& 
R. C. is a very nervous, meek, and timid boy who is overprotected by 
his mother and has all the II)'Diptans of one suffering from an Oedipus 
Complex. He is functioning at a very superior level of intelligence but is 
, only doing fair work in school. The teacher re;c<>rts that he refuses to 
10 
!' memorize any work but can reason problems two years beyond his grade. His 
,' I! abilities present a problem of borectom and adjustment in school. He grasps 
li 
' 
li 
II 
II 
li 
' I 
I 
info:nnation readily and completes his work sooner than h:is classmates so t 
that the remaining time is spent "clowning" and disturbing or amusing the 
other children. 'Ibis behav1.or is renected in his school grades wh:!.ch are 
disturbing to the mother to the extent that she began to rinicule the boy 
and calls him "stupid." He has many interests and is quite talented in 
drawing plus playing the v:i.olin. His mother has threatened to deprive him 
or pursuing his musical interests if his performance does not improve in 
school. 
It was felt that all his difficulties stem from maternal overprotect-
ion in the hCIMI for he strives to gain independence which results in frus-
trations and anxieties. The manifestation of allergic reactions result 
from his anxieties and fears. A typical incident of emotional reactions 
was related by the mother. R. c. expressed a desire to own a dog, where-
upon, his father readily fulfilled this wish and was only too happy to 
spend time with the boy in teaching the dog new tricks. The mother felt 
the dog was a nuisance for now the father and son had a common interest 
and she felt ignored and neglected. A few days later she developed a raeh 
and insisted that the dog had a disease and should be disposed of. The 
father had the dog examined by a veterinarian and the results were negative •. 
The mother then complained that the dog was shedding hairs and that R. c. 
would develop a rash as she did and insisted that be dieoosed of. Then 
1, arguments between the parents ensued, the father felt the boy should keep 
,. 
! 
l==== 
' 
the dog but finally he could not arrive at a similar agreement with the 
mother. The dog was then given to a veterinarian after which time R. c. then. 
became very unhappy, depressed and developed a rash. The mother's rash 
disappeared but the boy was taken to a phvsician and multiple allergy tests 
were made. The mother became very emotional during this procedure and 
stated that she couldn't bear the sight of her child being "pricked" with 
so many needles and felt it hurt her more to witness this. All allergy 
teat.s were negative and the diagnosis or Psychogenic Dermatitis was made. 
After several psychiatric sessions, the mother has reluctantly accepted. 
the basis for the boy's difficulties and because of her own instability 
and poor marital adjustment, she f:tnds it diff:i.cult to be consistent in her 
attitude and behavior toward the boy. l'ewrtheless, she has made a great 
effort to cooperate with the clinic starr. The situation was discussed 
with the school personnel who have been very cooperative. 
After receiving psychotherapy for a year, there is evidence of consid-
erable im:Jrovement in the boy1s behavior. Hill school performance has :Im-
proved and he has pursued his interest in P!usic, recently, he joined the 
school orchestra. He is much more outgoing in his behavior toward othera 
but is still striving for :f'urther independence. Therapy is continued and 
the prognosis is good. 
At the time of clinic admission, he was almost a year retarded in 
physical development according to the W8tzel Grid. During the course of 
time from 10.25 to 11.25 years, his psychological anrl social behavior 
improved !IIld there was also a trend in returning to his own channel plus a 
decrease in growth lag. It is believed that with continued therapy there 
will be continued improvement in physical development, psychological 
behavior and social adjustment. The psychosomatic basis for allergies has 
been verified for the symptans hsve canpletely disappeared. 
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Case 13 
rr. F, was referred to the clinic b-• the school because he is a "day-
dreamer~ is restless, inattentive, and disturbs the classroom activities. 
According to the Wetzel Grid, R, F, was a stocky physique developing 
alcng channel A2 and deviating from his own auxodrome b;r six levels just 
prior to clinic admission, In 15 months, when he was 10.5 years old this 
lag in ph"·sical develorment resulted in a deficit of 13 levels plus a shift 
to channel M, Adequate growth and development calls for an advancement of 
one level per month, but during this period he had only advanced six levels 
instead of 19 in order to reach level lll. This was his max:imum point of 
physical retardation (one year) which occurred at the age of 10,5 years. A 
:yea1· later he should have advanced 27 levels but succeeded in completing 
only 20 of these, there vtas also a shift to channel A1 showing that he was 
only one channel away from his original one. 
At the age of 12.5, he returned to channel A2 and advanced ~0 levels, 
thus overcoming any previous growth lag, A year later, there was evidence 
of significant deviation from his own auxodrome, although he continued to 
travel along his own cha.mel. At this time he should have advanced lS: leve]l!, 
from 138 to 153, whereas he succeeded in canplsting only six of these and 
showed a deviation of nine levels, He is retarded almost eight months in 
ph;; sical develoj:lllent. 
R, F. is one of four siblings, there is an older sister and two 
younger brothere, The family is a closely knit group and get along well 
and they all live in the suburbs of a city in a large rambling house on a 
farm, The locaticn is beautiful but the hcuse is neglected and badly in 
need of repairs. This is the father's homestead which !;e had inherited 
art.er the death of hie parenta. The father 11 closely attached to the 
home and became a fal'lll8r by choice. lie was trained as a ~~~echanic, attended 
several trade schools and later college where be earned both a bachelors and; 
a mast.ere dep,ree. He works periodically during the 'Winter in various i!)oo 
dustrial plants in order to supplement the income fro!"\ faming, which ie 
entirely inadequate but he is a·~bivalent about giving up the farm since he 
tmjoye working outdoors. He should like to keep the farm in +,he ho-pe that 
one nf the eons vdll later become interested in fuming and take over the 
responsibilities eo that ~hn proPerty will remain in the flll!!lly. He is not 
a vo~ decisi '90 or "ersistent man a1'\d his lack of succeaa is mainly due to 
noor planning and ma,-,ap,cment, he has many ideas, undertakee many tasks but 
never persists en"ugh to complete any of ~. 
The mother is a southern girl who was dewid of any lm01'1ledge of hou- · 
keer>i!ll';o She has a bachelora dep,ree and has attended a finishing school. 
&he has high ideals llnd ambi tiona but is not conscientious in her efforts. 
~he at,tcmpts to improve the home and likes to plan for the day when the 
f111:11ly will be financially comfortable so that they can live in "at.yle." 
This fact, combined with her natural alowneu of mot,ion and the husband •a 
urge to start MW entei'T'r:l sea but never completing them, results in a CO!)oo 
i'used and rlisorrlerly home which the mother is anolop.etie about. The f111111ly 
appears to be a haPT':'T one, the children are robust and healthy and there is ' 
always plenty of food nt home. '!'hey all en;'l07 living on the farm anti each 
dllld has a fawrite pet wh'eh is entered 1n "'arioue fam shows. 
R• P• is tet&l!ded 1n schoOl pftaarll,. d1lii 410 hi! inliMlUJY in readi."l8• 
and tha various t,eete gi"mn indicate that Ma att.ention spen 18 good but 
there is a groat deal of inei'fieianoy in thit auoe1ation areas. Neurologio-!' 
al exam·>natic.n was negative and an eleetroaneephalop,ram revealed that he 
had a borderline record, which was SURgesti'ft of a low convuleive thresbold1 L 
although no definite diagnostic pattern was obeerve<! due to the abl!en~ of 
any sypmtaas. Psychotherapy was continued in the clinic and after a year he 
developed multiple ph' sical complaints. The physical examination was nega-
tin, hearing and vision are normal, . A repeated neurological exa~~~ination 
and eneephalogrsm ware also negatin. In the interim, he developed an 
intense fear of the teacher because she constantly reprimanded him for his 
poor perfo:nnance and lack of ability. He dislikes school and refuses to 
exert any effort. A change of schools WE reCOIIIIlended so that he could 
receive daily attention from a teacher who was snecifically trained in deal-;: 
:: 
ing with reading problems. He was transferred to another school but there 
was no improv811U!nt in his school perfo:nnanee. 
He is not functioning efficiently in his lea·ning which may be due to 
such emotional factors as fear of failure and a personality constellation 
that makes it unpleasant for him to face di!ficul t problems in life. He is : 
inclined to retract from reality and. resort to fantasy and day-dreaming. 
His anxieties result in confusion of associations in school, he is distract.- •: 
ible and requires constant motivation, He is compulsive in h:is behavior and l 
1: 
strives for perfection but feels frustrated with the lack of accomplishlllent. ·. 
Clinic therapy was not instrumental in bringing about L'lY improvement in his, 
reading but he has become more sociable and was encouraged to join the ~b 
Scouts and after a short time was elected as a leader. Therapy was dis-
continued and foll~up reports show that his intellectual perfo:nnanee has 
not improved and he was placed in a special cless. This change has caused a 
relapse in behavior, he dislikes school because of the stigma attached to a 
special class and he feels everybody thinks he is stupid. He will be seen 
in the clinic again. 
He was a normal birth and had relatively few childhood diseases. The 
physical examination was negatiw. The physical complaints are on a psycho-,' 
somatic basis and are precipitated by his emotional state. His physical 
COIIIPlainte decreased as there was an improvement in psychological behavior 
1 
and social adjustment. 
i' 
The Wetsel Grid showw that his p}J:vsique is between a stocky and a 
ji medillll body build and when first seen in the clinic, he was retarded six 
I' 
[J months in physical development. 'Ibis retardation had doubled and reached 
li the maximum point of one year during the courn of observation. V•ben he 
1: was 10.5 years old and judged to be better adjusted in school and at home, 
jl he had also overcome his previous growth lag. Follow-up indicates that 
li there are sip,nificant signs of lag in physical development concoml.tant with 
if 
j school reports of incrHsed behavior deviation. It would appear that, in 
' i this case the grid record is a sensitive indicator of definite !(rowth change!! 
r 
r which are accompanied with changes in psychological behavior and social 
I' adjustment. 
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P. P. was referred to the clinic when he was eleven years old because 
,, 
:1 of persistent 5tealing. He has been associated with a "gang" who frequentl-i: 
' li 
ii 
li 
engage in burglary and petty larceny. 
The Wetzel Grid record of P. P. indioates that he was in growth failure: 
!I at the age of eight years. During the course of observation his progress 
I' 
rl 
I h 
li 
li 
:I 
'I 
II !: 
,, 
II 
i' i: 
:I 
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was 1'1'1 thin the channels of medium ph•rsique1 i.e., channels M and 1\1 up to 
the last observation when he had moved into channel B2, thus changing to a 
more slender body build. From the age of 8 to 10 years, he continued to latli 
behind his own schedule of development Which wss parallel to the 67 % auxo-
de0111e. At the age of 10 years, he had reached hie maximwrl point of physical 
retardation for in the past two yeare he had accumulated a net deficit of 2~1 
levels by failure to advanoe 34 levels, he succeeded in completinr, only 8 of 
these. The next year he made up 4 of the 26 levels of deviation and was 
still retarded 1.8 years in ph,.raical development. By the time he was 12 
:i 
I 
'I years old he had made a complete recovery and reached his own auxodrome of 
II 
I' 
il 
'I 
,'I h 
I! 
development. 'lhere was a definite alteration in physique and rate of devel'"'. 
opnent at the age of l3 years When he crossed the borders of channels M-~ ' 
to channel B2 and deviated from his own auxodrome by 9 levels. his physical 
develo?ffient was poor due to the shift in channels coupled with failure to 
1 
reach level 125. il'inal retardation in ph"sical developnent is 9 months. 
" P. P. has an older brother who is serving a prison sentence for attemp1!>-
ing a bank robGery. Two younp;er brothers live with the parents at home. 
The family is <:lesti tute, live in a tenl!lllent in the slum district where the 
ceilings of the building are collapsing am the walls are discolored due to 
water seepage. The landlord refuses to make any repairs since the rent is 
---- --=-=-- ~--"'=-==---- __ -:=._--===-- ___ _:: =--=-----=--. ---- _:-__ ---::;t -- - -_:::: __ =--=~ 
only $15 a month. The father is employed at an animal fann and the earn-
ings are inadequate, donations of food and clothing are frequently made by 
welfare agenciea. The parents have many grocery bills and in order to 
insure further credit, it was necessary to carry a loan from a finance com-
?any. The father is a chronic invalid but refusea charitable medical care. 
. ..:._3:1 
He is preoccupied with the burden of supporting the family and is too ill 
and fatigued to take any interest in the children when he returns hane fran 
work. The mother is a nervous, high strung woman who has little patience 
with the children and feele they are too much of a burden. She is resent-
ful and belligerent about their poverty and expreeses indignation toward the' 
lack of financial obligations wMch the state assumes. Though the panmta 
are both in their early thirties, they appear much older and have an atti-
tude of resignation, The bane is one of poverty, filth, illneaa and deca-
dence. 
P. P. was a normal birth and had numeroue childhood diseases so that 
! he was unable to begin school until the age of seven. He is retarded in 
achool and is functioning at a dull normal level of intelligence. He is 
very dull, unable to count and does not even know hie own age or date of 
birth. He is moody an<' depressed and becomes very emotional when discussing 
the home ei tuation, He complains of feeling hungry and generally dissatia-
fied, He first began stealing food to satisfy a physiological need, later 
he became acquainted with a gang who encouraged this practice now he feels 
it is the only way to obtain any material things. This activity gives him 
some satisfaction and recognition among his friends, He has multiple in-
securities and constantly llef'ks approval. He hae srent some time in an 
induetrial school but over the course of time there was little improvement 
in his behavior because he has been returned to the eame hans environment. 
This solution is only a temporary one and the prognosis is poor since there 
_ co.-=~~- ... __ . =~=== 
is no cooperation from the parents. His anxieties and insecurities stem 
from the home situation where any type of behavior is accepted and where the 
· neighborhood breeds crime and nee. Pla-nt is being considered but it 1a, 
doubtful whether much can be accQIITJlished since he bas no insight into his ; 
difficulties and he ia unwilling to alter his attitudes. 
Physical examination revealed a conjunctivitis which was treated whil.e " 
he was in the industrial sehool. Af'ter he returned hcae there was an exao-
erbation of this condition, medication was preseribed but not followed and 
a mild inflammation is still present. There were no other p~sical abnormal~ 
ities noted, hearinp, and vision are normal. 
The iietsel Grid record indicates that he was 26 months retarded in 
p~sical develorment when he was f'irst apprehended for stealing. This was 
his max:1Jnulll point of' retardation and occurred at . the ap,e of 11 years which 
was one year before elinic admission. While living at the industrial school 
he had overcome the growth lag by returning to his own schedule of develop-
ment. Though the conjunctivitis was still present, it was seemingly un-
related to his growth failure. No doubt adequate nutrition and proper 
attention were responsible for his improved p~sical development. He 
adjusted well in the new environment but as soon ae he returned home there 
was a relapse in physical deTalopnent and symptoms of behavior deviation. 
In this instance, a change of environment had a favorable effect and aided 
improvement in physical davelopnant but there has been no significant 
improTaiiiSnt in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case lS 
L. C. showed signs of physical retardation on the Wetzel Grid at the 
age of 6.6 years. He was or a slender body build, located in channel B aDd • 
. 2 .i 
1 deviating fran the lS % auxodrome by two levels. The following year he made;. 
I a canplete recovery and returned to his original channel of B1• At the age 
of 8.6 years he should have advanced ll levels fran 69 to 80 but succeeded 
i in completing only 7 of these. The following year he made up this deficit 
and reached his own auxodrome of development. The maximum point of physical 
i retardation was reached at the age of 11.6 years when he was 8 months reo-
,' tarded. In two years he had moved to the border of channels B2 - ~ showing ': 
'i alteration in physique and an accumulation of a net deficit of 8 levels~ 
I 
i advancing only 17 levels instead of the expected 2S. His physical develop-
, 
1
] ment is unsatisfactory. 
/I L. c. was eleven and a half years old when a family physician referred 
II him to the clinic because of hysterical spells. His behavior was precipit.-
li ated by his mother who in a playful manner aroused him sexual~. He became 
'I very freightened, perspired profuse~, complained of headaches and expressed·· 
I 
I 
i hie fear of death. The mother attempted to CCIIIIfort him by resorting to 
' 
II caresses and insisted that he elesp in the same bed with her. During the 
night he became hysterical and three physicians 11ere called. J::ach examined 
the child thoroughly but no p~rsical signs could be found to account for 
this reaction, finally, the third physician suspecting this to be on an 
emotional basis recamnended an immediate clinic admission. The mother 
waited for three weeks and since the symptoms did not subside she sought 
further evaluation. Her actions were encouraged by the school for other 
i parents began to complain about the boy's behavior. He lv!.d hysterical out-
burata in the clusrocm and claillled that everybody 'lla8 placing poison on 
his aeat. He rotund to writa or even touch a pencil becauae it might be 
poisoned and he would die as a result. Screaming arxl shouting were quite 
characteristic of these outbursts. His performance was good in school but 
becaUM of the school COlllplaints, the mother removed him fran school tempo-
rarily. He then retused to eat and said that the food caused burning sensa-:' 
tiona in his stomach for he was certain that it was poisoned. 
L. c. lives with his parents, there is a twin sister and an older bro-
ther who are thought to be -n adjusted. The family is economically com-
firtable, the father has always been employed ae a manager in a department 
store. There is a harmonious family relati(mship and both parents have 
always assumed interest and responsibility toward the children. The father 
has been unable to attend the clinic becauae of employment so contact was 
only possible with the mother. 
The mother is very hostile and def'ens1:ve, refusing to believe that the 
boy is disturbed or that her behavior contributes to his behavior deviation. 
She has many guilt feelings about the sex behavior of the boy, she has 
recognized that she has stimulated him se:mally but felt it was a natural 
course of events, in fact she has discuslled sexual matters wit.lol the boy 
ever since and this has had a ha:rmi'ul effect upon the boy. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that L. c. is very emotionally disturbed. 
and suffers fran castration fears. His dreams indicate fears of self- des-
tructic.n and which have beccme concrete to the extent that he carries a 
hammer with him for fear "that a man willldll him." He constantly feels 
threatened and is so agitated that only ~ate psychotherapy may avoid 
a psychotic manifestation. 
After several interviews there was evidence of a favorable response, 
just at this time the mother interfered and refused further therapy. She 
--- ------- --- -::: -==-====---=-====---=-==== 
. denies the extent of the boy's disturbance and claims the clinic staff is 
probing her.son 1s mind for unnecessary information. In view of the mother's 
' 
• attitude and her refusal for further treatment, it is felt that the prognosiiJI 
is poor for he is close to a psychosis. 
His past medical history is non-contributory. Physical examination 
reveals that he is a tall, thin boy and that his physical complaints are not 
due to any pathology but is a reaction of his emotional state. According 
to the Wetzel Grid, he is of a thin body build and is retarded eight months 
fran hie own auxodl'OIIle. This is his maxialum pOint of ph•rsical retardation 
which was reached at the time of clinic admj ssion. There have been indica-
tiona of groutb failure three years prior to his admission which may have 
been an indication for medical or psychological referral. No follO'II"oup 
data was available. 
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P. s. was referred to the clinic for having broken into the school one 
evening with a friend and then stealing money which had been colJected fran 
school lunches. 
P. s. showed a lag in phys1.cal develorment on the Wetzel Grid at the 
age of 6.4 years. This deviation of two levels could not be considered 
significant since he showed satisfactory development the followine year. I! 
P. s. had, therefore, continued to carry out his developnent on his partie-
schedule; he would have reached le-vel 83 instead of 73 at the ae;e of B.h 
years, level 94 instead or 86 at the age or 9.h yeare, level 106 instead or 
92 at the age of 10.4 years and level 119 instead of' 103 at the final ar,e or •-
11.4 years. 
In four years he had accumulated a net deficit of 16 levels, he had 
:fallen behind in his development during a period in which he should have 
advanced 48 levels fran 71 to 119, he only succeeded in completing 32 of 
these. During thl.s time he progresses 1'1ithin the channels of a medium ph:yo-
sique, i.e., channels ~ and v:, and the border of A2• He reached his maxi-
mum point of physical retardation at the age of 11.4 years and was retarded 
1.3 years in physical dewlopment. 
P. s. is an only child and the product of a broken hane, his parents 
were divorced when be was four years old and custody was given to the father• 
A year later the father remarried a widow who had three older boys. The 
boys are in their twenties, two of them were in the anny a.nd the third has 
eer'Y8d a two year term in jail for stealing cars. There is no supervision 
in the bane, other members of the family are constantly quarreling and P. s. 
relates that "everybody hates each other." It appears that the members of 
ttle family get_ alOJIIZ wll with P. s. and feel protective toward him since be,, 
is the youngest. The stepnother and the father are very fond or P. s. but 
fail to recognize his needs and therefore spend very little time with Mm. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is depressed and anxious, conetan1!;, 
; ly seeking affection at home. Because of the age difference or the older 
brothers, P. s. feels ignored and lonely and is unable to adjust adequately 
in this environment. He has a great deal of difficulty in making friends 
and Tfhen he is accepted in a group, he feels the necessity of always assert.- ' 
ing himself in order to gain attention and prestige. His rrustrat1.ons caul!ll!l ' 
1 
anxiety and lead to aggressive behavior whtch is socially unacceptable. '!he~ 
1is a need for attention and recogn1.tion and he seeks outlets by stealing. ,1 
' There were no guilt feelings attached to this act, he rear~ily returned the 
: money and stated that he enjoyed the prank for at least someone showed some 
interest in him and became concerned with his activities. 
He was a nomal birth and ph·,sical deYelor:ment ._. nOl'l!lal. He started 
. school at the age of six but shortly thereafter developed chicken pox and 
: later measles during the school tena. He repeated the first grade due to 
his prolonged illness and consequent ablll!llce; fraB school. His perfonnance 
, is average but it is felt that he ie capable of achieving better if he were 
. not beset with emotional difficulties 1n the home. He has developed an 
, intense dislike fer school and stated that he "hates the teacher for she is 
; too old and ugly and never knows what is going on." He is bcred with the 
work and because of this attitude, he resorts to behavior which antagonizes 
· the teacher. 
The clinic st~ff felt that due to his insight and intelligence, he 
, would adjust well in a new enviroment and there would be a change in beha..- ' 
: ior. Placement is being considered am the prognosis is good. 
The Wetzel Grid showed that he is of a medi1JIIl physique and hae been 
developing nonaally until the age of eight after wt>ich thf're was a trend 1n 
grmrth failure. A year prior to clinic admission, at the age of' 10,4 years, 
: he was retarded 14 months in physical develo:r:ment and he was ,judged to be 
i a disciplinary problem in school. His growth retardation reached the maxi-
: mum point of' 1,3 years when his beha>"ior deviation was severe enough to 
' 
: come to the attention of the law, Perhaps this could have been avoided if' 
he had been referred to the clinic a year or two earlier when there was 
i 
: a significant evidence of' growth failure. No follow-'il.p data was available, 
OAT. OP' 185-'0 ~~~ 
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Case 17 
D. E. was referred to the clinic when he was eleven and a half ve,.rs 
old, He was reported to be a hypochondriac, retarded in school and difficult 
to manage at home and in school. 
The Wetzel Grid record of D, ~. indicated satisfactory physical develo~ 
I 
ment at the ape of 6.1! years but a year later he shifted from channel A2 to: 
channel A1 and showed a growth lag of seven levels from his mm auxodrome. 
1bis growth retardation continued until the a~e of 11.4 years when he was 
referred to the clinic. 
In three years, his channel course nuctuated between channels A1 and 
M which were within the limits of a medium p~sique and he accumulated a net 
deficit of ten levels, He should have advanced 33 levels from 90 to 123 1 
I whereas he succeeded in completing only 23 of these. At ll.4 years he 
reached his maximum point of physical retardation, Follow-up results, at 
the age of 13.4 years, showed that he was in channel A1 and deviating 7 
levels frQII hi a own auxodrome. His physical develoJl11ent will ccntinue to be, 
unntisfactory until he overcomea this deficit and also returns to his orig-, 
inal channel of A2• 
D, E. is the second youngest child, there is a younger sister and four 
older brothers, all of whom are thought to be well adjusted. The family is 
economically comfortable and the father has been steadily employed in a 
foundry, Both parents are French Canadian and devout Catholics, the lan-
guage spoken at home is French which has created a difficulty when L, E. 
first started school, He was unable to converse with the other children 
and had difftculty in understanding the teacher and in learning, be repea-t-' 
ed the first. grade in school and then the family had him transferred to the 
------c::=-=---=.-: ---=-----====--=-=-=--- ---------=--== --- --·::::-=-:-::._:.__=-=-==---== 
parcch:ia:l school where the classes were conducted in ~·rench. He remained 
there· for two years and then was again transferred to the public school, In 
view of the parental background, they would have rreferred to have D. E. 
remain in the paroddal. school but he prevailed upon his parents to send him' 
to the public schocl b:c:mee he d:'..sliked the school and did not like to 
i speak l!'rench. 
The father is a quiet, retirin11 man who is dominated by the mother and 
because of his personality make-up, he has made a good ad.1ustment and leaves 
all the family decisions to her. The mother is an unstable woman, very emo-
tional and incons:istent in her behavior, manifesting a "swing of moods," d 
She acts impulsively without any previous condiserations or judgment, The 
older children have· learned to adjust to her moods and usually ignore her 
commands or agree with her momentarily in order to avoid any further argu-
mentation but D. E, has been unable to cope with this adequately. He is· 
constantly nagged at home and called "stupid or dumb" bv his mother because 
of his ~~or rerformance 1n school. Sibling r:ivalry prevails because of 
feelings of inferiority which the mother has fostered by comparing D. E, 
with the other children 
Psychiatric int~rviews reveal that he is very nervous, shy, and inseo-
ure boy who has had difficulty in adjusting at home and in school. His 
French background has been a great handicap in his ability to learn and the 
transfer of schools has only enhansed this. His vocabulary is limited in 
both languages and after repeated testing, it was felt that he was intrin-
sically of a higher intelligence than any one test would indicate, He feels, 
infericr to his classmates and is antagonistic toward the teacher who has 
punished and ridiculed him for not learning. He is frustrated in lack cf 
" 
accomplishment and reacts to this by being aggressive. As more rigid disci.; 
plinary measures were instituted, he has become more withdrawn and submis-
sive. 
-- --- - -~-::....===--=----=--==-c.=-=-="-' ----~·~oc=..-=.:;:=-:=.:.-_-::....-.=----. -·--=-=---=----- ---
During the past year he has had complaints of vague aches and pain11 
which have satisfied an emotional need in gaining more attention at home 
wh·'.ch resulted in several medical consultations. Medical and neurological 
exmninations were ner:ative and it was felt that the physical symptoms were 
on a psychoaomatic ba:"i_s. 
Psychotherapy was stil.rted and he was transferred to a srecial class 
where remedial measures were instituted and he was encouraped to 1'rogrese 
at his own rate. Follo-up evaluation indicates that there has been consid- .: 
' 
erable improvement in learning and adjustment. He has become more sociable,.., 
1 made many friends and joined the Y.ti.C.A. his ad;iustment in the home is 
· hindered bv the mother's lack of insight, 11he feels that the boy is lazy 
' 
' , and thus fails to recognize his needs. Her behavior toward him is inconsist.-!1 
: ent and at times in confiict with the purposes of the clinic group and the 
I school. It is believed that with fUrther therapy D. E. will be more able 
to have better relaticnehips at home. 
He is physically well develo!;ed and had a normal infancy and childhocd, 
suffering only from a few colds without any further complications. He was 
· almost retarded a year in phy!lical development at the time of clinic adm:ls- . 
· eion. '!'here was indication of growth failure, two years l'rior to clinic 
, admission when he was six months retarded in physical development. The 
· physical comdaints may have been due to the presence of vrowth failure, 
for as there has been improvement in o~rsical develorment all the symptoms 
have diaeppeared. Imnrovement in psychological behavior and social adjust-
ment was accompanied by improvement in ph,·sical development. 
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Case 18 
E. T. had reached his maximum point of physical retardation, on the 
lletzel Grid, at the a,e of ten years when he showed a retardation of 14 
i' months. The first trend toward improveJilent was at the age of 12.6 years 
· when he moved from channel B1 to JA and was deviating six months from hilS 
' own auxodrome which was parallel to the 67 % standard, F'ollo-up data shows 
,
1 
that in eight months he advanced only two levels from level 138 to 140, he 
' I' should have reached level 144 if he had develored along his own auxodrome. 
'. lie is presently retarded four months in physical develonrnent, though this 
' is not too significant, it calls for closer attention in view of his past 
., 
!! tendency to deviate greatly from his own auxodrome. 
1: 
II ii E, T. is an only child and the product of a broken home, he was adopt-- ' 
i: ed by his maternal p,randmother after his parents separated two years after 
There has been no further contact with his parents, the resi-II he was born. 
!' dence of the father is unknown and the mother is unmarried but living with 
another man. The grandmother is in her late forties and has been married 
I 
! and divorced four times, She is a very unstable and neurotic woman who is 
!• dependent upon E. T, to satisfy her emotional needs. All her thour,hta are 
I 
i centered around him and her attitude and behavior is one of overprotection, 
•' 
,. 
!' She is employed as a clerk on a part time basis and receives additional 
i' income from the agency for Aid to Dependent Children, 
·' E, T, was referred to the clinic because of his sexual behaon.or. He 
I 
!,masturbates heavily and i.e sexually nreoccupied, not feelin>. free to discuss 
li 
n this with his grandmother he sought sex information from two o1der boys who 
' i had a court record for sex offenses. The "andmother was unaware of the 
i 
i basis for the friendship but discussed it with the minister who was instru-
i' mental in dissolviQK the friendship. 
z. T. was later observed indulging in sex play with three 
!I 
little girls / 
in an alley. He was reprimanded for this and soon thereafter develoned a ! 
, fecal incontinence. 'Ihis was first reported by the school after he 
teases by his classmates. 
Psychiatric il"terviews reveal that he is an energetic, alert, overacti~! 
" 
:and restless boy who has Parry anxieties and conflicts. li He feels repressed ~~ 
i land frustrated and has attemoted to find avenues of expression through se~ 
: ual actiVity, however, since this was not socially acceptable it caused a 
' great deal of connicts and a manifestation or anxiety at the subconscious il ,ii ,, 
" level. The other vehicle of expression was by means of the gastro-i:1testin- li 
: al tract and a return to early childhood tendencies and a pre-habit forma-
'I 
!t 
. tion period. Numerous gastro-intestinal ~rays were taken and every possi-
, ble examination was made to discover any evidence of colitis but each 
I report was nagative. It ll'l!.s concluded that the symptoms were on a psycho-
1 
::genic hallie. The psychosomatic point of view bears out that physiological 
' function can be interfered w1 th by the vresence of inhibi tee! inner con-
nicts which find no other means of expresslon. 'lhus if the emotional sta-
tus is not improved and there 18 continued activity on one organ or the body : 
then actual pathological changes within the organ can take place and result 
in nonreversible changes. 
The clinic group felt that his difficulties arise from the home situa- ' 
tion and the overprotecti0n or the grandmother. Every effort should be made 
to provide for more independence and social contacts with groups of his own 
age should be encouragf.d. 'l'he mini.ster and the school were very cooperative 
and efforts were made in this direction. Little progress was mane in the 
home because the grandmother refused to recognize that she was the source or 
his difficulty. 
i The (Zrandmother rationalized her behavior and TJI"o.1ected her guilt reel- : 
[ ings_cm the school. Her attitude had an effect on .E. _T •. Ylh=O.})~~a!l.t()nl!~<l! -~ 
nu21on .Vf.lJ\eraJty 
Sebeol ol tCJucs:t lor 
Library 
I 
I 
I ~!;. ! _.._.....,.,~ 
less i.nterest in his studies, did not comPlete his assignments and as a 'I 
• result encountered several failures in school, On the basis of failing mark~: 
, in school, placement in a vocational school w•s being considered but the 
' grandmother could not bear the thought of any separation, F'inally she was 
convinced to give her consent, nevertheless, she stipulated that it would be 
1
1 
for a few months only, Placement in a resident vocational school was made 
and in order to eliminate the gno..ndmother 1s infiuence on the boy, she ns 
infom<:d that the policy of the school forbade an:r contact with the home. 
After placement, E. T. received group therapy and ad.1usted well in the new 
environment, There was absenoo of fecal incontinence, he became more soci-
, able, was interested in his work, displayed many talents and abilities and 
! became a leader in the school, A close attachment developed wj th the cot--
' tar-e parents which provided a more nonnal adjustment for he had never had l'. 
, father figure previous to this time, He became quite detached from the 
, grandmother and expressed his desire to remain there, 
The p,randmother now attempts to remove him from his environment and 
1 sends him letters to that. effect. He has become quite apprehensive and 
breaks out into a sweat when the thought of a change of residence occurs and : 
as a consequence his original symptoms of fecal incontinence have reappeared. 
Every effort 'Pill be made to prevent any change of environment in view of 
the progress that has been made, 
The grandmother reports that he was a nol'l!lal birth but had been neglat.- ' 
' ed while living with his parents. During early childhood he had many vomit-- • 
i 
ing attacks and nightmares which continued when he first started school, 
This resulted in many absences so that he was taken out of school and act-- ' 
ual1y started the firat grade when he was seven years old. Merlical examin-
ation was negative and the doctor advised the f':randmother to stop pampering 
him and to pennit him to consume any foods he desired. The vomiting 
I 
I 
i 
I 
' 5'' !--".- u 
disa:cpeared but t,he nightmares occurred ocasionally for about a year. It 
might be assumed that due to his early emotional distress, fecal incontinen~ 
' 
may have been pressnt long before it was noted in school for the grandmother :1 
' 
was reluctant to discuss this and the boy appeared pale, underdevelored and 
undernourished. There were no ph" sical defects present, vision and hearing ii 
' 
were normal. 
The ·•etzel Grid recorri shows that at the age of ten, he was retarded 
lh months in physical develorment. This maximum point was reached at the 
tirne of clinic admission. The growth failure may be attributed to his mal-
nutrition as a result of his ph"sical symptoms and which were present togetnt 
' 
er with his emotional difficulties. No improvement in physical development 
i 
' was noted until there was a change of environment, whereupon, there was a 
complete recovery and a reported imnrovement in r>sychological behavior and 
social adjustment. 1/ith the threat cf a change of environment plus a 
manifestation of anxiety and apprehension , there is an indication of on-
1 coming growth failure, showing four months deviation from his own auxodrome. 
i It can be concladed in this case that growth deviation is a very sensitive 
physiological index of changes in psychological behavior. 
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Case 19 
F, ll, was referred to the clinic because of persistent truancy, ~uite 
frequently he is tardv for class although he arrives at the school building 
early, he never appears i.n the classroom on time, he is known as a shy, 
with~r">m ]joy who never bothers ·anyone, ilhen called upon to recite in clasa:
1 II 
he breaks out in a sweat, begins to tremble and speaks incoherently, He haal: 
"nervous collapses" at home which are accompanied be~ trembling and laughing 
spells. 
The first indication of growth failure on the Wetzel Grid was at the 
age of 9, 7 years. In two years, he had moved from channel l/ to B and he 
1 
should have advanced 25 levels fra.t 82 to 107 whereas he succeeded in can-
pleting only 18 of these. Since growth lae continued, at the age of 10.7 
he accumulated a deficit of nine levels, this was h:l s ma:rl.nn.un point of 
physical retardation fran his own auxodrome which was parallel to the 2 % 
one, Four months later, at the age of 11 years, he had made up five of the 
nine levels of deviation, having progressed from level 109 to 116 instead to 
:i 
·: level 120, His final retardation in physical develo):<1lent is four months, 
F, ::, is an only child and comes from a broken home, !lis parents were 
divorced when he was five years old then he and his mother went to live with,, 
the maternal grandparents. He was an unwanted child, the rarents always 
quarreled and abused each other physically, The father is an alcoholic and 
' has left the state after the divorce was granted, Shortly thereafter, the 
"mother had a nervous breakdown which required ho1J9italization for six months~ 
~i She is jud(<ed to be an irresponsible, unstable woman, highly neurotic and 
who ap1~ared in court several times on morals charges. She argues constantly 
' with her parents and abuses the boy unnecessarily and feels the birth of the: 
·s.-.,~ I 
boy has been responsible for the termination of her marriage and now he is 
onl.y a burden to her. The grandparents realize this situation and have been 
very protective toward F. M, and feel the mother is unjust in her accusa-
tions. They have severely reprimanded the mother for her behavior toward the 
boy, whereupon, she deserted the family and has not been heard fraD since, 
The parental and family instability have left its imprint UDOn F. M. 
! for he hu developed many phobias Which are unusual for a boy his age, He 
relates ill&nY fantastic dreus Where he. is always being threatened so that he i 
: wakes up ecreaming for fear he would be killed. The grandparents are very 
fond of him and have attempted to prOTide for every physical comfort, all 
their interests are centered about him eo that he receives a great deal of 
attention. Nevertheless, he feele depre1sed and lonely and would prefer to 
have friende his own age but this is discouraged by the grandparents. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is an overprotected boy who has 
unusual strong feelings of inadequacy. He appear• so intimidated that he 
begins to quiver When addressed. Because of hie pcor family adjustment, 
he has had difficulty in 9rljusting in school, the children laugh at his 
ehyness Which only tends to increase his ineecuri ties and aid in creating a 
dislike for school • His onlv escape was to stay away from school in order 
to avoid being subjected to the ridicule of h11 classmates. His nervous 
ocllapees at home are a means of eecapilllg hie problema, he cannot cooe with 
them adequately so he regre1ees in order to gain more attention and affect-
1 
ion. 
Physical and neurological examinaticne are negative and it was conclude4 
that all the symptoms are due to his emotional disturbance. This type of 
behavior is not uncommon in children Who are overprotected and want to be-
come independent but are suwressed in their efforts, this inability tend• to, 
increase their frustrations. Hie desire for independence and his loyalty 
----=--
toward his grandmother caused inner confiict.e whereby he was unable to 
express his attitude and instead of acting out, he repressed his aggressive 
feelings and tendencies. He masturbates heavily and has guilt feelings 
about it lest the grandmother discover this activity and punish him for it. 
Every effort was made to gain the cooperation of the grandparents and 
the school in aiding F. M. gain more independence. He is currently being 
' followed in the cl1nic and his adjustment in school shows improvement.- His I 
I' '' " performance is better and he has begun to acquire some friends. He is better !1 
:: :! 
i! able to verbalize his attitude and desires. SCIIIe psychos0111at.ic symptoms ,r 
i ! 
'i are present occasionally but as h·' s adjustment improves, it is believed that,; 
ii 
!' these symptoms will diasppear. Prognosis is good with continued therapy. 
He was an unplanned baby and a forceps deli very. He was known as a 
sickly infant and at the ap,e of five he wa~ hospitalized for pneumonia and 
after he returned hoae he developed the chicken pox. Recovery was uneventful 
although he had numerous colds during the first year of school which may 
have been due to a lowered resistance. Presently he appears healthy and 
well developed, no ph,·sical defects were detected on medical examination. 
He was retard~d eight aonthl in physical development at the time of 
clinic admission, t.hie was his max1li!UIII point of deviation. There was already 
evidence of growth failure when he was first reported to be tardy and truant 
a year orior to clinic admission. Perhaps if referral was made then, a 
further growth lag could have been avoided. While receiving psychotherapy, 
there was improvement in physical develo1ment concomitant with improvement 
in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case 20 
' 
R, P, is a shy, tense, and nerTOua boy who has been known as a hypocholl'!i 
'i 
11 driac, He complains of frequent nausea and periodically is unable to retain' 
II his food after meals. 'I' 
il According to the Wetzel Grid, R. P. was in r:rowth failure at the age of I, 
16.5 years. He was a medium ph:.'l!lique and had moved from channel ~ to M ii 
I ! and was deviating tan levels from his own schedule which was parallel to the 
i: 
!i 15 % auxodrane. At the age of 8,5 years, he ahd reached hie maximum point 
' 
i, of phvsical retardat.ion which wa11 1,1 years. In three years he had thu11 
II accumulated a net deficit of 14 levels due to continued p,rowth lap., 'flben he.· 
ii reached 9.5 years, he had made a complete recovery and reached his own 
II auxodrome of develoj:JIIent, During the period from 6,5 years to the final age • 
I 
' of 9.5 years, he had progreesed along channel V thus showing no alteration 
in physique even though there was a lag in rate of develo~ment, 
R •. P. is the younge11t of three children, the oldest sister is 23 years 
" 
old, married and living away from home. Another sister two years older than i: 
!: R, P, lives at home with the parents, 
I' 
The family is economically comfortable 
1
' and <-"1911 an eight--room, modem, ranch style home. The father is a sales 
·: representative for a large firm in the community, He is a quiet, retiring 
,, 
j: man who appears happy but has not alwaye enjoyed good health, He has a 
!: history of frequent indigestion and "uoaet stomachs," although no pathology 
i: 
!: has ever been establiehed, The mother is a very active, alert, and intelli- , 
j' gent woman who is cjvically minded and interested in the school, She 
1: volunteers her nrvices as a cook in the school lunch urogram. The family 
I! is a closely knit group, there are no apparent marital difficulties and the 
11 parents are very fond of the children. The mother ie the strong personality,' 
..:.6:1 
1 
of the family and makes the father dependent u;con her for most decil!lions, 
Because of the difference in personalities, there is no manifestation of 
i' any confiiets and t"- have made a f!,.ood adjustment to each other, 
1 
uv;r 
II 
[, 
li 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
mother is very affectionate toward the children but she hae been overnrotec~ 
. ·' 
ive toward R, P, and relates that she always wanted a boy instead of the 
girle, She doee not l)ermit him to make any associations with children his 
own age and makes h:!Jl play at home or in the garoen where she can watch him 
constantly for otberwiee he may get into "bad company or be injured by a 
car," She accompanies him to and fran school, especially, since he was 
, reported to be tardy and truant a few times. The mother feels less concern-
ed with his sister and permits her more freedom. The sister is re;·orted to 
be nervous and jealous of the attention wMch her brother gets from the 
mother. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that R, P, is a neurotically disturbed 
11 
boy who appears shy, easily freightened, and emotionally upset. He is of 
" superior intelligence but his perfo:nnance does not indicate this, he is two 
years retarded in reading and never certain of his abilities, He makes an 
effort to appear tough and wants to assert his masculinity in order to be-
come more independent but in reality he lacks self-confidence. His learning 
difficulty points to an emotional disturbance due to the overprotection of 
the mother. He is repressed in his desires and is not permitted. to be 
arrressive, He masturbates a great deal which has upset the mother and 
served to create guilt feelings on the part of the boy. 
Since the mother has insight into the harm which accrues from over-
protection, she has cooperated with the clinic and the school in aiding 
R, P, gain more independence. After receiving therapy for a year, there 
has been considerable ilaprovement. There is no further evidence of "stomach 
upsets" which were attributed to hill emotional state and ocor adjustment, 
------==--=--~::: ---='----== 
" I 
His reading has improved and he has become more outgoing in his relation-
ships toward others. The results were eo dramatic that clinic therapy was 
discontinued and he was considered greatly improved. 
R. P, was a planned child and delivery was normal, He had frequent 
colds during infancy and was hospitalized for a tonsillect.omy and adenoid-
ectomy while attending kindergarten. He appears well developed and there 
are no physical defects nresent, 
At the time of clinic admission he reached his maximum point of lu 
I! months retardation in physical development. There was indication of 10 
months growth lag when he was in th£ first erade, this may have been due 'GI 
frequent colds he had for a few months but even after he was well again, the · 
growth retardation continued up to the time of clinic admission. After 
receiving psychotherapy, his recovery of growth failure was very striking 
and he reached his own auxodrome of development, In this instance it is be-
' lieved that r,rowth failure was not due to lack of adequate nutnents in the 
diet since he received such close SU7JE!rvision. l>vidently his emotional 
difficulties were of such magnitude as to i nterefere wi t.h the normal phyaio-, 
logical process of rrowth. Marked impro'9e!llent in p~Tsical develorment wal!l 
accompanied by improvement in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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A. M. was referred to the clinic after he was apprehended for stealing 
a pair of roller skates. He is retarded in school and considered to be a 
disciplinary problem. He has difficulty in verbalizing and exhibits nervous·, 
ij 
manneriBIIIs accompanied by stammering and stuttering. All the other children i1 
I 
tease him about his speech difficulty and poor reading and call him the fl 
"dummy" of the class. 
According to the Wetzel Grid, A. M. ns in growth failure at the age 
l 
;i 
ii 
li 
of 9.8 years. During the ;year he had crosaed two channelB fraa A to B
1 
and ' 1 il 
,. 
, deviating ten levels trom his own auxodrome. At the age of 10.81 he moved 1 
i! 'i 
[I to channel M and made up four of the ten levels of lag but he was still re- :: 
i' 
II tardedsix months in phvsical develo]Dent. In the next four months he had 
lj moved to hie original channel of A_ and had almost recovered hie growth lag, 
II -"l. 
i he showed a deviation of only three levels from his own auxodrane. Complete ,
1 
I rec:Gvery can only be detemined by subsequent observations. 
A. M. is the oldest of two children, there is a younger sister. The 
family live in a large house and are economically comfortable. The parents 
cannot understand why A. :11. stole the roller skates because his every wish 
is alnys fulfilled and he has his own allowance. The father is an electri- ·· 
[ cal engineer and fairly successful in his profe1111ion. The mother is employe~: 
II as a clerk on a part time basis. Ths parental attitude toward the children 
li 
li is divided, the father is more affectionate and interested in the girl but 
I 
ji he is more than apathetic toward the boy who is the mother's favorite. Both;: 
I! parents are nervous and easily upset. They have been very unhappy and " 
I! 
[!continuously deprened since the death of the mother's brother a year ago. 
' li They were both very much attacl\ed to him and have been unable to ad,iust to 
~-=i -
1.·. 
i ~ 
II 
the lo .. , this ts renected in the parent's attitude toward the children 
tor the father ~s become quite BUllen, more retiring and almost ignores 
A. M, I 
A. !.!, is Pforly adjusted in school, his oorforroance is poor and he is 
preoccupied ab~t his inability to learn. 
Psychiatrit interviews reveal that he is fUnctioning at an average 
level of intellTgence though it is believed that he is capable of a better 
performance. i appears beaten down and unhappy, there is an aura or sad-
ness and resign tion about him. He is extremely timid, becomes tearful and 
is almost atrai 
stutters and be 
When IJ'P()ken to, he becomes nervous, stammers, 
noor manifesting poorly coordinated move-
tiple tears especially or tire, darkness, and f, ar of ran+ 
li ing, 1bere is ~ great deal of disturbance centered about his relationships 
:' with his father rom he constantly strives to gain recognition from. He 
j: has occasional {1emper tantrums at home in order to gain the attention of his 
I' .. J I' father but sinl this behavior is ignored, he feels frustrated in his 
1
1 
efforts, The stlealing act was an unconscious desire for gaining recognition; 
1
: he readily retu+ed the skates and was very embarrassed with having had any ,: 
1: conflict with ~ law. He is constantly reaching out for security but un-
1: ' 
1' able to eatisfy his needs. His preoccupation with his anxieties, 1nsecu~ 
11 I I! ities, and fears, of failure are so distracting that he is unable to concen-
!i trate on the sci' ol work, The speech difficulty is a manifestation of his 
I. emotional distre
1 
s. 
Speech thertpy together with psychotherapy was started, the family and 
the school were ade aware of his difficulties and the fullest cooperation 
was made. Foll+up evaluation indicates considerable improvement in his 
. speech and he patticipatea more readily in classroom discussions and acti,-
1 I itiea, . As a restlt, there is no fUrther manifestation of impaired control 
=-=-=-r---::-::--=---=-~':.~==-=-=,' . --~.:.:_:_-----==----=--___::..::_==----=------==-==----'--~----_ ___:__::__~- --=-----=--= 
II 
i: 
I, 
li 
:i 
II 
,: 
;: of his extremit~ea. He is well on the road of gaining more self-confidence 
~~ and with contin~ guidance in school he will develop more self-assurance. 
I' A. M. was inormal birth and had pneumonia when he was a year old. Two ii 
II years before sta ting kindergarten, he had broken his arm by falling down a il 
I ~ jj 
I
I flight of stairs. He has constantly been reminded of this and always warned i! 
I q 
1! to be cautious erery time he approaches any staircases, consequently, he has i! 
I! developed phobia~ of falling and could not be persuaded to even ride a :! 
' il 
,J 
bicycle. He has had no other childhood diseases. Defective teeth and :im- il 
i! detected during a school examination, both of which have !I 
I been properly t ated. Physical examination is negati"'e and a neurological !I 
'I !, I examination re'nltls no motor pathology to account for his ungainly gait and 
I
! "jerky" mo"'ement • It was felt that this was on a psychosomatic basis and 
I . 
11 due to his einotitnal state. This wu later borne out when his symptolla 
1'1 disappeared with i:mprovament in psychological behavior. 
1, Wetzel Grid record showe that he is of a medi11111 body build and was ll 
:i 
11 months retarded froa his own auxodrome at the time of clinic admission when 
,I 
I' 
if he was 9.8 years old. This was his maximum point of p~rsir.al retardation 
I' 
11 while under obsefntion. There was a gradual trend toward improvement in 
11 physical develo~ent, although there was fluctuation in channel course, he 
ii has now returned I to his original channel and is only retarded three months 
'I !I 
.. : in physical development. This improvement has been concomitant with reports 
!I i' of improvement i, psychological behavior and social ndjustment, 
''. I li 
1: 
:' I 
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Case 22 
F. F.'s Wetzel Grid record shows that he reached his maximum point of 
\ 
retardation of 14 months when he was almost 9,8 years old. During the next 
ji four years there was a definite trend toward overcoming growth lag, His 
I• 
'j' courae fluctuated in channels D - » - A.. , keeping lri. thin the boundaries of . l ··1 'I 
I •· ii medium physique and when he reached the age of 13.8 years, he made a comple~ 
li recovery, His progress was nol'll&l during the following year at which time 
II 
!' he was seen in the clinic. In four months, at the final age of 15.1 years i' 
II he bega.n to show a lag in physical develofl!lent and is now deviating three 
I, t 
1 mon hs. 
I 
F. F, was referred to the clinic by the school at the age of 14,8 years• 
~ 1: ! 
'i !1 He is nervous, bites his nails continuously, gets into difficulties with 
'I ii il other children and abuses them physically, A year ap;o he appeared at school ii 
il with eob)ollotie marks on his face, his eyes were suffused and his face was 
'II edematous. '!here were multiple injuries on his body and he appeared very 
i distressed. After SOllie questioning, be meekly related that he had been 
II li wrestling with his father but it was evident that he had been severely beat.- 1' 
~~ ' 
11 en but was afraid to relate the true facts, Since that time, he has had 
I• 
li hysterical outbursts in school and his mood oscillates between a manic and a ;1 
!! ji depressed phase. 
,I 
I' His backgrOilnd is an unstable one, he is an only child and his parents 
j1 were divorced when he was three years old. During the subsequent years he 
II 
1 liwd with both the maternal and paternal grandparents, orphanages and 
' 
' jl foster homes. When he was nine years old he returned to live with his motheJ!t 
,1 in a one roan apartment. 
I! 
Arter a few months, his mother remarried and the 
!' step-father aoved in the closely crowded apartment. The living conditions 
I' 
==cd<!!= "::-::=:=-==-::==--=-~: __ 
:.:.71. 
'i 
lr are inadequate, the parents sleep on a studio couch and F. F. sleeps on the 
I! 
ii noor in the l!l&1lle rocm. 
I' 
ir The mother is a r~seive, insecure WOIII&rl whose resentments toward the 
lr boy have increased sinh her marriage. She is the sole supoorter of the 
li jl I 
il i: 
1! family and is Elll?loyed in the laundry department of a hospital. The father if 
I, I' 
j
1 
is a reported psychoneurotic with paranoic tendencies. He canes fran a.'ld jl 
1
'!. unstable family and has t1110 brothers who have been caranitted to a state men- ii 
I II 
II tal institution because of psychosis. He was a juvenile delinquent, kn011I1 ii 
I
, to many courts and institutions in various states. He is an alcoholic and 11 
II 
1 
incapable of holding a steady job. He has appeared in court ten times for !I 
1 drunken driving. ~'hree years ago he 11\lstained a back injury as a result of 
1i an automobile accident, he was charged with reckless driving while intoxicatt-41 
li ed. He has since refused to seek employment, claiming that he is an ·invalid ]1 
li and his wife must support him. The family atmosphere is an unhappy one, 11 
1'. i! 
ii both parents beat the boy unmercifully because of his poor performance in ': 
II school and on several occasions he was beaten over the head so severely that 1: 
If only an epistaxis deterred further abuse. In view of the unstable home bac!Hi 
'I " 
II ground and the frequent change of residence during his childhood he hae 
11 developed many emotional difficulties and which have been enhansed by the 
.I 
jj present fuily relationships. 
rl 
11 A physician saw th~ boy once when he was 9.8 years of age, who reported 
I 
I
I that F. F. was manifesting psychotic traits but no further studies were made', 
~~ until he was seen in the clinic. Psychiatric interviews in the clinic ~ 
II that he is a very quiet and depressed boy who is very upset about his home • 
1i life and school. He begins to sob when discussing the home and feels di&- !j 
•I . 
li tresl!ed and frustrated because he can never seem to l!atisfy his parents. His ' 
1! fears and anxieties are carried over in hie behavior in school. The special ,i 
li class teacher may be partially responsi.ble for this added di.fficulty in 
I: 
=~"'1" '~==== 
I 
II school for she is disinterested in the claaa and does not carry the respon- "===== 
I' sibili ty of her job. She claims most of the children in her class are 
1: stupid and nothing can be accomplished with tha, she is very rigid in her 
ii 
i! opiniO!'le and refuses to accept any suggestions. 
11 F • F • is very anxious about his associations wi t.h the t.eacher, his 
I! parents and classmates and seems full of fears and anxieties.. He has a 
I! deep sense of failure, is distractible, and cannot concentrate but he feels 
1: he tries very hard and just cannot learn, as a result he believes he is a 
1: · I 
11 failure to his parents. He is coneciously concerned with his needs but feel~ 
!I ,,~verwhelmed and helpless when these needs require action and activity which II 
li corresponds to reality. He strives in all directions and acts impulsively. 
~~ There ie a manifestation of tics and nerVous twitches, he keeps picking at 
', his face and arms and is obsessed with the need for motion and activity. 
! 
I The neighborhood children are afraid to encounter him on the street because 
] during moments of agitation, hs claims to feel an impulse to destroy ob,iects 
I 
around him and on two occasions attempted to choke three children. 
There are definite psychotic tendencies and because of his behavior he 
is a threat to his environment. In v:i.ew of this manifestation of behavior, 
hospitalization for further study was discussed with the mother but she 
:; firmly refused to consider it. She refuses to follow the ndvice of the 
1: ' 
II. clinic steff and faile to keep her clinic appointments although she insisted ii I I• i :: 
1 that F. F. attend the clinic regularly. Little progress was made during '' 
this time, in the interim he developed a strong attachment to the minister 
of a congregation. Now all his interest is directed toward religion, he 
!: has learned many psalms and constantly reads the bible, he stops people in 
!, ' 
l 
!: the street and tries to convert them manifesting manic behavior of a 
I' 
He has sptolls in school where he is completely out of touch with I; fanatic. 
ii reality, begins to sing h;'lllns and tap Gimces around the room. The teacher 
1: 
II 
=-=li===c 
I 
1: 
I! 
I ie unable to atop this behavior and the boy ie convim·ed that a stronger 
I 
I' inner spirit compels him to act in this manner. The other children are 
I' 
.I 
!1 frightened about hie behavior and the parents are so concerned that they 
I 
[ . ...," 1---•-L 
I 
11 jj 
II are demanding some action on the part of the school to institutionalize the 11 
I boy. Definite action is being considered although no concrete arrangements !' 
I i! 
I
! have been made. . ;i 
' II 1! Due to the prollGUJlced psychopathic tendenciee, therapy was unsuccessful :, 
li and it was felt that psychotic manifestations were due to more than just l/ 
11 ,; i his poor f8111ily adjustment. There may have been some brain damage as a 'i 
I !! 
! result of the frequent head injurlea inflicted by his parents. He frequent¥)! 
I complaills of headaches and pain on the right side of the head and it is not ' 
I ' 
1 unlikely that there may be a pin-point hematoma of the brain with resultant '' 
I 
,[ pressure upon certain centers causing pll)'chotic manifestations. Repeated 
I! . 1 neurological examinations and electroencephalograms have been negative and 
i . I· 
I no definite brain pathology was established, however, if he were hospitalized! 
11 more intensive diagnostic measure!! could be investigated.· 
I, 
jl He was a normal birth and had few infectious diseases during infancy • 
.I 
n Upon entering school, he was found to have defective teeth and impaired 
II vision. These defecta were remedied in a hospital clinic and his vision 
I' 
li has improVed with corrective lenses. No pathology was found on a recent 
li 
" ji physical examination. 
I' He was retarded l4 months in physical dewlopment, five years prior to :: 
I 
11 clinic admislion. At the time of clinic admission he had been judged to be 
I' developing satisfactorily but at the last observation he began to show a 
deviation of three months from his own auxodrome. Growth failure in this 
case seemed unrelated to PIIYchological behavior and during the course of 
observation he \:las improved in physical development but there was no improve-!1 
!i 
Due to the past histo~ 1 ment in PIIYChological behavior or social adjustment. 
I 
1 
of pmhotic tendencies. ho!l!?i tal illation is indi eated 
'! 
to investigate the 
I 
i _:;_ 75 
possibility of an;r brain damage. Perhaps it he had been referred to the 
clinic fiw years ago when he was 14 aonths retarded in physical development:, 
therapy on an ambulatory basis may haft been possible. 
Name _________ _ 
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PHYSICAL STATUS 
. l 
'r------~----.. ~----------------1--------------------------------,----------------=------· PHYS!C.Ei:.. ~ PROfRESS CLINICAL OBSERVATIOBISOBJli:CTIVE OBSERVA'l'IOJI I 
--4----lt-----r----...,..----+-----..-----y--·--.,.-- ~ ~, I -.. J I 
~ Dovelr· _ From Specific Peysician'a or Develop-
mental 
Level 
Age I Weight 'Height IPD.Tsiquel Bet 
yr~) (lbs,) (in .. ) Kchannel) Appraisal 
Channel 
Course 
Level I I ment 67~ (From own Nurse's v.Lln1caJ. ..t:Bycn: -- • · ~ ~ · latr1c I School 
Grade Expected Differen-::.:1 Rati Schedule schedu.le) ·Impression EYaluation ~ 
II j (yr .. ) (yr.) 
1-ze·l I I I I I I I ~~ ·· 1 
?.~8.2~ B.2S I Sl.5 I 4&7 
~.8 161 S0e2 
JP.8 170 
k.a 192.S t9 
$.8 109 f)2.7 
~8 ~5 +s 
~.1 Jk7.S Js.3 
r-
1\ 
'1 
~ 
11. 
II 
I Y-A1 
r.w,. 
Poor 
Pn•tiefao- 1-t l 
tory 
~ti.tao- I •1 
tor.r 
---r.4.onabl81 0 
Pat1etaetoJ71 f- l 
fatiatactory lr o.s 
~eti~ 0 
sa 10 -12 
76 87 -n 
92 99 -7 
121 123 -2 
138 ]J8 0 
1152 1152 I 0 
154 ~ -3 
-o.45 -1.1 
9.2/9.8 I -o.60 .. 1.1 
I 
10.8/lo.E 0 -o.? 
]J.21J.2.Q t 0.4 -o.4 
'14.4/1.3 .~ 1- 0.6 0 
I 15 • .3/14. ~ 1- o.5 I 0 
I I I 
I :15.!,/15.11 + o • .3 I -o.2 
Visual. defect 
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I Nervous twitches 
Acne 
Frequent headaches 
Neurological e 
tion negatiw 
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negatiw 
Fhysical eDilinati 
negatiw 
I I 
Tense, inhibited 
Jlanitests psychotic 
traiu 
1 
2 
.3 
Special 
Cla8a 
Special 
Claae 
Depressed, fruatratf Specia 
about failure in Claas 
school 
Nightmares 
Multiple anxieties 
and tean 
Inaacure 
Intantilel in ... behandr 
Euphoric and almost 
hyllterical 
. 
I Good physical cond11 No improvement in 
tion behavior I Special Class 
6-2 
7-2 
5·r A-rus 
OBJECTIVE OBSERTATION 
Q.. 
W-B t 
62 
Roracbach Test 
No napon•• aauld 
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dn\ 
Sulainiw 
~ -
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14 "flDI 111 tb 110ther 
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.1 
/ 
' 
I 
. 
i 
'· 
I i 
I 
I J 
li1 ' 
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I 
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lo 
friend a 
. Dest.ruo-
tift 
Fearleaa 
Aggre.-
sift 
REFORTED ADJUSTMENT ' 
In Family In School Conflict 
~ Sullen Vischinous 
Nenou. Sullen 
Depna811d Frequent 
hyaterical 
epieodea 
-
lf1'eteria le.ck ot 
T•~r interest 
tantruaa La.,. 
Disobedient 
Resentful 
Itt Fean Diatractable 
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Sullen Careless 
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< 
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l&sy 
. ..., 
--
-IHERAF J'y 
. 
I 
I 
with Lav Psychiatric ~sical 
Play therapy 
atarted 
. 
' 
1\o-
I 
I 
I 
I thnccea.tul 
I 
I 
Case 23 
ll. K. is a day-dreamer who is unable to concentrate upon his school 
I 
i 1rork, he "clowns around," and distracts the class by talking and annoying thJ. 
li !' 
II other children. 
li 
His attitude toward school is indifferent and he always 
II seems to get into difficulties. The teacher is <mnoyed abcut his behavior 
~~~and would like him transferred to another school because the parents visit 
! the school and question the teacher 1 B abiH ties and actions, 
II H. K, 's Wetzel Grid record shows that he was retarded almost a year 
lj and a half in physical develor.ment at the time of clinic admission, He was , 
I i of a very linear p}lvsique, located in channel s4 and deviating 20 levels 
" ·I I! free his own schedule which was the 67 ~ auxodrome, In the next l4 mor>the 
II he had almost regained this deficit and only showed a ceviation of two lnel~i' 
,, 
',At the age of 10,4 years, he should have advanced 13 levels from 76 to 89 
instead he succeeded in completing ten of these and was still deviating 3 
levels "rom his own auxodrome, In seven months when he reached the age of 
:
1 10,9, he had made a cOIDplete recovery for he moved into channel B2 and reacb-!1 
11 ed the 67 % auxoclrOIDeo 
I. 
II H. K, is the only child of a Ylealth,- family. The parents are happily 
" !I married, both are college graduates and the father is a ;;harrmcist by pro-
" I' fession. The mother has high ambitions for the boy and is alW<>.;rs urging him · 
I il to participate in social activities, do better worh in school and become 
li more popular with his own age vronp. After the teacher reported to the 
I· .,
!; parents about his behavior in school, the mother visited the school in an 
!I 
~~effort to determine how and where they could help the boy. It seems the 
j; mother sought information fi'OII the teacher but her questions were taken as 
i personal criticisms and the teacher became very defensive in her attitude 
1: i! 
1f 
which only resulted in poor rehtionships. 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that H. K, is a shy, tense, and reserved 
boy 'Who has many interests, He resents the teacher because she ridicules 
him before the class whenever he makes any errors. He is anxious about 
school and has a sense of failure ev,en before he started any activity, He 
is functioning at a superior level of intelligence but is retarded in his 
social adjust1nent, He has strong feelings of inferiority and feel his par-
·· .•. 7S 
' ents know so much that he could never satisfy their demands and eJCpectations,: 
There is ambivalence in his affection toward his ;:>arents and he becomes 
· hostile when he is stified in his efforts to gain independence, He is emo-
. tionally disturbed and feels that his school difficulties were a resLllt of 
: parental intereference for his relationship ll:l.th the teacher altered after 
il the mother had several conferences •'1i th her. 
'lbe parents have been coorolctely unaware of their behavior and the 
i effect it had on the boy, They are so fond of him that all their al;tention 
: a'ld activities are centered about him, Because of the poor relationship 
i which has develo;Jed between the teacher and the mother, it was felt that 
: H, K. was the subject of unnecessary abuse and a transfer of schools was 
i 
! made, The parents cooperation consisted of the mother permitting the boy to 
progress at his own rate and not to pro.ject her ambitions upon h:llll, It Wlll 
! felt that the mother should not interefere with the school and allow the 
I 
'boy to establish his own relationships with the new ·t.eacher and his clase-
1 
:mates. In this way he gained more independence and was required to show 
' 
! more initiative b:r establishing new relationships on his own merit. There 
i was complete cooperaticn from the parents and the school and clinic therapy 
was discontinued due to evidence of rcHrked improvement, 
H. K, was a normal birth and had few il!nesses during his infancy, Be 
1 
is a tall, thin boy who appears underdeveloe>ed and complains of fntigue and 
I 
~·------------------- - ---~--------
-- - -~----------------·-~··- ---
lack of enerey. Physical examination was negative, his posture is stooped 
but there is no structural defect and this may be due to his excessive feel-
ing of fatigue. When first seen in the clinic, his rrid record showed that 
he was of an extremely linear nody build and vms 20 months retarded in 
physical development at the age of 8.25 Yl!la'·s. During the course of clinic 
therapy he has improYed in physical develoreent and ret•1rned t.o his own 
auxodrome at the age of 10,9 •·ears, Eis ~·s;rchclogical behavior and social 
adjustment improved concomitantly, his post.ure has imrroved, he feels rr•ore 
active and energetic. 1'his in not infre1uently noted in cases where there 
is simple malnutrition which can only be detected \):\• follov;ing .the growth 
curvt: ancl where the presently available laboratory tests may be nerative, 
:Improvement in rsychologica.l behavior ancl social adjustment in this case was 
! accornpanird by improvement in physical development, 
' 
! 1_;_8(} 
I 
Name ______________ ----- - __ ___ ________ __ _ 
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Case 24 
J. P. was referre<' to the clinic after he had stolen some pencils from 
a local store. The family is very upset about his behavior for he has his 
own allov;ance and the family is economically romforte.ble. 
Accord:ng to t"e Wetzel Grid, J. P. was in rrowth f,;ilure a~. the <1.ge of 
!'six years. 
i: 
Pe had accumulated a net deficit of te; levels fra!l h:' s own 
li 
!iauxodrome and was a medium physique located in chsnnel B1• It was not until !' 
I' 
!ihe reached the age of 9.4 vears that he overcame this deficiency and made a 
I 
1: complete recovery, returning to his own schedule of development which was the' 
<I 
1
1
'11<;' •( auxodrome. At the final. age of 9. 7 years he had sh:tfted to channel B
3
, 
.i becoming more slender in ph'-'sique and had only advenced one level in four 
hnonths, thUs showing a deviation of three months in physical development. 
!i J. P. is the product of a brolcen home, the parents were divorced when 
I' I! 
l[he was five years old and the guardianship was given to the father. The 
I! next six months were s::ent living with the paternal grandmother. In the 
i! I· interim his father married a widow who has a daughter a year older than J.P. 
" liThe boy is very fond of his step-mother and step-sister and the family seems 
l:to be a hanpy one. 
' 
,, 
nis own mother is re;>orted to be a very nervous and neurotic woman who 
also remarried and is no~ divorced. J. P. does not like his own mother 
1
1
and would prefer never to see her but his father has encouraged the contact. 
i[ 
tiRe visits his mother on week-enrls but these visits are very upsetting be-
l. 
1: ca•1se the mother always discusses her resentments of his father and tries to 
' d 
iinflue!lce the boy's attitude toward his father. J. r. resents t.he mother's 
I 
!attitude and feels hostile toward the mother. r:c has refused to continue 
I 
i,these visits and as a result the mother visits him at school and tries to 
gain his affection by bringing him toys and other gifts. These visits are 
very di sturbinr to him whereuron he bec:omea very irritable, quarrels011e, 
has temper tantrums and in his agitated state his speech becomes incoherent. 
i He is hyperactive, no;rvous and cannot establish nonnal relationships with 
;· 
I' children of his own age group. In his frustration to be accepted, he begins " 
·' i: 
j
1 
to stutter and stammer and cannot express himself adequately and 
I! 
11 
his classmates either ridicule this behavior or avoid him. 
!i 
as a rei!Ult 1 
,, 
1' Psychiatric interviews reveal that there is 2 basic disorient<ltion in 
I· 
1, htnnan relationships and a confusion about the family situation, He feels a 
"tug" between th.e parental attachment, There is resentment and hostility 
toward the mother and he would prefer to avoid seeinr her but because of his 
attachment to his father he cannot refuse to obey his wishes. This creates 
1
1 
a conflict which he is unable toresolve. The greatest difficulties are with 
' 
,, 
1. his own mother who is a disturbing influence and causes deep frustrations. 
' 
1: He is desirous of solving this problem but cannot cope with it and instead 
:I attempts to escape from the present situation by resorting to vivid famtasy 
. . 
i and socially unacceptable activity as an outlet. This is the basis for his 
!i 
' 
· stealing and is a manifestation of his need for expression of inner tensions •. 
Unconsciously, there is a deep attachment to his mother and all his activi-
ties, guilt feelings, and insecurities stem from his inability to resolve 
this association completely. 
~~ is functioning at a dulJ normal level of intelligence, although there 
are sporadic efforts toward persistence, his performance is spotty, Because : 
of his emotional difficulties, he reacts impulsively and irrationally at 
times. 
During the course of clinic attendance he was receiving speech therapy 
and has shown considerable improvement in this area. Recent evaluation 
indicates that there has been very little improvement in psychological 
behavior and social adjus!ment. 
I 1 ~----·-:.:--::- -=-=- ,_ •· .. :..85 
It is felt that little progress will be made siace his own mother is 
an unstable and neurotic WOIU.n who has little insight and offers no coo~ 
eration. She is neurotically disturbed and has little insight into the boy'• 
problems and insists upon disturbing the boy at school. 
He 'lllLS a normal delivery and had measles during infancy but has been in 
good health ever since. Physical ex.mination is negative and he appears 
well developed but quite tsll for his ar,e. The l'ieyzel Grid record indicates; 
that he is of a linear physique and was nine months retarded fran his own 
auxodrome at the time of clinic admission at t.he age of six years. During 
the course of observ!'tion, he has overcome this lag and returned to his own 
schedule of physical develoTJilent. In the last fcur months he is beginning 
to show a growth deviation again. Although there was no improvement in 
rsycholog1 cal behavior and social adjustment during clinic therapy, there 
has been an improvement in physical develor.ment and then a relapse. This 
may indicate the need for close.r observation and further therapy. If his 
growth pattern had been followed in the school then he may have been re-
ferred to the clinic earlier. 
---
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Case 25 
to H. s. is a day dreamer who appears very thoughtful and oblivious 
rl 
He becomes nreoccupied w:i th an imaginary playmate whCllll :j his environment. 
he converses w:i th aloud and distracts other pupils. 
call hill •queer". 
'I Theyn all avoid him andil 
According to the Wetzel Grid, H. s. was six months retarded in physical:! 
denlopment when he was 5.5 years old. He was of a stocky physique and ij 
I located betlleeat ebannele A3 and A2• When he reached the age of 7.4 years, he!i 
had noved into channel A2 becoming less stocky and also overcoming growth il 
lag complet&l:;. his physical development was nonnal until the age of 8.4 
years for he continued to travel within his own channel and kept to his own 
schedule of develo!lllent which was parallel to the 15 % auxodrome. At the 
age of 9.h years, he should have advanced 12 levels frCllll 82 to 94, whereas 
he succeeded in completing only three of these, showing a net retardation ofj; 
five months. 
H. s. is one of five siblings, there is a sister who is four years 
ytiunger and three older brothers. The family is economically comfortable. 
The parents are happily married and well adjusted, both are college grad-
uates and considered vr->ry brilliant. They are fond of the children, inte:r-
ested in their activi tiel, and have high ambitions for them. 
H. s. is functioning at an average level of intelligence but has 
difficulty in t,he reading area and was thus retarded in the second grade. 
Both parents try to teach the child to read at home but during these sessi0J11! 
1: the father becomes very impatient and shouts at H. s., then the mother triesi 
~~~~·, to defend the boy and everybody becomes upset. As a result. H. s. has 
become nry negativi~t.ic toward hie father and displays hostility in his [I 
I 
-~~=,-- -- --~-~-~ ' --=-=== 
i: 
j: 
II 
[1 
,. 
i' relationships with him. He feels insecure and reiected by his father and 
I' transferred his antagoni!;llls on the teacher whom h: now blame!! tor his fail-
It :::..:::::::,:'::::,'":::::~:: ·:::,~ ::·:~·"· ,. hio 
Psychiatric interviews reveal that there are well established neurotic 
defenses for a boy his age, He reaches out for maturity and exhibits an 
![ unreasonable need to control his impulses, as a result he has built up a top 
II heavy defense structure of pseudo-uturity which can only be described as a 
i 
canplioated affectation of sophistication and chal'lll. In reality he has 
guilt feelings and anxieties of rreat magnitude, His negativistic attitude 
is directed at punishment toward his father since he represents authority. 
He does not feel that he should dislike his father and because of this ambi..,..! 
alence, he lacks the courage to defend himself and attempts to escape real.it,t 
i by day dreaming. His behavior with the imaginary playmate is an expression 
li of how he would like to behave, He thinks of himself as being firm and 
' 
1. de.f'inite but in reality he lacks the courage to act out his frustrations, 
He feels the teacher "picks on him" at school and he has a great deal 
li of' difficulty in concentrating on his work. This may be due to the fact 
1 that the third and .fourth grades are conducted in the same classroom, he is , 
li more interested in the fourth p,rade subjects so that when this class is in 
li session he attempts to interefere and thus annoys the teacher. In view of 
!• 
the school situation, a transfer of schools was recommended where remedial 
' i, reading could be provided, The parents were advised to avoid teaching him 
I', to read at home and not to diffe1!!1 with the methods of remedial reading which , 
li were executed in tl"e school by the teacher. The parents have been very 
'• :I 
!i cooperative and it is felt that the prognosis will be good and psychotherapy 
lj 
11 will be continued to aid him in his further adjustment, ., 
!: He was a non:'.al birth and physical development was considered good, He j, -
-- ---0--~=- === 
I ,.~9H 
fi had pneumonia just before entering kindergarten and later develcped a toB-
1' ailli tis. The following summer he had a tonaillectany and recovery was un-
" 
lr eventful. A school health examination detected a visual defect and correct-
:1 ive lenses were revommended. Presently he is in good health and phvsical 
I. 
I li examination is negative. 
i; He is of a stocky physique and six months retarded in physical develop-
!! 
I' ment when he first entered school. GTowth failure at this time may have 
·I 
I' 
1.! been due to his previ,ue illness. As hie health improved, there was also 
I! improvement in phvsical develorment and he reached his own auxodrome of 
!; develorment, at the ape of 7 .L years. Although there are no physical def-
ects present, his phYsique has altered to a more medium type and there is a 
deviation in Epeed of develop~~ent at the age of 9.u years. It was at this 
time that deviations in psychological behavior and social adjustment led t> 
clinic referral. The deviations in phvsical develo!~ent reflect physiologi~ 
changes which are accompanied by deviations in behavior. 
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! Case 26 
li 
1• B. J. was referred to. the clinic because of violent uncontrollable 
" II 
'I temper outbursts. Recently in a fit of anger, he threw a knife at another 
l1 boy which caused multiple lacerations and required surgical treatment. 
]! According to the Wetzel Grid, B, J. was nine months retarded in phy.-
11 ical development at the age of 12.6 years. He was a slender physique and 
,, 
'I 
:j 
:i 9'' 
.,-.. •> 
" i 
li 
!i 
:i ,, 
1: i! located in channel B2• In the following year his channel course fluctuated 'I 
j between char>.nels ~ and B3 and there was an attempt to overcane growth lag. II 
i It was not until the final age of 14.3 years that he returned to his origi-
1 
II nal channel of M.and made a complete recovery by reaching his own schedule 
II of develo-r:ment which was the 15 % auxodrome. 
I: B. J. is at> only child who was placed in a founclling home after hie 
,I 
li 
'I father died when he was four years old. The mother was unable to support 
I 
I him until two years later when she remarried and there was an improvement. in '' 
financial status. Her husband is emplOY'Id in a surervisory capacity in a 
department store. B. J. was returned to liTe with his mother and step-
father and it was at this time that his behavior deviation ~came pronounced~; 
He resented the step-father, always argued with him and because of t.he di.- ! 
agreements which ensued the mother sent him to live with her relatives. He 
was considered problematic to them and they finally placed him in another 
foundling haae. 
He adjusted poorly in the founclling h0111e, alwa,·s tried to be the 
center of attention and abused the younger children. After he attempted to 
strangle another youngster, the authorities of the foundling home insisted 
that the mother assume responsibility for her boy. He returned home but 
was unable to adjust to t.hie environment. He became more hostile toward the 
II 
,I 
i! 
I j, 
step-father and claimed he would never get along with him for he could not 
accept him as a replacement for hie own father, consequently, he was not 
willing to cooperate. 
The mother is a very helpless individual who is indecisive, inconsist-
ent, and very dependent upon her husband. She is mentally dull, does not 
understand the boy's behavior and is unable to neal w:l.th him. The step-
father is a mild mannered man who rarely becomes upset and is very evenly 
tempered. He realized there may be some dit'f'iculty in the boy's ad,1ustment 
to hint and so he has attempted to win his affection. He has been unsuaoesa-
fu1 for B •. J. has built up sc ;nany antagonisms and defenses and so the step-i1 
father felt it was best to ignore the boy when he displayed temper tantrwu. ' 
B. J. has repeated the first two r;rades of school due to the several 
transfers made as a result of his change of residence. He has been doing 
average work since he enflered the third grade. He has an I.Q. of 130 and it: 
! 
is felt that he is capable of a better perfomance but this is impeded by 
his emotional difficulties. 
Psychiatric interviews reveel that he is a tense, insecure boy who 
attempts to deny any difficulties. Later he admitted that he has many re~ 
mente and feelings of hostnity toward his step-father and accuses him of 
alienation of his mother's affections. He has strongly manifestated a 
frustrated craving for being loved and has been unable to resolve his infan-
tile attachment to his mother. There are spotty attempts to repress his 
tensions but being unable to do so, he reacts explosively and transfers his 
aggressions to his environment. He is very disturbed em0tionally and has 
begun to manifest psychotic traits which demand immediate attention for his 
behavior is a threat to his environment. 
The situation was discussed with the parents and the school. Since he 
has shown an interest in mechanical work, placement in a vocational school 
',• ''4 : ...... 'tJ 
il 
'I ,, 
is being considered and psychotherapy will be continued. 
He was a premature ba~ and remained in the hospital a year after birth~ 
I 
I' He has had many illnesses during infancy and early childhood. 
I 
,, of ten he has enjoyed good he.al th and has been very conscious 
! 
After the age · 
of taking good 
i1 care of himself because he aspires to be an athlete. He has always been 
I! 
:, interested in :sport.s and performs well. 
j! 
I
'; D. J. reached his maximum point of physical retardation one year prior,~ 
11 to clinic admission. At that time he 1fB8 ten months retarded and had reach-
1 
I! ed his own auxodrome while under clinic therapy. Although there has been 
li considerable improvement in phvsical develo!lllent, there has been no similar 
i: li imrpovement in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
li 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
'I 
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Case 27 
B. F. was refeiTed to the clinic because of persistent st-ealing. 'lhe 
school and parents have difficulty in disciplining him, he has been repeat,.. 
edly truant and ran away from home several times. 
B. F.'s \~et~el Grid record shows that he was 1.1 years retarded in 
physical development at the age of 9.9 years. He was an extremely linear 
physique and located in channel B5• If he had kept to his own schedule of 
development he should have reached level lOb instead of 98 at the age of 11.9 
~ ! 
years, level 133 instead of 127 at the age of 13.9 years, level 147 inst-ead 
of 135 at the age of lb.9 years and lastly, level 167 instead of 165 at the 
i, 
li aRe of 16.9 ;•ears. During this time channel course nuctuated between 
!: 
!! channels BS and B4• When he reached the final age of 17.2 years he moved 
i . 
1, into channel B3 and made a comrlete recovery by reaching his own schedule of ' 
1: develor.roent which was the 67 % auxodrome. I; 
, B. F. is the youngest of two children, 
I older who is believed to he well adjusted. 
there is a sister two years 
The family is econor"' calJy com-
fortable and have a high reputation in the canmunity. Both parents are well' 
J
1 
educated and come from wealthy families. The father is an executive in a 
•; 
li large firm and his tno brothers are prominent men in the industrial field. 
li 
The parents are very concerned about the boy1 s behavior for he has a liberal ; 
allowance and is not deprived cf any material things. The father is an 
i' intelligent, stable, and successfUl man in his profeslon who has a good 
I, reputation and enjoys a pleasant relationship with the boy. 'lhere is a 
i: history of B. F, stealing money from the father's wallet and the mother's 
il 
i' purse when he was a child. At first the parents punished him for this acti.,.. : 
li I! ity and after it was repeated, the father had several discussions with the 
,, 
="=~~~~cc 
li 
1
1:
1 
.•• boy aad made him replace the money frcm his own allowance. 
at home has continued which has been 'nlry upsetting to the mother and she 
1'be stealing 
I I! I 
I! 
I 
attemnt~d to keep this information from the father. Her behavior has been !i ,, 
I 
eJe- i[ of no service to the boy. The mother is oversolitious, overprotective, 
tremely anxious, and manifests psychoneurotic traits. because of her· atti- i, 
:i 
tude and behavior, she has failed to g~in the boy's respect and now there '! 
is difficulty in supervising his activities. 
It was learned that B. F. is a disciplinary ~,roblem in school, he dis- '' 
likes his studies and is only interested in athletics. He is overaggressive 'i 
in his behavior, has temper tantru111s and on several occasions threw books 
and other objects at the teacher. He associates vdtJ; a gang of older boys 
· who encourage this type of behavior plus throwing rocks at buidlings, brelk- · li 
It 
II 
'I 
ing windows, running away from home, stealing money and merchandise from 
I various stores. He lieo ccntinuously and relates fantastic tales to the ex- fl 
' 
tent that the family feel he never speaks the truth. 
The lack of parental discipline has made him very fearless and apgree&- '' 
ive. He discovered ver:r early that by entering into discussions with his 
parents when any difficulty arose, he was able to becloud the issues, con-
fabulate and rationalize his behavior to their satisfaction. This only 
!I resulted in a continuation of socially unacceptable behavior, and an in-
~ I !I crease of friends which he acquired by buying then favors. 
,, 
!i Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is a ver:r insecure boy whose !I 
social behavior is a protest against his obvious inferiority feelings. r~ 
is intellectually duD and retarded in school. He has many frustrations end 
reacts by being aggressive. There are feelings of hostility toward the 
father whom he is constantly competing with for affection and recognition 
1 
from the mother. He has a need for affection at the infantile level and 
'-~ li may lack the capacit:1 to gain insight into his difficulties."--l~s :~::::_",.;; 
I 
II 
I' 
li 
I' 
suggests a psychooatMc personality, he rationalizes constantly, projects 
his :f'eelings, and is a ;.oathological liar. 
Psychotherap:r was started but during the cour11e o:f' treatment little 
progress was made, The ;:>arP.nta and the school are very coonerative but 
B, F, has not gained any insight into his dif:f'iculties and is unwilling to 
accept any sup,geetions. He re~~ses to dissolve his relationship with the 
gang of boys and his social behavior has not altered, his progress is im-
~aired by the lack of insight and the prognosis is poor. 
He was a nonnal birth and lu":d eczC11la am !!tlld r:ickets ,, ·;rinr, inf;:;..ncy, 
?hysical eXlUnination is negative and there ie no e"J'idence of any "hyldcal 
i' defects. 
1: 
" i' \lfetzel Grid reccrd reveals that he is of a very li:oe>ar b<Xly build and 
1
1 
that there was little change in o, hysi<1,ue durinf, the course of observation, 
I' 11 He was retarded almost a year in physJ cal develo-:-snent at the ~p:e of lh. 9 
I! I! when he was referred to the clinic, While receiving ps;~rchotherapy there was 
" 
i 
:l?l)(· i' -....... 1.. , 
~~ improvement in physical c1evelopment and nt the last. observation he had 
11 reached his 01lll auxodrome but there was no improvement in psychological be- : 
I! havior or in social adjustment. It is of interest to note t,hat he has a 
physique which is commonly knOllll as the "featherwcieht" type. He is ve'!"'J 
active in sports and becauss of his physique and inte!"llst it was felt that 
perhaps he should be encouraged to pursue his athletic interests, This 
would give him some recognition in an area of his interest a~ ability thus 
simult~neously channeling his efforts into worthwhile activities • 
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Case 28 
J. N, was referred to the clinic after he ran away from home, He is 
I j. dissatisfied with the home conditions and with his general environment, He 
,. 
" r i is insolent and pugnacious and considered a "behavior problem" in school. 
,, 
According to the l'letzel Grid record, J, N, showed the first indication 
I: of growth failure at the age of 8,4 years when he was nine monthe retarded 
" i! ii in physical developnent, When he was 10,4 years of age, he reached his 
'I 
I: maximum point of physical retardation which was 1.5 years, During three 
I' years he should have advanced 34 levels from 54 to 88 whereas he succeeded , 
ii in completing only 18 of these and showed a change in physique fran a stocky :' 
I! type to a more medium body build by moving from channel A3 to channel A1• 
I[ At the age of 11.4 years he made up four of the 16 levels of deviation and 
ii 
': moved to channel A2, The next year he had m<m~d back to channel A1 but 
I 
j failed to make up the previously accumulated level deficit, By the time he 
li reached the age of 13.4 years he m<m~d cm~r to channel A2 and succeeded in 
il 
I· overcoming almost all of the growth lag, thus showing a deviation of only 3 
II levels, Since his rlevelopuent was still questionable and he was not progres~ 
li 
11 ing adequately, he had accumulated a net deficit of eight levels when he 
:I 
i' reached the age of 14.4 years and there was a trend toward returning to his 
ij 
:: own channel of .,. At the final age of 15.4 years, he .returned to his own 1 
,, 
lj channel and made a complete recovery by reaching his own schedule of develoP""i 
i. ment which was the 67 % auxodrome. 
li 
i J, N, is one of five siblings, there is a brother three years older, 
I ::two younger twin brothers and a •.rounger sister, all of whom live with the 
i 
I· parents in a small apartmei:lliL, 
I' 
His father entered the service when he was about to begin school, the 
family had no eavinge and the mother was forced to work and she placed 
II 
II 
ii 
.!204 
J • N. in an orphanage. During this time the mother worked in several areas 
close to where her husband was stationed and after he was sent overseas, she,' 
1 went to live with her mother-in-law bringing J. N. with her. They lived in i 
a large city, both his mother and the grandmother worked during the day so 
J. N. was left home alone. Since there was no sur:ervision, he found it more • 
interesting to leave the house and wander the streets. He became lost quite i 
,, 
frequently but was always returned home by the police. Then the mother 
decided to lock all the exits so that he would remain home and keep out of' 
~ difficulty. This was successful for a few days but then he ran away 
from home by escaping down a fire escape. After a twenty-four hour search 
by the police, he was finally located in a city hospital suffering from a 
concussion and multiple lacerations. It was learned that the acci~ent oc-
curred when he trip;:ed on a nail on a subway platform, lost his balance and 
fell to the level of the train tracks. An ambulance was summoned and he 
1, wa11 t,aken to a city hospital unconscious. A few hours later he regained 
I' li m nsciousness and was taken home the next day. No further symptoms of any 
:. brain damage were noted. 
' l 
After the father returned from the service, the family moved to their 
!: preiHint residence. Because of his early experiences, J. N. learned to take 
1~ care of himself adequately for he had been exposed to many people including 
the indigent and now he found it very difficult to settle down as another 
member of' the family. He could not adjust to the father and the home situa-
1 tion, he feels that he hardly knows his father and has been unable to 
!· develop any close associations with him. The father is employed as an inteP. · 
I state truck driver and is away from heme most of the time. The econaaic 
r: 
I! 
I: status of the family is poor and because of this the mother works in a 
jl 
factory during the evenings. Since the parents are away from hane most of 
II 
I' 
' ., 
i 
I 
r: the time, there is no supervision and the children are forced to take care 
I 
I of' themselves. 
t! 
Neighbors have ccm~plained thst J. N. usss profane language and tells 
,, 
j: other children that he has sexual relations with his sister. lie discusses 
' 
ir sax very freely which arouses the interest of' other children and stimulates 
j them to indulge in similar activities. He is pugnacious and ap,cressive, 
i always fighting with other children. After the f'irst clinic appointment he 
I 
i! was apprehended for stealing groceries from a local store and was then ssnt 
II to an industrial school. 
[I Ps;·chiatric interviews reTeal that he is functioning at a dull normal 
I' 1! level of intelligence, there is indication of a higher potential level which 1 
I· ,. 
li may not be expressed due to his emotional complications. He is impulsiTS in 
!: 
ii his behavior, screams and shouts in anger, implicates other children, and 
i' 
il enjoys seeing them punished. There is a great deal of' evidence of o;:•poeit-
1 
[r ion against himself, mingled with feelings of' insufficiency and insecurity. 
I! He resents his parents and projects his frustrations upon +,hem and feels he , 
li is forced to steal and run away from hcae becauae of the poor economic 
1 circ1.111stances. His difficulties arise fran the home background which has 
,. 
I! CO!IIplicated hie ability to make a good emotional adjustment. It was felt 
!1 that a readjustment could be made if proper guidance was given. The situat-
11 
ion was discussed with the mother and the school in order to gain their 
,. 
11 joint cooperation. 
j, 
li Response to t.herapy was encouraging and after a year it was felt that 
[! in order to prevent a relapse in behavior, therapy should be continued on a 1 
11 group basis. There has been considerable impro'flllllent in his behavior and as , 
il a result his performance in school has improved. He will be fol1owed in 
il 
i' the clinic and the prognosis is good. 
II 
' II He was an unplanned baby and a nonnal birth. During infancy he had 
!; 
i 
: whooping cough followed by measles al'ld chicken pox. later he was hospital-
!' 
!i ized for a t.a1stlleotoBry and adenoidectcllly and recowry was uneventtul.. He 
jl 
II had been in apparent good health until the accident previouely mentionfll\ at 
' I: which Mme he sustained a concuseion. ii41peated neurological examinations 
llqre negatiw, thus eliminating a!T)T organic basis for behavior deviation. 
1: l'hyeical examinaticfl is nep.;atiw, hearing and vision are nomal. 
. .r~o& 
1, The \>etzel Grid record indicates tha•, he ie of a stocky body build and 
1: there was no marked alteration in Jityeique during the course of observation.·, 
:: He reached hi.s li18Jdmlm peint of 1.6 months deviation in physical d8'18lo~t !i 
three years prior to clinic admission when he had encountered his first 
c<.>nfiict with the law after he ran away fl'CIIII hoaeo He was twelw months 
retarded when he encountered a second conntct 'VI"ith the law, at the a:· e or 
11.4 years and was then nlaced in the iDiustrial school. 'fbere was consider"i 
able illlprov81118nt while in a. new envirolllll8flt and this continued after he :re- , 
turned home. Improvement in physical develo~nt was accompanied by illlpro'¥11'"\ 
ment in psychological behavior and social adjustment. 
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Case 29 
I 
P. F. was in growth failure according to the Wetsel Urid, at the age of ti'l. 
7.5 years, He had moved from channel l1_ to the border of B2 and was retard- , 
The next year he reached his maximum II ed 11 months in physical develo::ment, 
point of deviation which was 13 levels from his own auxodrQlla1 he should ii 
I have advanced 27 levels from 58 to 85 whereas he succeeded in completing onl~ 
i . t' 
lll4 of these. In additjon to accumulating this deficit he had moved into 
II channel M, At the ap,e of 8, 75 he made up two of the 13 levels of deviation 
1: ii and had shifted to the border of channels B1 and B2, Coru,c·lete recovery was 
II made at the age of 9.5 years. Oncoming growth failure was evident a year 
II later when he showed a shift into channel ~ and a deviation of seven levels'! 
I 
: from his 01'lll schedule which was parallel to the 15 % auxodrome. This defici~ 
I i accumulated to eight levels when he reached the age of 10.75 year-s, he 
I 
J! should have adnnced 16 levels fr<llll 96 to 112, instead he only advanced 8 
ji i levels and had moved to channel B2, He is presently retarded six months in 
I ; physical development, 
! 
P. F. was referred to the clinic after he had forcefully entered 
li 
!! eral homes and a private school and had stolen sane money. 'l'bis was pe:r-
11 
II fonued in the company of two other boys who had been repeatedly been appre-
11 
I! hended for stealing and burglary, It was noted that he had stolen money 
I! fran his h0111e a year ago and later stole sane tools and two rabbits from a 
! farmer and distributed these things among his friends. He is l<nawn as an 
11 exhibitionist and very destructive in his behavior. lie never canes home 
' 1: except for meals and has been repeatedly truant from school but upon que~ 
i· tioning he gives the family and the teacher SOllie ":f'ancy excuse.• 
I' ,,
I; P. F. has an older brother and a younger ono plus a younger sister, all. 
,, 
' h -c:--:.::--===:_-::-____:=::-=-~--- - =-------===-=== 
i, 
I 
I' 
I! 
of wham are considered well adjusted, The family 5.s economically comfort-
able, both parents have been working continuously and the home is manP.ged 
I' by a house-keeper, 
The mother comes from a poor family of six children, all of wham have 
li a limited education for they were forced to terminate their education in 
I ~ 
II their adolescence and seek employment in order to support the family. The 
li mother has three older brothers who are successful business men and the 
II young_. . sister& are happily married, all are considered vre11 adjusted, The 
" ]i mother~has mixed feelines toward P, F, and is both concerned and annoyed at 
i' his behavior, She cannot understand why he steals for each child has an 
II ,. 
i allowance and also a bank account which is for the purpose of their college 
• education. She feels her relationship with the boy has come to an impt>sse 
11 and she cannot cope with his provocative, antar:onistic attitude and behavior. 
L j, She relates that he has always been "unruly", pugnacious, and destructive, 
i! 
j; He tries to gain att.ent1.on by scre11111ing or teasing other children and has 
,. 
1: temper tantr\l!!ls and crying spells when scolded, He attempts to distort the 
!! facts and has fabricat.ed ever since he started school. She feels the boy 
i; has always been "bad" and is now very l!:'Ol'l'ied lest he might become involved 
1: li ill more serious conflicts with the law as he becomes older, 
II 
' li The father was an only child of a wealthy family, nll educated and an 
11 engineer by profession, He is very active professionally and ~ocially, be-· 
I! cause of his ntllllerous activities and club IIH'mberships he is usually away 
I 
!1 from home every evening, 'Ibis places the sole res!'"(lnsibility of the child-
'' I! ren upon the mother and creates IMtemal conflicts. '!he mother feels that 
!: the responsibility of rearing children is a joint one and should be shared 
!'by both parents. The father is more accepting of the boy and has more 1Jt. 
1: sight into his problems, He manifests a well controlled exterior but is 
~~ really anxious and has guilt feelings toward the boy, lie feels he has 
¥ 
I 
i' 
I ,, 
II 
'"10 ,; .·. I - ~.._ ,, 
I 
' 
/! 
!I avoided the responsibility of bringing the boy up properly. Further dia-
l: cussion revealed that the father has deep seated negative feelings tOl'lard 
,. 
il the boy for his behavior Nlminds him of a cousin whom he dislikes intensly. 
! 
! Because of his awn childhood associations with his cousin, he pro.1ects his 
1: feelings upcn the boy. 
'Ibe school reports that P. F. is outstendingl;' bright and the teacher 
' ,,
1 
ca.n never give him enough work to keep him fully occupied. He reads profuse-<~ 
!I ~ li ly, does unassigned work, finds time to annoy other c.~ildren by distracting 
I 
1 the11 from their work. He has prof',ressively become more disobedient in 
I school and has arguments with other boys. He is accused of being a "bully, 
I !i I ,, 
1 liar, and a cheat," nevertheless, he camnands respect because of his scholaroli 
I 'I 
/ ship and so he is always elected leader of the class and other organizations,.! 
I 
1\ Psychiatric interviews reveal that he is a very excitable and boasti'ul 
II boy who is impulsive in his behavior. Be is :functioning at a superior level 
I of intelligence, his school activities are not challenging enough, his mind 
i ! works rapidly and so he is able to complete assi.g!llllents readily after which ,
1 
' I 
1 
he becomes bored. He has deep seated negative feelings toward his parents 
i 
.
1
· and his behavior is directed at annoying thaD. Be feels rejected and frus-
1 ' 
I
! trated at the lack of parental affection and rencts by being overly aggress- '! 
I ' i! ive, demanding attention by resorting to confabulations ane indulging in ;: 
11 socially unacceptable behavior in order to gain recognition and approval. 
Psychotherapy was started and it was felt that the prognosis would be 
favorable, providing there was more cooperation :from both parents. His 
problems stem from the poor home ~djustment and his relationships with his 
parents. The parents must be made to realize that more than material 
canf'ort is essential to the boy's emotional and physical development. 
I: P. F. was a normal birth and developed well throughout infancy. During 
l the preschool period he had a tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy and recovery ==c . -~~~~~=cc~.=-=---~~~~- - -c~~~c~~-=··==== 
I; 
i! 
II 
I 
: 
~=======~==============~====== 
i' was uneventful, Physical examination 1n the second grade revealed that he 
,, 
i had very poor posture and was referred to the family physician. Corrective 
li ii exercises were prescribed which resulted in an alteration of this defect, 
!i Physical examination is now negative, vision and hearing arc normal. 
:; 
According to the \'letzel Grid, he is a medium body build and though 
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Case .30 
D. 1.1. 1s a stubbom boy who has certain "off days" when everything 
II seems to go wrong for him. He apr:ears at school with a chip on his shoulde~~ 
I ·I 
1 refuses to work, quarrels with everyone, cannot be trusted when left alone 1! 
for he destroys school equipment and abuses other children without any ap-
parent cause, 
According to the Wetzel Grid, he had reached his ma:xilllum point of 
physical retardation at the age of 8.5 years. He had moved from channel~ 
to channel 'lA and was retarded 12 months fran his ovm schedule of developnent" 
which was parallel to the 2 % auxodrome. The following year there was no 
significant alteration in direc+.ion or 8Pf141d of developiH!nt and he was still 
a year retarded in physical developnent.. At the age of 10.5 years, there 
was a significant alteration in ph"sique, he became more obese and moved in- · 
to channel A3, overcame the previously accwaulated levels of deviation and 
surpassed his own auxodrome by two le'ftls which is considered within the 
normal range. The significance of this advancement appeared at the age of 
11.5 yeare when he ad)UI:ru:ed four levele beyond his own auxodrome, The 
trend toward obesity continued until the final age of 12,1 years when he 
was judged to have an obese physique and was five le'ftls beyond his own 
auxodrome of development. 
D. M. is the youngest of two children, there is a sister two years old-
er whom he resents because she gains the attention of the parents. The 
parents are economically comfortable and the family own a large farm which 
is their sole source of income, The father is a serious, quiet, and indu~ 
trioue man who is 'ftry impatient with the boy and spends little time with 
him. He had been in the service for two yeare and had many difficulties 
.i ':~:ib 
turing his own childho~ in his hane and school adjustment. Because of this,l1 
li he could not give D. M, assistance in helping him with his relationships 
1 
I fwi th other children. The mother is a tense nervous woman, she manifests 
I 
j facial tics and eye twitches, She is anxioue about the boy's behavior but 
I feels incapable of dealing with it adequately. She is resentful toward her 
I' 
II husband and feels very dissatisfied, mainly because she is burdened with 
11 household chores. She feels her husband should assume more interest and 
il 
II responsibili't7 in the children. 
i After D. M, was referred to the clinic, he ran away from hOIIIe because 
l of constant arguments with his father, He claims his father is unjust and 
always accuses hill of annoying his eister and defends her during any argu-
ments. The mother 11as very annoyed at the police for after D, M, ran a11ay 
they reported that he was armed and had stolen money at gun's point after 
'llhicb he fled the state. An interstate alal'll was sent out to capture an 
armed boy whereupon D. M, wae located riding on a Greyhound bus and was 
immediately surrounded by a patrol car and taken at gun 1 s point, An invest.- :, 
igation revealed that D, M, had a pocketful of plsy money and was in the 
I posseseion of a toy pistol. He was retumed h0111e and the chargee were dis-
1 missed. 
II Psychiatric interviews re'feal that he is functioning at a superior 
level of intelligence, he f'nds the school work very easy and very boring, 
He is very unhappy in school and cannot get along with other children, they 
tease h:!:m constanUy and call him "fatt7•" He has developed headaches which 
increase in severity when he is in school. He has multiple anxieties and 
II insecurities and fears. He is nervous, restless, and keeps picking at his 
li .f'1ngers1 biting his nails, and exhibits various tics. There is hostility 
I toward the father which is of such magnitude that all his dreams convey 
I 
I anxieties and incidents where he is al11ays killed by his father. He feels 
1 ~=~==~ 
I' 
I' 
i 
i! 
repressed and frustrated and tries to supress his aggressions by wi thdrawing0i 
The headaches and tics are on a psychosomatic basis due to his emotional 
maladjustment. He is a severe behavior problem manifesting neurotic traits 
' which spring fran sibling rivalry, father rejection and maternal ovsrnrotc t-;: 
. : 
ion. 
Psychotheraw was started and after half a year there was no indication 11 
I 
of improvement in behavior. The parents are incapable of executing arry ' 
guidance so that friction and tension havs increased in the home. His 
difficulties, as a result, have increased in school and it is doubtful whet&+ 
er turther progress will. be made with continued therapy. The parents have i 
gained little insight into the boy 1s problems and their attitude and behavicr 
is deterring the boy 1s progress. 
D. M. was a normal birth but he has a congenital cataract of the right 
i: eye which necessitated naring glasses ever since he sta:rted school. He had 
: his tonsils and adenoids removed just before entering kindergarten and durin~ 
I the following winter he had many colds. '!be MXt 8UIIItll'>r a med'l.cal exsmina-
' I 
, tion revealed the necessity for a second adenoidectomy, this was performed 
I 
j and during his convalescence he devsloped I1UIIIerou& ear abscesses which re-
1
1 sulted in a ruptured ear drum. No hearing loss developed but a month later · 
1
j he developed a cold and after school started he developed multiple neck 
11 abscesses which required hospit.aH!tation and surgical intanrention. He was 
j: forced to repeat the first. grade due to his prolonged ilJness. There have 
li been no subsequent illnesses, phvsical examination reveals no hearing loss, _ 
I, :~~::s s:::i:d 1::: ::c:: ;re::s 0::::i:i:al h::r::::at:. . 
Neurological examinations were negative and his headaches and tics are be-
lieved to be on a psychosomatic basis. He reached his maximum point of 
physical retardation three years prior to clinic admission when he was 8.5 
--~~~~==== 
~~are of age, This growth failure may hne been due to his previous illness { 
I' I 
,, , 
J. for he later made a complete recovery, At the age of 11.5 there was a trend r: 
j: toward obesity, this reaction is not infrequently encountered in individuals,' 
jl 
I! with emotional difficulties who indulge in overeating in order to compensate!· 
F li for their anxieties and ineecuriti... It is believed to be a psychologic-
,[ ally motivated desire which takes on physiological effects, In this case 
I 
1 overdevelorment waa accom!lQilied by increased symptoms of behavior deviation. , 
Name _____________________ __ _ _ 
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Case .31 
I 
I: c. A. was referred to the clinic because he has "trancelike attacks" 
I and a facial tic which consists of spasnodic movements of the eyes, twi tcb-
i 
j ings at the corners of the mouth and many grimances. The tics are associated· 
!i li with t-per tantrums which occur when he is required to perfonn a task 
I! against his wishes. 
ii 
1! According to the Wetzel Grid, c. A. reached his maximwn point of physi- I 
I 
i cal retardation at the age of twelve years when he was 1.6 years retarded in • 
! 
I 
I physical developnent. !Juring the course of two years observation he made a :. 
j complete recovery at the age of 14 years and reached his own auxodrome of 
I developnent which was the 67 % one. There was no significant alteration in 
I' il physique at thl.s time, his course fiuctuated in channel n2 and the border 
II of B1, retaining a medium physique. Frequent measurements taken between the . 
! i ages of 12 and llt years showed that his return to the 67 % auxodrome was a 
! 
I' rradual one with minor nuctuations. 
]
1 
c. A. lives in a foundling home where he is described as defiant and 
j
1 
pugnacious, constantly fighting with other boys. He feels the matron blames 
,, 
i1 him for these quarrels and in rebellion against authority, he ran away from 
1: 
li the foundling home and was returned later by the police. 
He is one of three siblings, there is a younger brother and a sister, 
I: all of whom live :l.n the foundling h011e. He is the product of a broken home, 
1: 
1! the parents have been divorced for five years. There has been no contact 
i with the father since the senaration of the family. The father's background'' 
., is one of orphanages and foster homes. He was considered maladjusted, unable 
I 
I' 
1, to bold a steady job and later beceme an alcoholic. The mother vis:!. ts the 
I! children infrequently, she has no desire to assume any parental responsibi-
,i li ty. She is unrelia'tlle and dishonest and has appeared in court on morals_ 
' 
I .:: 2'". i •C ;;.;:. 
!· 
charges and stealing. 
C. A, '• early home environment was an unhappy one. the parents were p ji I 
constantly quarreling and drank heavily. '!be children were nerlected and 11 
I i· 
i appeared at school sporadically• finally. the neighbors requested an inves- j, 
I tigation by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children and the 
~~ children were then placed in an orphanage. Prior to living in this found-
llling home. c. A. had been in three orphanages and because of his family 
11 backrround and con11tant change of' residence he had a great deal of difficul- ( 
I ty in adjusting to a school routine and to other children. 
1 He is functioning at an average level of intelligence but is capable of ii 
I I! 
1 a higher potential and his lack of a better performance is due to an emotiorJ-t 
! ,j 
i al blocking, He is a tense and anxious boy who feels everything is \i.nset.-
tled for ht.. He was never able to make any lasting friendships because he 
is unwUJjng to give of himself. He reads avidly and other boys ridicule 
him and call h:!m a "book-'!IOna," He feels rejected and has developed a dis-
luke and distrust of the other boys. 
' 
I
ll Psychiatric interviews reveal that he has a passive personality make-
11 up, he has attempted to supress his anxieties and insecurities which only 
1: increased his frustrations, Because of these conflicts there are outbursts 
' 
of over aggressiveness. He has amdeties and quilt feelings which are 
associated with his behavior• he would like to cmtrol hie behavior but is 
unable to do so. The descrlption of the trancelike attacks is indicati'nl of 
i symptoms of converei.on hysteria; i.e •• he 1e attempting to deny his feelings 
' 
i of anxiety by converting them into physical symptoms. in this manner he is 
i 
1 able to rationalize his difficulties and consciously believe that he is lese 
I 
1 anxious, 
j He gets severe headaches on hi.IS way to echool anc:l when he meets his 
I classnates they begin to tease him which causes a manifestation of facial 
i: 
Ji It is felt that these symptoms are on a PIIYchogenic basis, where physical 
I 
i complaints are an escape mechani8111 in order to escape from an unpleasant 
i situation. He is very suggestible to multiple c0111plaints which in turn 
I 
i cause attention and sympathy on the part of the teacher and result in a di&o 
I 
II missal from school thus constituting a legitilllate excuse, 
r: Psychotherapy was stQted and after four months there was no indication : 
11 of any illlprovement. This i.e partially due to his poor relationships with 
" Jj the matron and the other children. Pla~t in a foster haae is being 
l1 
11 considered where he would have an opportunity to develop new relati0nships 
[and a positive transfer to the foster parents. He could then begin to feel 
I 
I a sense of belonging anll simultaneously get parental affection. 
! 
No early medical history was available. Upon entering the foundling 
I i home he was considered to be in good health but small for his age. Physical 
i 
·: and neurological examinations were nagative. Convulsive disorders were 
I 
1 ruled out after a repeated neurological eXlllllination and an electroencephalo-
'1 
j gram were reported to be nonnal. It is felt that since there are no nositivl!l 
' 
. 'I 
.
1
[ pathological findi. ngs, the ph7sical s:vmptoas will disappear once there is 
i illlprovement in psychological behavior and social ad.1ustment. 
r, 
I
! The Wetzel Grid indicates t.bat he is a mediUlll body bnild. He was 
I retarded 1.6 years in physical development when his behavior deviation was 
I first noticed in school. This was his maximum point of deviation which 
li occurred 20 months prior to clinic admission. By the time he was referred 
,, 
I i' to the clinic there was some illlproftlllent in physical develoflllent and four 
i: 
,, 
'I months after clinic admission he made a complete recovery and reached his 
" I' 1! own auxodrome of development. Though there was no improvement in psycholog-
,, 
,, 
11 ical behavior and social ad.1ustment, there was considerable improvement in 
I! 
i! physical development. 
I' 
ii 
II 
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!1 Analyses of Case Histories 
I' -=~-===:~:u:.::;.=:-,.~~::7.": ,I 
1 changes in phvsique in a direction from B toward A were considered 1 
i ! 
, "positive" changes (Example: Case 23). Constant physique was considered 
' 
! 
1 "zero• change, the same channel was pursued throughout the course of obser-
f 
II 
I• 
I 
.I 
if L 
li ,, 
II 
I 
I I 
I 
II 
II 
r, 
II 
I 
I 
vation (Example: Case lO). A zig-.zag channel course (Examples Case 12) or 
a courss fran extreme A toward B (l>Jcample: Cass 30) and back and beyond 
the channel where the individual started out initially was called 
"negative/positive.• The changes of channel course of all cases are 
presented in Table I. 
Table I 
Variations in Direction of Channel Course in 31 Cases 
Channel Course 
Negative • • • • • • • • 
Positive •••••••• 
Negative/positive ••• 
Zero ••••••• • • • 
Total • • • • • • • • • 
Number of Cases 
l.6 
4 
5 
6 
31 
Negative channel course points to malnutrition while positive channel (l) 
course points to obesity. Constant channel course with accompanying 
i 
:I ~ (1) H. C. Wetzel, 'nle Treatment of Growth Failure in Children, NEA Serrtce,t Inc., Cleveland, 19Ii'lr, p. 23=26, """ro-72. - I ·--_c"o==-- =--:-=-:-:-_----.-. -- -.,---_-:- --- - =-- -- -- -=------=--=--=-- -----= - _ --- -=-==-----1 
II I 
I i 
I i 
I[ 
jl ~~~-~=-.-. :,.:.---::,-.. ~,~ ...... Q ... -: ,. ... b, ..... :.u.o; ... :,-f:'-_ 
j! disorder, according to Wetzel. There wu no evidence of clinical mal- I 
i nutrition, such aat .O,ema, decalcification, obvious avitaminosis, and .. 1 
I cirrhosis of the li'ftlr. Sixte!ln eubjects mowd out of their channel 
,, 
li toward thinner body build. Four mo'ftld toward a shorter body build, though 
II 
" 'I 
'I 
I 
this does not necessarily indicate that they became obese. They might haw 
been thin initially and were now recowring (Example: Caee 27). i'iw 11 
individuals oscUlated in their channel couree and some may haTe been oTe:r-1 
I 
I! compensating for previous failure. 
,, 
None of tbese cases became more obese 
1 first and then showed evidence of growth failure. In SUI!Il1ary, a total of 
I 
! 25 cases out of 31 showed some changes 1n physique during the course of 
:i 
I I, 
:I 
I 
II 
observation. 
Maximum physical retardation.- Specific physical retardation ia 
determined by subtracting the a!Ze at llhich the child actually reached a 
level of development from the a~e at which he should have reached this 
same developmental level if he had been developing adequately. The point 
on his develoJ:~~~ental C1l1'Te on which the value reached had deviated moat 
f%'0111 that which he should haTe reached was called the rnaxlnmm point of 
physical retardation. This is presented 1n tel'IIIB of months 1n Table II. 
II 
II m Qii. m., p. 79-96. c-~-=~t=-~•~ ----------------
:1 
I 
I 
Table II 
Nualber of Months Retarded When Jlax:lmum Point of Phvsical Deviation Was 
Reached Before Clinic Admission, At Time of Clinic· Admission, and After 
Clinic Admission 
Number of Cases Reaching Maximum Retardation 
llonths 
Retarded Before Clinic At Time After Clinic 
Admission of Clinic Admission 
Admi.esion 
36 and above • • 0 0 1 
~0- 35 • • • • 1 0 0 
24- 29 • • • • 0 2 0 18- 23 • • • • 2 1 0 12- 17 • • • • 7 s 2 6- 11 • • • • 2 6 1 
0- 5 • • • • 0 1 0 
Total • • • • 12 15 4 
II 
11~28 
1: 
li 
II 
II 
I 
j· 
I 
In 12 cases this point was reached prior to admission, in 15 cases at 
the time of admission, in 4 cases it occurred after admission to the clinic.! 
I 
A total of 27 cases out of' 31 had reached their maximum point of physical I 
i 
retardation either prior to or at the tillle of admission; out of these the 
!I 
' largest number of' maximal failures, 15, occurred at the time of admission. it 
Out of the 12 cases where the maximum point of physical retardation 
is reached prior to admission, in 11 cases this point fell within the 
preceding 30 monthe. The knowledge of existing growth failure in these 
12 cases, might have brought these children under medical or psychological 
care at an earlier stage of their maladjustment. 
:I 
I 
II !I 
il 
:I 
11 - -- ---------
" I' 
:[ It is or interest to notice the totsl ·growth deficiency accumulated 
' 
j by an individual when he reached the maximum point of physical retardation. 
li li Table III shows the number of 1>-month retardation periods wMch have 
q 
II 
accumulated in all 31 individuals at the time the maximum point of physical 
retardation was reached. 
Table III 
Time Period Elapsed Between Kaximal Growth ~'ailure 
Prior to Admission and the 'lime of. Admission 
Months 
43-48. • • • • • • • 2S- 30 • • • • • • • • 
19-24. • • • • • • • 13- 18 • • • • • • • • 7- 12 • • • • • • • • l-6 • • • • • • • • 
Totsl 
• • • • • • • • 
Number of Cases 
fi 
l 
13 
11 
l 
31 
Most of the individuals (24) showed a maximal retardation of 6 to 18 
" II 
11 months. 
" 
One was retarded 46 months. 
!I 
il 
I! 
I' 
The time of clinic admission may be considered the culmination of a 
cumulati'nl process of psychological abnormality which finally reached 
proportions which could not be ignored. This close eoincidence cannot be 
disregarded, and while it gives no indication per se which factor is 
primary, it shows their interrelation. These findings, showing a definite 
li change in ph:rsical manifestations concanitantly with psychological altel'-
1' ations. coincide with the present concepts of psychoeomatic medicine or 
, --~s 
I! ' ...... """ 
' +~-
1 
ii 
" I! 
II 
I 
I 
r: . 
1
1 "IIOII!lltops;vchological" medicine. 
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Psychological factors abstracted jointly !'!:9!t clinical !m!. psycho-
metric data.- The chief complaints at the time of admission were tabu-
lated to give an evaluation of the nresenting behavior deviation which is 
not necessarily indicative of the underlying difficulties. The symptoms 
of behavior dniation were the main reasons for clinic referral and are 
presented in order of frequency in Table IV. 
Table IV 
31 Cases Classified by Reasons for Clinic H.eferral 
Reasons for Referral 
Stealing • ft • • • • ~ • 
Day dreaming •. • • • • • 
Hysteria • • • • • • ; • • 
Temper tantrums . • • • • 
Hypochondriasis • • • • 
Truancy ••••••• • 
Running awt¥Y • • • • • • 
Nailbiting ••••••• 
Fornication • • • • • • 
Stubbornness • • • ••• 
Irresponsibility •••• 
Total • • • • • • • • • 
Number of Cases 
ll 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
31 
Other symptoms in addition to those listed in 'BlblB IV were noticed 
in these children during the course of observation and have been presented 
in the individual case histories. 
I 
11-3(; 
I 
... --1-~3:1 
The admission diagnosis generally attempted to reduce symptoms to I 
: 
I' 
i, 
--~---·· 
I 
II 
" !i underlying psychological syndromes, generally this initial impression was 
I 
1: 
!_ •. I revised and in fact usually dismissed after more intensive investigation. 
The staff felt that the psychological impression on admission represented 
an oversimplification. Presently available schemes of diagno8is, due to 
their limited scope, are considered inadequate by the clinic staff. 
Nevertheless, the impression on admission ie presented in Table V in terms 
of the most prominent psychodynamic mechanism which was suspected as basic 
to the behavior deviation. 
Table V 
Admiuion Diagnosis of All Cases 
Diagnosis 
Frustration •.••••.••••• 
Psychopathic personality traits 
Inferiority complex •••••• 
Anxiety" • • • • • • · • • • • • • 
Neurotic pereonali ty • • • • • • 
Feelings of rejection • • • • • 
Feeling& of guilt ••••••• 
Oedipus complex • • • • • • • • 
Mental retardation ••••••• 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Number of 
Cases 
9 
7 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1 
l 
l 
31 
I' 
II 
ij 
I. 
1: 
r: 
Among the 31 cases studied, there was a variation in the degree of 
sewrity or behavior deviation. 'I'h11 judgment was arrived at bv the 
clinic starr after all information was obtained on each case. A rating of 
the degree of severity of behavior deviation of all cases is presented in 
Table VI. 
Table VI 
Degree of Severity of Behavior Deviation in 31 Cases 
Description 
Serious • 
Moderate 
Mild • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
Total • • • • • • • • • • 
Number of Cases 
20 
8 
3 
31 
The clinic starr felt that the degree of severity of behavior devi-
ation was a qualitative description of maladjustment. The 20 cases 
!' judged as serious behavior deviates required more intensive therapy than 
the 11 cases judged as moderate and mild behavior deviates. 
.~3~ 
I 
The aim of the clinic was less to 8 diagnose" symptoms or underlying 
'' causes but rather to appraise the individuals from the point of view of 
what therapeut.ic measures might lead to improvement or restoration to 
normal behavior. Table VII shows the prognosis of all cases. 
Table VII 
lxpectation of Imrpovement in Behavior With Change of Environment, 
Psychotherapy, Psychotherapy Plus Change of Environment 
Expectati"n of hq)rovement With 
~~~ Change of environment • • • • • • • • Psychotherapy • • • • • • • • • • • (c Psychotherapy plus change in 
environment • • • • •• • • • • • • • • (d) Mo treatment possible • • • • • • • • 
Total ••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of Cases 
2 
14 
14 
1 
31 
In group "a" misconduct was thought to be the result of environmental 
conditions primarilY. In group "b" the difficulties were thought to be 
intrinsically neurotic. In group "c" the interaction of "a" and "b" was 
thought to be responsible for behavior deviation. 'Ihe one caee in group 
"d" was considered not to be amenable to therapy for the behavior devi-
ation was thought to be due to lack of intellectual equipment. 
The judgments and orinions finally adopted were those of the 
peychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric social workers. The 
greatest weight was given to the social and psychiatric history. The 
Rorschach and Saondi Tests were employed only as corollary sources of 
information. 
ij 
it 
In doubtful instances, the clinical judgment was relied upon. 
, The opinions arrived at were the product of the "case study method" which, 
ccc-~l-~~c-~c- --- - -~- -,-c--~ ---
~~ 
1: 
1':.:.33 
II th.ou8h subjecti'N in nature, is the beet au:rrently avaUable teclmique in 
II 
11 psychiatric li!Qnagement. Such data are naturally subject to c::-iticiSlllll 
li i! which can be leveled at this !llflthod or apProach. It must be pointed out, 
II howe'ftr, that. all Ot'inione 'lllilre thole or a well schooled tea~~~ or ehi.ld 
:r 
'
1 psychiatric workers, whcee c0111bined judi!Mr!te may be thought to be equi,._ 
alent to II1V oompetent judpent. available in this field. 
In the broadeet teras, all 31 chUdren were considered •neurotic." 
Se'ftn or these showed definite psychotic traits. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
The intelligence quotients of all children have been obtained at the 
time of clinic admission, The resul ta of the iiecheler-llellevue Intelli-
gence Scale and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Form L have been 
tabulated in Table VIII, 
Table VIII 
I, Q. Determined by Wecheler-Bellewe and Stanf~Binet Intelligence 
Testa 
Number oi' Cases 
Scores 
Wechsler-Balle~ Stanford-Binet Total PUll Scale I.Q. I,Q. 
130 and above •• . " 2 1 3 
120 - 129 • • • ••• 3 - 3 110- 119 • • • • •• - 1 1 100- 109 • • • • • • s 1 6 90 .. 99 •• • • • • s 1 6 80-89 •• • • • • 4 3 7 70 .. 79 •• • • • • 1 2 3 60-69 • • •••• 1 1 2 
Total • • • • • • • 21 10 31 
Twelve indi'Yiduals fall into the group between 90 and 110, twelve 
fall below 901 and seven fall above no. From these data there does not 
appear to be any obvious relationship between behavior deviation and the 
intelligence quotient. 
~ccc-~~- -c-
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Sociological i'actort t1 om !J.1 sociaJ. data.- The social behavior of 
the subjects of' th5.s st,udy was juc.r,ed to be unacceptable to various 
groups. The occurrence of social contlicts as reported by the school, 
police, and the home is presented in Table IX. 
Table IX 
31 Cases Classified by OceuJTence of' Social Conflicts 
Occurrence of Social Contlicta 
In the school • • • • • • • • • 
i¥1 th the law • • • • • • • • • 
In the hOBte • • • • • • • • • ,• 
Total . •. • ......... . 
Number of' Cases 
15 
12 
4 
31 
Thus 19 or· these_ eases presented behavior deviation which was 
socially undesirable and serious enough to receive attention. Twelve of' 
the subjects had some contact with the police, 11 of these were appre-
hended for theft and one for sex misconduct. 
' 'lb ; , .. ',..,. ... 
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'Ihe economic conditions of all cases have been tabulated and are 
presented in Table x. 
Table X 
Classification of Economic Statue or Families of All Cases and Those 
1lho Had Police Contact 
Economic Status All (31) Cases With Cases Police Contact 
l. More than adequate • • • • • 7 3 2. Adequate , • • • • • • • • • 8 3 3. Inadequate • • . . . . • . .. ' .. 4 l 4. Inadequate and dependent 
. '. 12 5 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • 31 12 
Half (15) of the total group came from well-to-do or economically 
com!ortable homes. or the eleven children apprehended for theft, six came 
frOm. economically comfortable homes (groups l and 2) and five from (1) 
families of a lower economic statue (groupe 3 and 4). 
The objects stolen ~ the children in groupe l and 2 were material 
possessions which they did not require (bicycle, money, roller skates). 
Three of the children in group 4 stole food, one stole money, and the other . 
was apprehended for sex misconduct. 
(iJ seea Chapter III for a detailed discussion of the economic groups. 
i 
Interaction 2£. psychological, social} ~ pllzsical I'!!ponse.- '!he 
' physical, psychological, and social re~ses of the subjects in this stud:t • 
were evaluated by using the Wetsel Grid, fJ-inicnl data, and school reports. : 
' Frcm a total of 31 cases, seven could notl be followed for a."l adequate 
1 
period of time and this left 24 for scrut~. 
- -tF 
' Table n 1 
I 
! 
l'bysical, Psychological, and Social Besnlm. se ot 24 Children Available 
for Foll_.Up c ~--
Description hlpro• nt 
Physical • •• • • • • 18 Psychological · • · • .... l4 
Social adjustment • • • l4 
Four children who improved physicall 
d an social response. The 14 who improved 
80 cial adjustment are included among the 
Nc ImpJi'o-nt 
6 
' 
fg 
' 
I 
v made no favorable psycholog ical 
d in psychological behavior an 
fL8 with ~hysical improvement. 
In the entire study of 31 cases, seven have been diagnosed as 
manifesting psychotic traits and four of these seven ceses were aYailable 
for follow-up. The physical, psychological, and social responses of these 
four cases is presented in Table m. 
Table m 
Physical, Psychological, and Social Response of Four Children With 
Psychotic Traits 
Description 
Physical •••• • 
Psychological • • 
Social adjustment 
• • 
• • 
• • 
3 
0 
0 
No Improvement 
1 
4 
4 
Though three of the children labeled as having psychotic traits made 
a physical response, none of them :!JIIproved psychologically or in their 
social adjusbnent. , 'lhe three children who showed a physical im;;rovement 
may not have been intrinsically capable of a psychological change. 
r:------------
1 
The social environment of' six children, of' the 24 who were available 
for follow-up, was mod< f'ied significantly. Four children were pl~ced in 
foundling homes, one was sent to an industrial I'IChool, and one was 
returned to his parents fran a f'mmdling bane, Thei.r responns are based 
upon the Wetzel Grid, clinical evaluations, and school reports, 
Table XIII 
Physical, Psychological, and Social ReSPonse of' Six Children Whose 
Enviromnent Was Changed 
Description 
Pbyaical ••••• 
Psychological • • 
Social adjustment 
. .. 
• • 
• • 
Impro-nt No Improvement 
l 
l 
l 
Change in enviromnent favorably affected the overall constellation 
of five out or the six children whose environment was changed and who were 
available for follow-up, It is impossible to delineate the causes of this 
response which might have been due to changes in either aspects (physical, 
psychological, and social) under examination, 
•' .. ·4(' 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONSLUSIONS 
The purpose of thj 11 investigation was to study the growth and develop-
ment, 1111 determined by the Wetsel Grid, and its relationship to psycho-
logical behavior and social adjustment in a group of children who were 
referred to a mental hygiene clinic because of rlelinquent or deviate 
behavior. 
A group of 31 male children, ranging from 9 to 15 years of age, were 
studied from the New Hampshire llental Hygiene Clinic. The children were 
referred by parents, family physician, school personnel, probation offi-
cers, State Department of Welfare and social agencies, The causes for 
referral were stealing, running away, t,ruaney, and other adjustment prob-
lems in the home, school, and the communi~. 
The variables which were investigated were physical status and 
physical progress, with the use of the Wetsel Grid, mental dynamics and 
social adjustment, The data was presented as a ease study, aecom;:anied 
by a Wetsel Grid record and a large chart samaria:lng the data of each case 
under the three major areas under investi~ation. All ease histories were 
then analyzed to determine which aspect of the st1bject 1s physical status 
and physical orogress, according to the iletzel Grid, were more or less 
related to hie psychological behavior and social ad.1ustment. 
The •1etzel Grid records of 20 normal children, randomly selected fran 
the New Hamroshire public schools, are oresented to show the course and 
speed of physical growth and develo,-,.ent in a group who are not .1udp,ed to 
be behavior deviates. The psychological and social data were not obtained 
on this group. 
Conclusions 
A group of normal children selected from the general population 
showed no deviation on the Wetzel Grid. 
The 31 behavior deviates studied were in growth failure by the 
criteria or the Wetzel Grid. Each of the 31 cues exhibits: 
(a) growth failure or varying degree 
(b) major P87Chological and/or psychiatric 
deviations or varying degree 
(c) sociological deTiations or varying degree. 
This establishes the gross relationship or deviations in all three 
factors (physical, psychological, and social) which were studied in this 
group or children. 
Twenty fin cases demonstrated changea in physique and six cases did 
not. 
-_---:-_:j:-:--
liaximula growth failure occurred in twelve cases prier to admission to 
the clinic, in fifteen caee11 at the tble of admission, in four cases after 
admieaion to the clinic. The greater part by far, twenty-seven cases, were 
in maximal growth failure at, the time of or prior to the tble that their 
psychological IJ;IIIIptana were so se'Qre that they became the subject of 
public action. Maximal growth retardation occurred 6 to 18 months prior 
to admission. In no instancea was there a clinical diagnosis of mal-
nutrition (edema, avitaminosis, etc.). 
Twenty-eight out of 31 children were thought to be moderately severe 
or serious behavior deviates. Three were thought to exhibit mild behavior 
deviation which was attributed to environmental conditions. Theft was the 
most frequent symptom on admission to the clinic. All children, however, 
exhibited serious neurotic (24) or psychotic (7) traits. Thirty children • 
~~=~-.c:c~~~------.c- ---~c.c~------~-~~~~--~~~~~~--•·c.c.c_cccc~~- ----~=••~~~=f-~~~= 
were considered amenable to theraw. 
Fifteen children came from "well-to-do" homes and sixteen from "poor" 
families. There were six children who had contact with the police among 
the "-11-to-do" group and five among the "poor" group. 
--=--~ ----=--=--=--=·-c--
Simul ta.neous illlprovement in physical and psychological status occurred 
in fourteen children out of twenty-four who were available for follow-up. 
There was a negative relationship in four children) out of these four, 
three exhibited psychotic traits. 
The environment of six or these twent.,..four children was changed. 
1 Five of these six children showed simultaneous impro'¥8111ent physically, 
psychologically, and in social adjust.ent. 
This study has demonstrated that behavior deviation, in a group of 31 
children referred to the New Hampshire Uental Hygiene Clinic, is accom-
panied by abnormal growth and development ae determined by the Wetzel 
Grid. The occurrence, in most eaees, of maximal growth failure prior to 
or at the time of admission suggeste a "threshold" value of growth failure 
' where definite changes in physical manifestations occur concomitantly with 
psychological alterations. This is in close agreement with the present 
concepts of psychosomatic medicine. 
Implications .2!, ~ conclusions.- The data suggest the possibility 
that severe psychological aberations may be anticipated by somatic 
alterations and that the use of the Wetzel Grid might, in fact, constitute 
an effective screening proee6ure for a large population of children. 
Deviation in growth and development might suggest the need for carefUl 
inquiry into psychological and social constellations. 
The use or the Wetzel Grid in the school could prove to be a valuable 
aid. The teacher might, for instance, plot the physical course of develo~ .: 
ment or all the pupils at the time the child first enters school. This 
1!·,44. ij'......, 
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should be kept up to data during the child 1 s entire school years and could i: 
be a part or the CUIIIUl.ative record. 
ii 
Successive height and weight measure- jl 
menta ahc;mld be taken and recorded on the grid at least twice dur:\ng the 
1
,
1
: 
school year, if there is indication or oncoming growth failure, quarterly 
meaeurementll should be t.,aken. This would provide a cloeer check on the 
child in order to determine whether growth and development ts progreseing 
satisfactorily. It all records are kept up to data more can be seen and 
learned frail the Grid CurftB thai) fl'all the original lbtings of height and 
-ight. Appraisals can be made on the basis of each child acting as l).is 
own standard ot comparison llhen individual progress is appraised with 
il 
II 
Even 
1
1·.',. reference to a channel and an auxodrollle specific to the BUbject. 
slight abnormal departures in direction and spelld of growth are readily 
I! 
I 
1: 
li 
li 
I' 
_li 
I 
distinguished from normal variations. The tendency or ooor growth to 
persist until conditions are changed affords a reliable basis for predic-
tion or trends. The resul til or this method or appraisal or growth and 
development are objective in contrast to subjective evaluations by mere 
inspection or e""n age-a..,.,rages ot various kinds. 
If accurate records are kept on all children, those deviating in 
direction and speed of physical development can be screened out tor 
further inwstigation of causes. Deviations fl'QII the normal pattern or 
growth and developaent would be an indication for teachers to look for the 
presence of an emotional disturbance in this group who thus far do not 
manifest o""rt eymptoms of maladjustment. These children could then be 
referred for tnrther psychological study and therapy could then be insti-
tuted at an early stage. 
Emotional disturbances are matters of real concern, especially when 
they persist and incite growth failure. In following physical growth and 
~ . 11 d~elorment on the Wetzel Orid1 it will se~ as a guide in ~:::inating 
'I 9 
!, lr 
the work of the entire school per80!11lel to the end that an individual's 
needs may be most effectively met. The grid record may become a sensitive 
index of' the ne9d f'or individual guidance and psychiatric referral, long 
before a child 1 a overt behavior becomes troublesome to the school, the 
parents, and society at large. 
Lillli tations 
l. This study is limited to a selected group f'or it was 
restricted to a clinic population. 
2. The study wss restricted to males only and a study of' 
girls msy show a difference of' results. 
3. The study was limited to one area and since the grid has 
been Yalidated by other observers in other geogra.phic 
areas, it would be of' interest to study the v,rowth and 
developaent of' behavior deviates in other areas. 
4. The nutrition of' this group could not be accurately 
ascertained and controlled because they were dey-clinic 
cases. 
5. There was no knowledge of' physical therapy given to 
those subjects but due to the attention focused on the 
ohildJ !!lOre interest, supervision, and care in the home 
may hne resulted. 
7. No attempt has been made to decide or suggest which 
factor; growth failure, psychological and/or socie>-
logical deviation, is the one of' primary importance. 
It is felt that all these factors are interdependent 
Yariables which are operating jointly. 
; ···~45 
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Need for Further Research 
Specific problems were suggested during this investigation as a 
result of the analysis of the data. These problems are as follows! 
l. The need for determining 'llhtttller behavior deviation is 
preeent in a school population of children who are 
in growth failure as determined by the Wetzel Grid. 
2. The need for establishing csusal relationships. 
3. The need for s1m1lar s+..udiel to be ca.rrled on over a 
period of fiw to ten year• by the smne group or 
observers and to include a larger number of subjects. 
4. Application of the lletzel Grid to a non--clinic population 
to detect physieal growth retardation and l!limultaneous 
behavior deviation before these children beCQlle labeled 
as behavior deviatel!lo 
5. The need for studying the effects of nutrition on growth 
and development, psychological behavior, and social 
adjustment in a group or institutionalized children. 
6. The need for investigating the effect of psychotherapy 
on physical growth and development. 
7. Further study on significant factors brought out in this 
studyl 
(a) 
(b) 
Detailed investigation into the specific 
causes of growth retardation. 
Analysis of characteristics in a non-clinic 
population which may imply emotional disturb-
ances and their relationship to retarded 
growth and development. 
··-··4L 
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(e) Study on the incidence and causes of emotional 
disturbance durin~ early indications of growth 
failure as determined by the Wetzel Grid. 
(d) Study on the causes of poor social adjustment 
and the effect on physical growth and development 
as determined by the Wetsel Grid. 
::··,/ill"'' ;: ,..Q.,';j:, 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC 
HISTORY OUTLINE 
Address 
Referred by: 
Reasons for referral: 
Date of first visit to clinic:!, 
! 
School 
Grade 
Family History: , 
Father: Name, age, place of birth, education, occupation, intelligence,ll 
habits, medical history. 
Mother: Same information as for father. 
Family background: Any history concerning insanity, feeblemindedness, 
epilepsy, alcoholism, criminality, chronic illness, desertionsJ' 
divorce. Marital adjustment of respective parents. 1 ' 
Children: Age, sex, education, occupation, health status, adjustment. 
Home Environment: 
Economic status. Attitude toward children. Attitude toward problem. 
Housing of the family. Home life of the child. 
Community: 
Type of neighborhood. Social institutions in neighborhood - churches, 
libraries, recreational centers. 
Personal Historv: 
Birth date' and place. Conceptive and pregnancy conditions of the 
mother, Description of birth. Birth Weight. General development of 
child: Nursed or bottle fed. Age of walking, talking, teething. 
Physical illness: Age of occurrence, severity, any further consequen-
ces. Evidence of physical defects: Age of occurrence, remedial meas-
ures, permanent or temporary effects. 
School: Date of entrance, age. Present grade, State grades skipped or 
repeated and give reasons. Has the child any institutional record? 
Give full details. Interests, abilities, and attitudes toward school. 
Habits: Eating, sleeping, enuresis, nightmares, nail biting, masturba-
tion, record of sex problems. Give full details. 
Relationship with other children in school, choice of friends, play 
activities - alone, with other children: same age, younger or older. 
Attitude toward parents, school, work. 
Attitude of school uersonnel toward the child, toward the problem. 
Give details of personality development from infancy to present time. 
Presenting Problem: 
Give detailed description of the present difficulty and factors which 
may have contributed to its development. 
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